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Seeing beyond the cloud, repositioning
the African minerals industry

T

he future of any country lies with its youth. This statement is especially true for the
African minerals industry. The minerals industry continues to play a pivotal role in
the establishment of a strong economic base in various countries on the continent.
However, the minerals industry is faced with complex challenges and stiff competition for
foreign direct investment. The collapse of this industry will have dire consequences for the
citizens of countries whose economies are reliant on mining. However, these challenges
present industry leaders and young professionals with an opportunity to create a vision
for the mining industry that will inspire confidence for the future of Africa. Young
professionals must create and own a roadmap that describes the steps necessary to realize this future. To create
this roadmap, it is necessary to take cognisance of the mining policies, human capital, and techno-economic
conditions needed to change the status quo and position Africa as a destination of choice for capital investment.
One of the ways to map out the future of the minerals industry was to host a conference at which young
professionals could engage in dialogue on what this future will look like. This dialogue was supplemented with
networking sessions with industry leaders.
This edition of the Journal contains some of the papers that were presented during the conference. The first
paper discusses unlocking the potential of deep-level mining through multi-stakeholder collaborations. The next
two papers focus on the necessary design considerations towards integrated mine planning and creating a
technology map to facilitate modernization in the minerals industry. The last three papers cover topics in mineral
processing, vis-à-vis investigating cost-effective ways of recovering rare earth elements from alternative sources;
development of a technique for nickel electrodeposition from sulphate electrolytes; and investigation and
optimization of the industrial process for extraction of iron, vanadium, and titanium from titanomagnetite. The
remainder of the papers addresses various issues affecting the minerals industry.
The minerals industry is in need of young professionals to develop solutions for the numerous complex
challenges alluded to earlier. Solving these challenges will require a collaborative effort involving the different
stakeholders such as academic and research institutions, the minerals industry, governments, and communities.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank all individuals and organizations that made this Young Professionals
Conference a success.
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Skills for Mining Labour Productivity
Improvement

I

t is amazing how quickly time passes by – just nine articles ago, I invited you to join me in
reading my thoughts as you enjoyed your cup of coffee and to keep company with me for some
more coffee chats. In this article, which is my penultimate one as President of the SAIMM, I
would like to share with you my recent engagement with the Chamber of Mines of South Africa.
On 23 May 2017 I delivered a Keynote Address at the Chamber of Mines pre-AGM dinner.
The focus of the address was the role of the mining industry in Higher Education Institutions
(HEIs) during these challenging times in the HEI landscape, and how HEIs should be addressing
the mining industry’s skills needs. As a point of departure, my address touched on productivity
as a theme on which both the mining industry and HEIs should be having robust discussion. I
therefore would like to share with you my thoughts on this subject.
Productivity is a very relevant and important discussion point for the mining industry. It is so, given that our industry
has been experiencing declining productivity in the past decade, although equipment efficiencies have been increasing. For
example, according to a McKinsey study released in 2015, US mining labour productivity had declined nearly 30% since
2007, while other production sectors such as motor vehicle manufacturing had improved their productivity by nearly 180%
over the same period. The same report also indicated that mining labour productivity in two other major mining countries,
Australia and South Africa, had declined since 2007 by about 50% and 35%, respectively. In contrast, original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) have been reporting increased equipment efficiencies. For example, Atlas Copco reported an
approximate 50% increase in the efficiency of their drilling equipment between 2000 and 2005. Why is it that the mining
industry’s labour productivity is regressing, yet equipment efficiencies are improving? As professionals in the mining
industry, should we not be thinking seriously about the urgency and different ways of improving productivity?
It is not ‘rocket science’ that by increasing productivity it becomes possible to improve profitability. If profitability
increases, companies are able to do the things they would like to do and those that government, labour unions, and
communities expect or require them to do. Given the importance of increasing productivity, how can we get productivity on
the right path given that, as an industry, we seem not to be adequately exploiting improved equipment efficiencies? Two of
the papers in this edition of the Journal touch on this important aspect by relating production, productivity, and technology
(including technology maps, as described in one of the papers). These ideas extend to mechanization and modernization as
alluded to in the two papers.
The mismatch between productivity and equipment efficiency stems from a lack of the unique skills that are required to
convert the improved equipment efficiencies into increased productivity. It is people with the right skills set that can correct
the mismatch, because mining production systems cannot drive themselves. Even autonomous mining production systems
require people – mines cannot operate themselves, processes cannot operate themselves, and the production system is not
self-maintaining without human intervention. The designing, planning, and operation of a mining production system as a
system requires the incorporation of systems engineering approaches. It also requires a mind-set change away from
traditional approaches of designing, planning, and operating mining production systems in ‘silos’. Whether or not one is of
the view that ‘mechanization’ or ‘modernization’ is the panacea for the productivity challenges that our mining industry
faces, it is imperative to incorporate systems engineering throughout the mining process. In order to incorporate systems
engineering or systems thinking, four high-end skills are required. These are a high intelligence quotient (IQ) required for
problem-solving, emotional quotient (EQ) required for managing relationships, creative quotient (CQ) required for
innovation using multidisciplinary knowledge, and adaptive quotient (AQ) required for embracing change. A high IQ is
required because the mining operating environment is becoming increasingly complex. A high EQ is needed because the
ever-increasing stakeholder demands on the mining industry require good relationship skills, negotiating capability, and
management and leadership skills, to mention but a few. A high CQ is required for a systems engineering mind-set in order
to accomplish work in multi-disciplinary teams. A high AQ is required because the only constant in our industry is change,
which requires us to adapt to address existing and new challenges. I am convinced that as the SAIMM, we will remain
relevant into the future by ensuring that our programmes and conferences address the key skills that are required to
improve mining labour productivity.

C. Musingwini
President, SAIMM
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Multi-stakeholder collaboration to
unlock the potential of deep-level
mining in South Africa
by K.M. Letsoalo*

34)-2-

85:4.+narrow-reef mining, sustainability, mining R&D, public-private
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Modern commercial mining in South Africa
dates back to 1846 with the exploitation of
copper in Namaqualand. The economic
viability of the venture was hampered by the
remote location of the deposit, adverse
geological conditions, poor excavation
stability, and the extraction method used.
South Africa’s deep-level mining operations
find themselves in a similar situation today.
Increased geotechnical and rock engineering
challenges, increased mining depth, low
productivity, and dwindling available mineral
reserves are some of the factors contributing to
the economic impediment of the platinum and
gold mining sectors. Figure 1 indicates South
Africa’s contribution to the global production
of gold. Historically, South Africa was the
largest gold-producing country, but it has now
dropped to seventh place.
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Fenn (2016) concluded that the trends
presented in Figure 1 do not coincide with
those seen in other emerging economies.
Emerging economies like China and Russia
have a positive production growth, while that
for South Africa is negative. South Africa’s
contribution to global production of gold
declined by 7.89% between 2014 and 2016.
Despite the decline in production, South
Africa’s reserves of the following commodities
are ranked number one the in world,
(Hermanus, 2016) :
®
®
®
®
®

PGMs (87.7%)
Chromium (72.4%)
Manganese (80%)
Titanium (65%)
Gold (12.7%).

The available mineral resources in South
Africa, particularly platinum and gold, justify a
change in mindset and approach towards
metalliferous mining. The value of existing
resources depends on the extraction methods
and the efficiency of mining operations.
Without a change in these, South Africa’s
mining outputs will continue to decline.

* Chamber of Mines of South Africa.
© The Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy, 2017. ISSN 2225-6253. This paper
was first presented at the 3rd Young Professionals
Conference, 9–10 March 2017, Innovation Hub,
Pretoria, South Africa.
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South Africa’s narrow-reef mining operations are facing challenges such
as volatile commodity prices, operational cost increases in excess of
inflation, health and safety issues, and depletion of less geologically
complex reserves. These challenges have resulted in declining production
profiles for many mining companies. Data collected and modelled from
South Africa’s three principal gold mining companies, AngloGold Ashanti,
Harmony Gold, and Sibanye Gold, indicates that 592 Mt of mineable gold
resources remain, with up to 496 Mt of potential reserves available if
miners adopt mechanized systems. These resources have the potential to
extend the life of gold mining operations beyond the year 2045. A similar
situation exists in the platinum sector, where 360 Mt of production can be
exploited with the application of non-conventional mining methods.
During investigations as part of the Phakisa initiative, it was noted
that current industry challenges require solutions that are specific to the
South African tabular mining environment. These solutions include
increasing local mining research and development capacity,
encouragement of local equipment manufacturing and associated
procurement, and technology and skills transfer. Owing to the magnitude
of the changes required to establish a sustainable mining industry,
stakeholders agreed to a collaborative approach through a public-private
partnership.
This paper seeks to provide a background to the Mining Phakisa
initiative and the drivers behind collaboration of various stakeholders to
ensure sustainability of the South African deep-level mining industry. The
collaboration drivers are discussed by highlighting challenges in South
Africa in relation to mining.
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The mining industry in South Africa is considered as one of
the key employers, with approximately 450 000 people
directly employed in the sector, each employee having at least
nine dependants (Chamber of Mines, 2014). The industry
shed 47 000 jobs between 2012 and the first quarter of
2015, which had an indirect impact on 423 000 people.
Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) (2016) indicated that
employment in the mining industry continues to decline, with
eight consecutive quarterly decreases since the fourth quarter
of 2014.
Despite the decline in employment, gross earnings paid to
employees across the mining sectors increased by R30
million in the quarter ending June 2016. The total gross
remuneration increased by 6.3% (R31 billion) compared to
the previous year (Statistics South Africa, 2016). The total
earnings by employees in the mining industry amounted to
R523 billion between June 2015 and June 2016 (Statistics
South Africa, 2016).
The platinum wage strike in 2012 was one of the major
reasons behind the decline in employment statistics. During
the Mining Phakisa Lab it was noted that the mining sector is
still recovering from the 515 971 man-days that were lost
due to industrial action between 2012 and 2013.

 
Mining’s contribution to the GDP is linked with, and
measured on, production output, which has declined in
recent years. Mining contributed close to 21% to the GDP in
1970, but this figure had fallen to 7.7% by 2015. Gold and
uranium were the main commodities in 1970, accounting for
17% of the 21% contribution. Structural factors in the sector,
rather than falling commodity prices, have been the main
cause of the decline in GDP contribution over recent years
(Pirouz, 1999). The infrastructure on most of the gold
operations is over 20 years old, and this, coupled with mine
design and layout, has constituted the biggest challenge to
production output.

 
South Africa’s mineral resources are still considered to be
among the foremost in the world, but deep-level operations
are facing challenges with the depletion of easily accessible
resources. Geological surveys indicate that South Africa has
approximately 1.9 billion ounces of remaining gold resources
(Chamber of Mines South Africa, 2015), only 0.2 billion
ounces of which have been converted into reserves. This
leaves the country with close to 1.7 billion ounces of gold
resources that have the potential to be converted into
reserves. However, significant changes in the extraction
methods will be needed in order to economically exploit these
resources.
Approximately 1.4 billion ounces of platinum resources
are available in South Africa, and only 0.2 billion ounces
have been mined to date (Chamber of Mines South Africa,
2015). Half (0.7 billion ounces) of the remaining platinum
resources are at a depth between 2 and 4 km, and are
potentially economically viable. Like gold operations,
significant changes are required in the extraction methods to
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render these resources economically viable. The deepest
platinum operation is currently just below 2.2 km, and
ventilation and geothermal heat are among the major
challenges.

 
Productivity in the South African mining industry peaked in
the year 2000, with gold and platinum production at 2 kg
and 2.3 kg per person, respectively. However, the industry
has experienced a decline in productivity levels since then,
and productivity is currently at its lowest point. According to
Singh (2016), platinum output per worker declined by 49%
between 1999 and 2014, while the real labour cost per
kilogram increased by 309%.


South Africa’s Chamber of Mines Research Organisation
(COMRO) was considered to be one of the best mining
research organizations in the world. COMRO was established
in 1964 to carry out research on a collaborative basis on
behalf of member companies of the Chamber of Mines South
Africa. COMRO experienced a funding reduction in the late
1980s, which led to its closure in 1992, resulting in the loss
of South African researchers to countries like Australia and
Canada.
DeepMine, PlatMine, and FutureMine are some of the
collaborative research programmes that were established
between 1998 and 2005, after COMRO (Rupprecht, 2017).
These programmes, which were set up to operate over fixed
periods, were introduced to address specific mining
challenges, including the mining of gold at depths greater
than 3000 m. The funding and scale of these programmes
were not equivalent to that of COMRO.
Following the closure of COMRO, mining companies such
as Anglo American took it upon themselves to conduct inhouse research. This has proven to be a challenge during
commodity price slumps. It was noted during engagements
with mining companies that research projects are the first to
suffer budget cuts during price slumps. From a national
perspective, in-house research initiatives do not assist with
capacity-building because this type of research is focused on
competitive advantage and business sustainability, as
opposed to the sustainability of the sector as a whole.

  
Narrow-reef mining methods, technology, and mechanized
equipment have not changed much over the last century,
despite the productivity fluctuations. There have been three
significant innovations (Pickering, 2004):
® The introduction of hand-held pneumatic rock-drills
around 1970, which were designed to replace rigmounted units. Industry is currently exploring the
potential of electrohydraulic drills
® Scraper winches were introduced in the 1920s to
replace shovels for moving rock. Most mining
operations today rely on scraper winches for rock
moving in stopes
® Hydraulic props were introduce in the 1960s as a form
of yielding support, and are still used in the industry
today.
The minimal changes in the technology used in
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conventional mining reflect the lack of overall change in
deep-level operations over the years. Narrow-reef
metalliferous operations in South Africa are still cyclical and
labour-intensive; production activities are interdependent and
a significant amount of labour is required to complete a
production cycle. The cyclical nature of the operations, as
shown in Figure 2, is inherent in the drilling and blasting
process that has been used since the early 1900s. Mining a
panel in a mechanized mine (e.g. a manganese mine)
requires only six or so crew members, while in a
conventional mining operation an average crew of 14
members is required to complete the production cycle. The
underground coal mining industry has introduced new
technologies like continuous miners, resulting in improved
safety and productivity.
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The Phakisa initiative is a multi-stakeholder collaborative
process that was convened by the government of South
Africa. Operation Phakisa was designed to address and fasttrack implementation of solutions that are critical to national
development (Department of Planning, Monitoring and
Evaluation, 2016). The programme involves a range of key
stakeholders, including government, private companies, and
research organizations in the sectors that plan and oversee
the implementation of initiatives. The intention is for the
initiatives to have a positive impact on economic growth and
society. The areas of focus include mining, the oceans, and
education.
The idea adopted by the South African government based
was on a Malaysian development programme called the
Industrial Collaboration Programme (ICP). The aim of this
programme is to reaffirm government’s commitment to the
development of national technology, industry, and the
economy (Malaysia Government, 2013). ICP is designed to
improve Malaysia’s competitiveness in the global market,
supported by a systematic development strategy and a
holistic view of the economy (Malaysia Government, 2013).
Like the ICP, the objective of the Phakisa initiative is to
‘develop collaborative interventions that will ultimately have
tangible impacts on the short- and medium-term challenges
faced by the mining cluster. These interventions need to take
into [account] economic and socio-economic historical,
          

structure, and immediate challenges that exist in the cluster.
Collaboration should be entrenched in the institutional
mechanisms that will be applied to address the challenges’
(Operation Phakisa, 2015).
The goal of the Mining Phakisa is to intervene as far as
possible to keep the industry afloat during commodity price
slumps. Additional goals include putting in place initiatives
that will position the mining cluster on a firm foundation to
grow, transform, and optimize the contribution of the
industry to the economic and social development of miningrelated communities and the country as a whole.
The execution of the Mining Phakisa outcomes is built on
a three-phase horizon, as seen in Figure 3. The first phase
includes addressing the challenges that are currently
experienced by the cluster (these challenges are not limited to
those presented in the diagram). Once the current challenges
are addressed, the next phase would involve stabilizing the
cluster in order to yield results over the medium to long term.
The last phase is focused on setting up initiatives that are
geared towards developing the future South African mining
industry. The lack of upfront timeframes on the building
blocks of the Phakisa initiative constitutes a shortfall of the
initiative. The author is of the opinion that the foundation for
the future cluster should be the primary building block,
supported by the stabilizing and addressing of current
challenges.
Five work streams were established during the Mining
Phakisa Lab workshops to design initiatives that will address
the challenges faced by the mining industry. These five work
streams are (Operation Phakisa, 2015):
® Cluster Employment work stream—the core
responsibility of this group is to address issues around
reskilling and upskilling of mineworkers, job saving
initiatives, and decent work categorization
® Win-win Beneficiation work stream—this group is
responsible for developing initiatives that will
rejuvenate the iron ore, steel, and polymer
beneficiation value chains. The group is also required
to act as an incubator for market development in
beneficiation
® Sustainable Communities work stream—focuses on the
challenges around integrated human settlements,
regional economic development (agri-business), and
rehabilitation of derelict and ownerless mines
® Reviving Investment and Access to Affordable and
Reliable Infrastructure—the initiatives that were
mandated to this work stream include attracting
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investment in the mining cluster, increasing
exploration, increasing participation of emerging
miners, constant supply of affordable electricity, and
development of access to affordable ports and rail
transport
® Advancing the Cluster work stream—the key challenges
that were mandated to this stream are the development
of mining capital equipment manufacturing capability
and mining-related research and development.

(..53/6-/1/(After the Phakisa Lab workshops, the Chamber of Mines
South Africa (CoM) adopted an internal strategic framework
for modernization. This modernization does not involve only
mechanization or the gradual introduction of new technology,
which are often associated with the replacement of people
with machinery, resulting in direct job losses. The CoM
considered modernization as a process of transition and
transformation of the mining industry, involving (Chamber
of Mines, 2016):
® Turning South Africa’s mineral resources to account in
the safest, most efficient, cost-effective, and
sustainable manner possible
® Recognizing that people are at the heart of the industry,
and focusing on improving skills, health, quality of life,
and personal fulfilment of employees
® Conservation of natural resources, preservation and
restoration of the environment
® Contributing to the development of local and laboursending communities
® Transformation and growth as key imperatives for the
mining industry and the nation.
A case study on the three principal gold mining
companies (AngloGold Ashanti, Harmony Gold, and Sibanye
Gold) indicated that, for a single mine, every 1 g/t reduction
in the cut-off grade would result in 10 Mt of additional ore
containing 200 t of gold being mined over the operation’s
extended life (Chamber of Mines, 2016). Margins are
gradually closing in on narrow-reef operations due to
challenges around operational costs and productivity, which
sees the industry potentially closing around 2030. The study
indicates that modernization of existing operation has the
potential to extend the operational life of the sector beyond
2045 (Chamber of Mines, 2016) .
There were two strategic outcomes from the Mining
Phakisa process within the Advancing the Cluster work
stream:
® Mining R&D Programmes: a collaborative research and
development model that focuses on a systematic
approach to mining’s R&D needs and enables the
establishment of centres of excellence in collaboration
with South African research institutions. The key focus
of the research would be on addressing underground
deep-level mining challenges
® Mining Equipment Manufacturing Cluster: a cluster that
is embedded within other existing clusters and
initiatives. The cluster will ensure that development
requirements are translated into coherent R&D
programmes, enabling local partnerships to develop
and manufacture equipment for mining systems
(Singh, 2016).
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These strategic outcomes have gained substantial traction
to date. A mining precinct has been established at the old
COMRO facilities in Johannesburg. The precinct is intended to
house local researchers, manufacturers, and mining
companies on a project basis. This process will be coordinated
by the Mining Hub, which is based on a ‘hub-and-spoke’
approach with all stakeholders playing collaborative roles.
The concept of collaboration is embedded in the composition
of the Mining Hub management structure. Key stakeholders
include government, the mining industry, and manufacturers,
who will jointly form a public-private partnership.
The primary objective of the Mining Hub is to act as a
partner that advances the cluster by:
® Coordinating the research and development activities,
with an initial focus on narrow-reef mining systems
® Facilitating skills development for future metalliferous
mining systems
® Developing South Africa’s mining equipment
manufacturing capacity to address industry’s
equipment needs.
The hub-and-spoke model provides opportunities for
broader research programmes to build capacity and capability
in areas that constitute challenges to the mining industry,
allowing the leveraging of existing strengths in various
organizations.
Five research thematic areas have been identified within
the Mining Hub as the key quick-win programmes (Mining
Hub, 2017):
® Advanced orebody knowledge: this entails the
development and evaluation of techniques that will
provide more detail in relation to reef position,
structure, grade, and rock characteristics
® Modernization of current mining operations: the focus
is on increasing the efficiency of extraction and
improving occupational health and safety while
reducing operational costs
® Platinum and gold mechanized mining: the
development of a fully mechanized mining system that
will allow for drilling and extraction of narrow reefs
with minimum dilution. Mechanized mining in the
platinum sector has progressed extensively over the
last decade
® Non-explosive rock-breaking: this requires the
development of complete mining systems for extraction
that are completely independent of the use of
explosives
® Real-time information management systems: the focus
is on improving the quality of communication in the
underground environment and developing data
management systems that will enable informed
decision-making.
The process of identifying research areas involved
compiling a list of user requirement specifications (URS) post
the Mining Phakisa Lab workshops. A detailed description of
the operational challenges experienced by narrow-reef
operations was compiled and grouped into the thematic areas
listed above. In the process of gathering user needs,
companies indicated R&D projects that they are currently
undertaking. The intended outcome is to allow the sharing of
information among companies and enable the involvement of
research institutions on a collaborative basis. In the past,
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mining companies believed that research work was conducted
purely for academic purposes. The process of identifying URS
seeks to encourage more applied research that will directly
address industry needs and build local capacity in research
and manufacturing.
The outcomes of the manufacturing strategy have seen
the establishment of Mining Equipment Manufacturing of
South Africa (MEMSA), a Section 21 company comprising
local manufacturers of mining equipment ranging from rail-

bound to trackless. MEMSA is supported by the Department
of Trade and Industry with aim of executing the
recommendations of the Mining Phakisa. It is realized that
linkages to the mining value chain such as local equipment
manufacturing have the potential to increase overall
economic growth, as opposed to total reliance on mining
itself. The involvement of manufacturers in the collaborative
forum will allow research outcomes to be developed into
prototypes, and possibly new products.

Table I
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TRL 1 Basic principles observed: Scientific research begins to be translated
into fundamental and/or applied research and development (R&D). Much of
this work comprises desktop and literature studies wherein essential
characteristics and behaviours of potential systems and architectures are
formulated.

This is to establish certain basic
principles, where there are unknowns
that require basic desktop or laboratoryscale test work.

Tungsten carbide is observed to be
hard and abrasive enough to be
used as the key material for the
rock-cutting tool. The basic concept
of the continuous rock cutting
machine is developed.

TRL 2 Concept formulated (invention): Once basic principles are known,
practical applications can be invented. Applications are speculative, and
there may be no proof or detailed analysis to support the assumptions, but
work on the critical component design begins. Characteristics of the
application are described and analytical tools are developed for simulation or
analysis of the application.

The basic principles are tested and the
concept is characterized.

Tungsten carbide would be a
suitable material for the rock-cutting
tool, and the cutting tool can be
designed. Cutting rates based on
rock hardness are identified.

TRL 3 Proof of concept: active R&D is initiated. This includes analytical
studies and laboratory studies to physically validate the analytical predictions
of separate elements of the technology. Technical feasibility is demonstrated.

Concept designed and the components
of the critical parts of the rock cutter are
characterized.

Tungsten carbide pick tested on a
linear tester in a lab – confirmed
that it cuts rock and that it can do
so at rock hardnesses typical of the
target applications. This work would
be done in a specialist research
facility such as a university.
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TRL 4 Component integration and validation in a lab: basic technological
components are integrated to establish that they will work together. This is
relatively low-tech compared with the eventual system, and works with the
most critical part/s of the system, as a standalone prototype.

Key components of the system are
integrated into a working tool.

Tungsten carbide pick integrated
into cutting drum and tested in a
lab or industry test site, such as
the Mining Precinct, cutting typical
rock blocks, as a prototype rock
cutting head.

TRL 5 System optimized: The basic technological components are integrated with reasonably realistic supporting elements so they can be tested in
a simulated environment. The working system design needs to be finalized
for prototype development.

Ensure that the technology is optimized,
and that it can be mounted on a machine/
carrier that has been proven to work in a
mining environment. At this stage, power
systems need to be identified.

Pick configurations are modified
and optimized, and the design of
the working machine is completed
through to prototype development.

TRL 6 System demonstration: Representative model or prototype system,
which is well beyond that of TRL 5, is tested in a relevant environment.
Engineering feasibility fully demonstrated in actual system application.
Represents a major step up in a technology’s demonstrated readiness.

Full system demonstration in relevant
environment.

Cutting drum mounted on machine
and tested on-mine but not in a
production section. Thus it is
probably tested on surface.
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TRL 7 System prototype trial: Prototype near or at planned operational
system. Represents a major step up from TRL 6 by requiring demonstration
of an actual system prototype in an operational environment. The system
is now at or near the full scale of the operational system, with most
functions available for demonstration and testing.

Demonstrated in an operational .
environment This stage is critical in
terms of demonstrating ‘mineworthiness’ and identifying critical
controls that need to be developed.

Machine demonstrated
underground in a test stope but
with limited interference with
production.

TRL 8 Actual system qualified: Technology has been proven to work in its
final form and under expected conditions. In almost all cases, this TRL
represents the end of true system development. Fully integrated with
operational hardware and software systems. Most user documentation,
training documentation, and maintenance documentation is completed.
All functionality has been tested in simulated and operational scenarios.
Verification and validation (V&V) of URS are completed and signed off.

Qualified through test. It is critical that
sufficient time is dedicated to this phase
to ensure maturity of the system. It is
during this phase that critical support
systems must be identified and
developed (for example, maintenance
cycles, critical component monitoring,
communication systems, performance
monitoring systems etc.).

Machine in operational trial
meeting market requirement (as
specified in the URS) in a full
production environment. The
system is ready for commercialization through tendering.

TRL 9 System proven: Actual application of the technology in its final form
and under mission conditions, such as those encountered in operational
test and evaluation (OT&E). Commercialization is based on proven
performance, market demand, and economy of scale.

Proven through operation.

Machine in routine use.
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Projects like mechanization of underground mines and
introduction of new technology have been tried and tested in
the past with minimal success. One of the factors that
contributed to the failure of the projects includes the low
maturity level of the technology and the resulting problems in
adapting it to a production environment. Companies agreed to
modify and adopt the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) version of Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) for the South African mining industry. This will
allow companies and other stakeholders to use a common
language when describing mining projects and the maturity
level of new technologies.
TRL is a tool used to measure and monitor technology
maturity, from the conceptual stage to proving of the
technology’s capabilities and demonstration of the product.
Technology is rated on a scale of 1 to 9, as seen in Table I.
Initiatives that are TRL 6 and below are considered to be in
the R&D phase, while those at TRL 7 and above are
considered as manufacturing. This guides and informs the
involvement of various government departments; the
Department of Science and Technology would be more
involved in initiatives that are below TRL 6 as they involve
fundamental research, while the Department of Trade and
Industry would be more involved in TRL7 and above as these
levels relate to commercialization.
Table I illustrates the links between scientific concepts
and the development of products that meet user needs.
Learnings from the past indicated the gaps between
researchers and mining operations. The flaws lay in the aim
and outcomes of research. Mining companies believe that
focus should be placed on applied research, and the adoption
of TRLs will allow research work to satisfy both the user and
the researcher. The process of developing stage-gates and a
purpose across each TRL provides the end-user with tangible
outcomes that can be measure during a project.

43,0(-243
The paper has attempted to paint a comparative picture of
South Africa’s mining industry today in relation to the past.
South Africa has ceased to maximize its mineral endowment
benefits due to various challenges that have been discussed
in the paper. These challenges presented themselves as key
enablers to multi-stakeholder collaboration. For South
Africa’s mining industry to remain competitive and
sustainable, there is a need to embrace a collaborative
approach to addressing the immediate and future challenges.
Mining research organizations should strive to build
centres of excellence in specific mining areas. The competitive
culture in research cripples the capacity of research
organizations and the country as the amount of available
funding is reduced. Centres of excellence will allow stronger
long-term partnerships with local universities and mining
companies. Allowing end-users to define R&D needs will
ensure a continuous network that will drive fundamental and
applied research coherently.
The Mining Phakisa initiative presented an opportunity
for stakeholders to develop programmes that will address
issues such as productivity, safety, mine design, operational
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costs, and people issues. Collaboration will allow South Africa
to build local capacity and design solutions that are suitable
for local mining conditions. The concept of internal capacitybuilding will allow the industry to sustain itself.
It is recommended that time-frames are attached to the
various Phakisa initiatives and communicated with a broader
audience. The inclusion of various organizations affected by
mining in South Africa in the Phakisa initiative will yield
more positive results. As learnt from past technology and
mechanization initiatives, people should form the centre of
programmes. The success of any mining R&D and technology
will rely entirely on the support of the workforce and
surrounding communities.
In conclusion, South Africa must realize that the
responsibility for a sustainable mining industry lies with
everyone. The notion of relying on mining as a sole economic
contributor has passed—mining should be used as a platform
for developing secondary industries and industrialization
initiatives for South Africa. Continuous understanding of the
broader mining value chain by various stakeholders and
South Africa’s contribution to the value chain will ensure the
sustainability of the industry.
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The application of process mineralogy
on a tailings sample from a beach
placer deposit containing rare earth
elements
by A. Moila*†, D. Chetty*, and S. Ndlovu†‡

The rare earth elements (REE) are significant in the context of world
economic growth and modern technology. This research is aimed at
investigating an alternative source of REE by exploring cost-effective ways
of processing REE minerals from an existing beach placer deposit operation,
currently mined for titanium. In order to recover REE through economically
optimum means, upfront mineralogical investigations are a necessity to
reduce the ore processing costs. An approach involving mineralogical
characterization and hydrometallurgical test work was therefore chosen.
The sample for the study – a tailings fraction from a heavy mineral
concentration plant in the titanium industry – was screened into four size
classes, and each size class was mineralogically characterized. The minerals
present in the sample were monazite, zircon, epidote, pyroxene, amphibole,
rutile, quartz, leucoxene, titanite, and almandine. The main REE-bearing
minerals, monazite and zircon, were preferentially concentrated in the finer
(-150 m) fractions, which constituted about 50 mass % of the sample and
which would be amenable to direct leaching without prior upgrading to a
concentrate. Leaching test work was carried out on the combined fractions
passing 150 m. Mineralogical examination of the residues from different
leach stages showed that monazite was cracked and the REE released to
solution in the final leach stage. Zircon was not as reactive under the
conditions used, and REE release was not expected from this mineral. The
mineralogical findings were correlated against bulk chemical analyses of
the leach products to establish whether a good reconciliation was achieved.
< +564:
rare earth elements, beach placer deposit, process mineralogy, leaching.

97654.17859
The rare earth elements (REE), which
constitute the lanthanide group in the Periodic
Table, are a major constituent of many
advanced materials, especially in the high
technology and green energy sectors. This
group of elements is very important in the
world economy and modern technology.
Resources of REE are globally distributed, but
production is largely monopolised by China,
which controls approximately 95% of the
world’s REE Market ( Wübbeke, 2013; Massari
and Ruberti, 2013).
Early in 2005, China as the leading REE
producer decided to limit its REE exports by
establishing quotas and banning the sale of
some REE outside the country, so as to meet
its own domestic requirements (Morrison and
Tang, 2012). This resulted in a high global
demand and strained supply (Figure 1). As a
result, other countries were faced with the
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challenge of exploring means of closing the
REE demand-and-supply deficit gap created by
the change in China’s export regulations.
The reduction in supply quotas of REE by
China led to a drastic increase in global
demand for REE, thus creating an opportunity
for other countries to look into alternative
sources of REE.
Japan made plans to extend the search for
highly concentrated REE in deep-sea mud of
the Pacific Ocean (Gordon, 2011), as well as to
recycle old batteries and electronic equipment
for their REE contents and to secure
alternative supplies of REE from Mongolia
(Tabuki, 2010).
India planned to resuscitate its REE
production from Indian Rare Earths Limited
(IREL), which ceased production in 2004.
Other plans to enhance the development of
REE supply in India and Vietnam were made
by Toyota Motor Corporation in 2011 and
2013 (Montgomery, 2011).
This paper outlines the approaches used to
investigate an alternative REE resource; a byproduct from an existing titanium recovery
operation in South Africa. The process
involved the characterization of the REE from
the beach placer deposit before processing. The
investigation was carried out subsequent to
China’s decision to implement new export
regulations limiting REE exports. Research
studies have been conducted globally on REE
from carbonatite and placer deposits; in
particular in China and the USA, which have
the world’s largest carbonatite-hosted rare
earth reserves. Extensive work has been
conducted on the South African carbonatite

The application of process mineralogy on a tailings sample containing REE

80.6<="<,;94=;94=:.//3 =1.6<:$=:25+890=;9=8916<;:<=89=72<=4<-8187=16<;7<4=# =72<=4<1389<=89=</567=5-= ))=-65,=*289;=&8.$=! ""'

deposits, namely, Steenkampskraal and Zandkopsdrift, but
very little work has been done on beach placer deposits for
REE.
The South African REE deposits are mainly of primary
origin, consisting of carbonatite and hydrothermal deposits,
accompanied by secondary (beach placer) deposits. The
primary carbonatite deposits are associated with igneous and
hydrothermal processes, whereas the secondary (placer)
deposits are formed by sedimentary processes and
weathering (Sappin and Beaudoin, 2015). Beach placer
deposits, which constitute the world’s second-largest REE
reserves (Haxel, Hedrick, and Orris, 2002), occur in
Australia, Brazil, China, India, Malaysia, South Africa, Sri
Lanka, Thailand, and the USA.
The beach placer deposits in South Africa are mainly
mined for titanium and little work has been done on their
REE potential, particularly as regards tailings from existing
titanium production. Most heavy mineral deposits or beach
placer deposits are mined for titanium minerals and zircon,
with monazite and leucoxene considered as tailings. The
heavy mineral tailings from existing titanium production
therefore constitute a potential source of REE as byproducts.
The Eneabba placer deposit in Australia produces
titanium as a primary product and monazite as a byproduct.
In Australia, monazite is a significant REE resource, with
6.1 Mt processed annually and an estimated 2.1 Mt of rare
earth oxides (REO) production reported in 2014 (Roskill,
2015).
Beach placer deposits are naturally deposited sediments
along rivers and coastlines, in which common minerals such
as monazite, zircon, quartz, ilmenite, garnet, and magnetite
are found. Beach placer deposits are mined for titanium
hosted in minerals such as ilmenite, rutile, and other
titanium and iron alteration products such as leucoxene
(Roskill, 2015). Monazite is the chief REE-bearing mineral,
although some of the other heavy minerals may contain
various REE substitutiing in their crystal structures (Deysel,
2007).
The current study is part of an ongoing research project
on the process mineralogy and extraction of REE from beach
placers, the ultimate aim being to assess the cost-effective
utilization of beach placer tailings from the titanium industry
as an additional source of REE. An important aim is to show
that mineralogical studies are a vital factor in REE extraction
(Pawlik, 2013).
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Diverse techniques have been applied by different
companies to recover REEs. There are various well-known
processes for decomposing the REE-bearing minerals, and in
order to select an appropriate beneficiation and leaching
method the mineralogy of the ore is an important
consideration. In spite of this, very few published flow sheets
are accompanied by the process mineralogical aspects, in
particular those relating to the products.
Figure 2 shows an idealized flow sheet of REE extraction
from primary (bastnaesite) and secondary (monazite)
deposits used in the USA and China.
The leaching of REE involves two processing routes,
namely the acidic route and the alkaline route, (Figure 2).
Leaching is carried out on upgraded material in the form of a
concentrate. The concentrates or products are either treated
directly by acidic or alkaline reagents, or first undergo
thermal treatment prior to leaching (Fatherly et al., 2008).
The choice of leaching route is highly dependent on the
mineralogy of the ore.

80.6<=!9=84<;38<4=-35+=:2<<7=-56=<76;17890= ))=-65,=#;:79;<:87<
&1;6#59;787< 25:7<4= ))'=;94=,59;87<=&/3;1<6 25:7<4= ))'
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The application of process mineralogy on a tailings sample containing REE
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A tailings sample from a South African beach sand titanium
operation was split into four size fractions: +212 m, –
212+150 m, –150+106 m, and –106 m.
Each size fraction was weighed and recorded (Table I).
Each fraction was individually characterized using X-ray
diffraction (XRD), optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), electron microprobe analysis (EMPA), and
automated SEM.

 "! " !"" 
X-ray powder diffraction was used for phase identification of
the crystalline minerals, to provide information on the bulk
mineralogy of the sample. Pulverized samples were subjected
to analysis using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with
Co K radiation, a 2 scan range of 5–80º, a step size of 0.02º
2, and a counting time of 3 seconds per step. Note that only
crystalline minerals present in mass percentages greater than
approximately 3% are detected by this method.

 "!  !"" 
Polished sections were prepared for examination using the
reflected light microscope and a Zeiss EVO MA1 SEM. The
reflected light microscope was used to identify REE-bearing
and gangue minerals, as well as to determine their mode of
occurrence in each of the size fractions. The Zeiss EVO MA1
SEM, equipped with quantitative energy dispersive
spectrometry (EDS), was used to verify the presence of REEbearing minerals and to determine their elemental
compositions.
Elemental maps were captured to illustrate and verify the
mode of occurrence of REE-bearing minerals and other
elements associated with REE minerals. Element mapping is
a procedure available on the SEM where specific selected
chemical elements can be ‘searched’ within a microscopic
field of view, and the relative concentrations of the element
are illustrated with different selected colours. If one particular
element is present in a particle, the specific particle is
highlighted with the colour for that element.
When particles contain more than one mineral phase, the
individual element colour concentration is highlighted
according to its occurrence in the minerals. If the element is
absent an overall background colour appears.

A Cameca SX50 electron microprobe equipped with four
wavelength dispersive spectrometers (WDS) was used to
determine the mineral chemistry on various grains. A
maximum of 365 grains were analysed in all size fractions.
REE calibration was performed using the REE
orthophosphate reference samples from the Smithsonian
Microbeam Standards collection. Other elements analysed
were calibrated using appropriate reference standards. The
standard excitation conditions used were 20 kV and 30 nA,
with a spot size of 5 m.

 !"" 
A Mineral Liberation Analyser (MLA) was used to
quantitatively distinguish the mineral abundance in the
sample. The measurement mode employed in this study was
extended backscattered electron liberation analysis (XBSE).
The XBSE mode implements area X-ray analysis to efficiently
and effectively analyse ore samples containing phases with
sufficient BSE contrast to ensure effective segmentation. The
BSE image is then captured and segmented to delineate
mineral grain boundaries in each particle. Each mineral grain
is then subjected to X-ray analysis (Gu, 2003).

" "!!!"! " "
"" !!
The detailed mineralogical analysis showed that monazite
and zircon were preferentially concentrated in the finer
fractions (-150 m), which constituted approximately 50
mass % of the sample (Figure 4). The +212 m and
–212+150 m fractions contained only trace amounts of
monazite and zircon. The –150+106 m and –106 m size
fractions were composited to form a –150 m sample
(referred to as the composite sample), and a mass of 400 g
was ground using a ball mill to 100% passing 45 m for
subsequent hydrometallurgical test work.
The composite sample was subjected to a series of
hydrometallurgical tests that involved caustic cracking, water
leaching, and selective leaching (Figure 3). Sub-samples were
taken from each leaching stage and washed for mineralogical
characterization using the Zeiss EVO MA1 SEM.
Caustic cracking involves the decomposition of monazite
using 50% (m/m) NaOH solution (Gupta and Krishnamurthy,
2005), with the aim being to break down the monazite
((Ce,La,Nd,Th)PO4) into trisodium phosphate and REE
hydroxides. The caustic cracking was conducted for 4 hours
using 50% (m/m) NaOH solution at a temperature of 140°C,
in a 5 L stainless steel reactor.

Table I

;67813<=:8<=48:768#.7859
;::=&0'

;::=89=& '

+212 m

198.5

8.5

–212 + 150 m

946.9

40.4

–150 = 106 m

797.2

34.0

–106 m

401.4

17.1

2343.9

100

Caustic
cracking

Sampling

Total

          

Water
leaching

Selective
leaching

Mineralogical characterization of feed
sample and hydrometallurgy products
80.6<=)/<68,<97;3=;//65;12
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The application of process mineralogy on a tailings sample containing REE
The cracked residue was washed three times using
deionized water to remove the majority of the entrained
NaOH (Mokoena, 2016).
The washed residue was leached with water to convert
the REE into hydroxides, followed by selective leaching of the
REE using 32.0 % HCl in a 3 L thermoplastic coated reactor.
The lixiviant temperature was ambient, with the recorded
redox potential averaged at 441.8 mV. After each leaching
stage, the residues were washed prior to the next leaching
stage. Samples of the residues from each leaching and
washing stage were taken for mineralogical characterization.
A total of ten leach and washed residues were prepared
and were mounted on a carbon-coated stub for examination
by SEM, using a Zeiss EVO MA1 instrument equipped with
EDS, in order to identify REE-containing phases and
determine their compositions.

<:.37:=;94=48:1.::859
 "!!!"  !"
The mineralogical results derived from the autoSEM analysis
showed that the sample consisted of monazite, zircon,
amphibole, diopside, augite, epidote, rutile, quartz,
leucoxene, titanite, and almandine. Monazite and zircon were
the chief REE-containing minerals. The mineralogy of the
sample varied per size fraction. The coarser fractions
(+212 m and –212+150 m) were dominated by epidote,
followed by minor amounts of diopside, augite, and
amphibole. Mineralogical variations were more evident in the
two smallest size fractions (–150+106 m and –106 m),
which contained the majority of the zircon, rutile, and
monazite and which together constituted approximately 50
mass % of the tailings sample (Figure 4). Based on these
findings, a composite of these size fractions was further
subjected to REE extraction test work.

 "!!!" "!!
Mineralogical characterization of the ten leach and washed
residues showed distinctive changes in each
hydrometallurgical stage.

  
The NaOH crack residues were studied and the findings
showed that the phosphate ion was successfully cracked from
the monazite ((Ce,La,Nd,Th)PO4). However, the zircon grains
did not appear to have reacted with the NaOH (see Figure 5,
NaOH crack sample on grains number 3 and 5).
Subsequent to NaOH cracking, the residues were washed
three times in order to remove the entrained NaOH solution
prior to water leaching and HCl leaching. The two repulp
washing results on the residue showed a general decrease
in Na content relative to the unwashed cracked residue
(Table II). The zircon grains showed very little reaction with
NaOH; this is indicated by high Zr and Si values, very similar
to the original zircon composition (Table II).

80.6<=.3=,89<6;3=;::<,#3;0<=5-=72<=7;83890:=:;,/3<

NaOH crack

NaOH Repulp wash 1

NaOH Repulp wash 2

NaOH plug wash 3
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Table II

<6;0<4=;9;3 :<:=5-=6<:84.<:=-65,=1;.:781=16;1890=;94=+;:2890=7<:7:=&+7 '
(;,/3<

9;3 :<4=/5897:



;

0

3

NaOH crack

1

28

5

10

1

40

NaOH crack

3

27

4

10

2

38

NaOH crack

4

25

5

NaOH crack

5

13

5

1

NaOH crack

6

16

10

1

NaOH repulp wash 1

1

32

NaOH repulp wash 1

4

18

8

NaOH repulp wash 1

5

14

6

NaOH repulp wash 1

6

31

NaOH repulp wash 2

1

30

1

NaOH repulp wash 2

3

20

7

2

1

NaOH repulp wash 2

4

13

5

2

0

NaOH plug wash 3

2

28

1

10

1

NaOH plug wash 3

4

14

3

2

2

5

(8

8

*;

%8

<

(6

1

;

*<

4

).

%2

0

3

12

3

2

2
0

5

3

3

Unreacted zircon

4

2

0

Cracked monazite

13

28

8

17

11

5

Cracked monazite

7

3

Cracked monazite

9

4

3

Cracked monazite

17

9

8

Cracked monazite

50

3

1

4

0

7

4

0

2
2

46

11

3

43

10

Unreacted zircon

6

12

*5,,<97:

Unreacted zircon

4

13
1

6

8

Unreacted zircon
1

Unreacted zircon

5

5

9

13

5

3

Cracked monazite

2

2

15

22

6

4

Cracked monazite

1

41
12

23

9

4

Cracked monazite

4

Unreacted zircon

*Note that as powdered material was examined, EDS data is not quantitative, but will give an indication of the types of phases present

The third wash, which was the plug wash, was aimed at
further removal of NaOH solution entrained in the residue.
The removal of NaOH across three washes yielded similar
results in terms of Na content (Table II).

phases are compounds containing a mixture of Ce, La, and
Th with Al, Mg, Si, Ca, and Fe. (Figure 6 and Table III). The
zircon grains remained unreacted from this procedure; this is
expected, since zircon failed to react with NaOH at a
temperature of 140°C. The decomposition of zircon occurs at
temperatures higher than 500°C (Farias da Silva, Dutra, and
Afonso, (2012).

   
The mineralogical results showed that the REE-containing
Water leach

Water leach repulp wash 1

80.6<=;1:1;77<6<4=<3<17659=&()'=8,;0<:=5-=6<:84.<:=-65,=+;7<6=3<;12890=;94=+;:2890=7<:7:=;9;3 :<:=5-=72<=9.,#<6<4=/5897:=;6<=08<9=89=%;#3<=
%2<=()=8,;0<:=;3:5=:25+=72<=16;1<4=,59;87<=06;89:=;94=.96<;17<4=86159=&%2<=9.,#<6<4=/5897:="=;94==5-=+;7<6=3<;12=/654.17=;94=/5897:=!$=;94=
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Table III
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Water leach

2

27

Water leach

4

13

;

0

2

3

0

(8

*;

%8

11

1

1

2

Water leach repulp wash 1

1

23

9

Water leach repulp wash 1

5

25

10

<

(6

6

;

*<

4

14

29

9

).

*5,,<97:

6

Cracked monazite

42

Unreacted zircon

36
1

%2

38

Unreacted zircon
0

Unreacted zircon
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The application of process mineralogy on a tailings sample containing REE
temperature at varying redox potentials of pH levels 4.1 to
3.054. The HCl leach and subsequent washes successfully
removed the remaining Na from the water-washed residue
(Table III). A decrease is observed in La, Nd, and Ce contents
relative to the first two stages (Tables II and III), indicating
the successful solubilization of these elements by HCl
leaching. Th concentrations were found to increase markedly
compared with the first two stages (Tables II, III, and IV).
Some of the REE-containing phases showed associations
with Al, Si, Ca, Mg, and Fe compounds (Figure 7 and
Table IV).

The SEM analysis confirmed the presence of Eu in some
of the zircon grains and also showed the consistent Zr:Si
ratio of unreacted zircon grains. There were no notable
differences between the residues from the water leach and
repulp wash. The REE-containing phases are likely to be
converted into hydroxides during the water leach process
(Table III), which was the aim of this step.

     
The water leach repulp washed residues were subjected to
HCl leaching for 4 hours at a pH of 3 under ambient

Table IV

<6;0<4=;9;3 :<:=5-=*=3<;12890=;94=+;:2890=7<:7=6<:84.<:=&+7 '
(;,/3<

9;3 :<4=/5897:



;

0

3

HCl leach unwashed

1

23

9

HCl leach unwashed

7

18

3

HCl leach wash 1

2

25

9

2

1

36

HCl leach wash 1

3

24

8

4

2

33

HCl leach wash 1

6

20

1

0

1

HCl leach wash 1

7

18

3

0

2

HCl leach wash 2

3

25

10

HCl leach wash 2

5

13

2

5

3

4

HCl leach wash 2

6

12

2

5

2

HCl leach wash 2

7

16

3

6

3

HCl leach wash 3

1

25

10

HCl leach wash 3

2

18

HCl leach wash 3

3

18

3

9

5

7

HCl leach wash 3

6

29

11

4

2

39

0

(8

4

*"

*;

%8

<

6

;

*<

4

%2

*5,,<97:

8

14

6

3

Cracked monazite

36
0

2

Unreacted zircon
Unreacted zircon
Unreacted zircon
9

17

6

3

Cracked monazite

8

14

6

3

Cracked monazite

17

11

Cracked monazite

5

13

11

Cracked monazite

8

4

31

Cracked monazite

24

Cracked monazite

18

Cracked monazite

39

Unreacted zircon

39
0

3

2

9

Unreacted zircon
4

8

3

7

Unreacted zircon

*Note that as powdered material was examined, EDS data is not quantitative, but will give an indication of the types of phases present

HCl leach unwashed

HCl leach repulp
wash 1

HCl leach repulp wash 2

HCl leach plug wash 3
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This investigation has demonstrated that mineralogical
characterization plays a vital role in processing method
selection for REE. Detailed mineralogical characterization of
the as-received tailings sample showed that the key REEbearing minerals, monazite and zircon, were naturally
concentrated in the two finer size fractions (–150 and
–106 m), hence these composited fractions were subjected
to direct leaching. This shows the value of introducing
mineralogical characterization of the ore before embarking
on any REE extraction processes.
The phosphate ion of monazite was successfully removed
by NaOH cracking. NaOH is highly reactive towards
monazite, but the NaOH did not react with zircon. The NaOH
leaching temperature is therefore sufficient for phosphate ion
cracking but not sufficient to crack the silica within the
zircon structure (ZrSiO4), as shown by the consistent ratio of
Zr to Si in the EDS analyses. During the NaOH cracking
process, it was anticipated that the NaOH would decrease
with each wash; however, both the plug and the two repulp
wash residues returned similar phase chemistries, based on
the mineralogical observations of the Na content.
Water leaching of the residue from cracking enhanced
the removal of NaOH solution, and likely converted the
cracked monazite into REE hydroxides. The REE-containing
phases were also associated with Al, Si, Ca, and Fe.
Examination of the residues from selective HCl leaching and
washing showed that remnant Na from NaOH was entirely
removed during the leaching.
The decrease in REE content of phases from the second
to the third stage (i.e. water leach to HCl leach) indicates that
REE dissolution by HCl took place. This will be quantified by
bulk chemical analysis of the products. Subsequently, the Th
content tends to increase drastically, indicating that Th is not
solubilized through HCl leaching.
Finally, the mineralogical analysis shows that monazite
cracking and subsequent leaching of REE appear to have
been successful. Further test work will be required, as guided
by the recovery data, to obtain the optimum REE extraction
from the composite sample.
Thus far, this study shows that by conducting
mineralogical investigations beforehand, it is possible to
minimize other stages of mineral processing such as ore
upgrading or production of a concentrate prior to
hydrometallurgical treatment. Based on the mineralogical
investigation, it was observed that monazite and zircon were
naturally concentrated in the finer fractions (–150 +106 and
–106 m), which constituted approximately 50 mass % of
the sample. These two size fractions were therefore
composited prior to direct leaching. Mineralogical studies on
the leach products also provide insights into REE extraction.
Together, these investigations are indispensable when
developing suitable process and extraction flow sheets.
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Accurate measurement of polarization
potentials during electrodeposition of
nickel metal from sulphate electrolytes
by L. Schoeman* and K.C. Sole

Extraction of nickel from either laterite or sulphide ores involves various
complex hydrometallurgical processes, the final step of which is often
electrowinning to produce pure nickel metal. Methods to investigate,
monitor, and control the electrowinning process are therefore of importance
for producing nickel metal of desirable quality and purity. The significance of
potential measurements during the electrowinning process is well
established. Many potential measurement methods, however, are not
sufficiently accurate or repeatable, and it is therefore often difficult to
monitor and control the electrodeposition process accurately. The
relationship between nucleation (deposition of the first nickel clusters to the
cathode surface) and growth (as more and more nickel clusters deposit)
during electrodeposition is paramount for controlling the formation and
quality of the nickel metal electrodeposit. A need therefore still exists for
accurate measurement of both nucleation and plating overpotentials during
the early stages of electrodeposition. In this investigation, a polarization
measurement technique was developed for nickel electrodeposition from
sulphate electrolytes under typical commercial electrowinning conditions.
This method is repeatable and accurate within approximately 10 mV, and
enables the quick and concise monitoring of both nucleation and plating
during nickel electrodeposition.
=-&:934
nickel electrowinning, polarization potential measurement, sulphate
electrolyte, galvanodynamic scan.
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In order to evaluate nickel electrodeposition, it
is imperative to understand the reactions
taking place in the electrolyte. Conditions
should be conducive to promoting the main
nickel deposition reaction while limiting
unwanted or side reactions that could hinder
or interfere with the main deposition reaction.
The process of nickel electrodeposition from
sulphate electrolyte involves the passing of a
direct current between two electrodes
immersed in a sufficiently conductive solution
of nickel sulphate salt. Nickel cations are
reduced to nickel metal at the cathode
(Equation [1]) while oxidation of water at the
anode (Equation [2]) releases the required
electrons. The nickel ions consumed at the
cathode are replenished from the nickel ions in
the electrolyte. All standard potentials are
given relative to the Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl)
reference electrode (Holm and O’Keefe, 2000;
Crundwell et al., 2011):
          

At the cathode: Ni2+ + 2e−  Ni
[1]
E0 = −0.449 V
At the anode: 2H2O  O2 + 4H+ + 4e− [2]
E0 = 1.030 V
Net reaction: 2NiSO4 + 2H2O 
[3]
2Ni + 2H2SO4 + O2 E0 = 1.280 V
The reduction of species other than that of
the sought metal should be avoided because
this will reduce the current efficiency of the
nickel metal plating process, and interfere with
the nature and purity of the plated metal. In
the case of nickel specifically, the nickel ions
are thermodynamically more stable in aqueous
solutions than hydrogen ions. Therefore, the
reduction of hydrogen to hydrogen gas
(Equation [4]) is thermodynamically more
favourable and will occur simultaneously with
the reduction of nickel cations (Holm and
O’Keefe, 2000; Kittelty, 2002; Di Bari, 2010;
Crundwell et al., 2011):

2H+ + 2e−  H2

[4]

E0 = −0.199 V

This reaction needs to be controlled or
minimized in such a way that nickel cation
reduction is optimally promoted. One such
precaution to minimize the interference of
hydrogen bubbles is used almost exclusively,
in which the anode and cathode are separated
by an ion-permeable membrane. The
electrolyte ions can freely move through the
membrane, but gas bubbles are trapped on
either side where they are produced.
Membranes, or cathode bags, are commonly
made from a material such as polyethylene or
polyester (Crundwell et al., 2011).
Another factor that needs to be kept in
mind is that, although the stoichiometry and
thermodynamics are accurately described by
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the reactions given above, the simultaneous transfer of more
than one electron in an electrochemical process is unlikely to
occur. There are many proposed mechanisms for the nickel
reduction process, most of which assume that electrocrystallization occurs in two steps of electron transfer involving an
intermediate adsorbed species (Equations [5] and [6])
(Aaboudi et al., 2001; Kittelty, 2002; Di Bari, 2010,
Crundwell et al., 2011):

First step: Ni2+ + e−  Ni+ads
Second step: Ni+ads + e−  Ni

[5]
[6]

Even though there are many proposed ligands, the most
common and simplest one to consider is the hydroxide ion
that originates from the water present in the electrolyte
solution. Hydroxides easily coordinate to the nickel ions
according to the proposed reactions in Equations [7] to [10]
(Munoz et al., 2003; Di Bari, 2010). The charge-transfer
reaction responsible for the formation of the Ni(OH)ads
complex (Equation [8]) is typically considered as the ratedetermining step (Di Bari, 2010). The Ni(OH)ads complex is
believed to act either as a catalyst for the reduction of the
metal ion or as an intermediate that is consumed to form the
reduced metal species, as shown in Equations [9] and [10]
(Munoz et al., 2003; Di Bari, 2010):

Ni2+ + H2O  Ni(OH)+ + H+
Ni(OH)+ + e−  Ni(OH)ads
Ni(OH)ads + Ni2+ + 2e−  Ni + Ni(OH)ads
Ni(OH) + e−  Ni + OH−
ads

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

       
    
In order to obtain good quality nickel electrodeposits with a
fine-grained, uniform morphology, low strain, and minimal
hydrogen pitting, frequent nucleation and simultaneous
growth should occur. The nucleation should be fast enough
for initially formed nickel clusters to pack tightly onto the
substrate surface, and each of these initial clusters should
then grow sufficiently to promote three-dimensional (3D)
growth. If the growth rate is fast and nucleation is slow,
nickel deposits in a more columnar fashion with large, fastgrowing crystals and open spaces between the crystals.
Under such conditions, highly strained isolated crystals can
form, or even large dendrites which can grow through the
cathode bags and cause short-circuits (Winand, 1994;
Budevski et al., 2000; Kittelty, 2002).
Crucial parameters that need to be controlled in order to
optimize the relationship between nucleation and growth
during nickel electrodeposition have been established:
nickel, sodium sulphate, and boric acid concentrations,
temperature, and pH of the sulphate electrolyte (Holm and
O’Keefe, 2000; Di Bari, 2010; Crundwell et al., 2011). At
sufficiently high nickel concentrations (60 g/L or higher), the
conductivity of the electrolyte and mobility of the nickel
cations toward the cathode increase. Rapid nucleation with
simultaneous growth is promoted and desired uniform, finegrained deposits form preferentially (Abyaneh and HashemiPour, 1994; Ji and Cooper, 1995; Wu et al., 2003). The
sodium sulphate concentration is also kept relatively high
(between 80 g/L and 100 g/L) to increase the conductivity of
the electrolyte. If sodium sulphate is added in large excess,
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however, the viscosity of the electrolyte increases significantly, which in turn decreases nickel cation activity and
mobility (Abyaneh and Hashemi-Pour, 1994; Holm and
O’Keefe, 2000; Wu et al., 2003). At higher temperatures
(60°C or higher), mobility and conductivity increase,
reactions rates are faster, and nickel deposition is promoted.
Rounder, low-strained, uniform deposits are formed and
current efficiency increases (Lantelme and Seghiouer, 1998;
Holm and O’Keefe, 2000; Lupi et al., 2006). The pH of the
electrolyte is important for a number of reasons. At low pH
(normally controlled between 2 and 3), the formation of
nickel hydroxide species (which occurs freely at around pH
5) is limited and pure deposits are expected (Amblard et al.,
1983). The pH also plays an important role in controlling the
hydrogen reduction reaction (Equation [4]). Boric acid is
added as a buffering agent, and it is known that at boric acid
concentrations of at least 4 g/L and at low pH (2–3) of the
electrolyte, the nickel deposition reaction is promoted and the
hydrogen evolution reaction is limited (Armyanov and
Sotirova-Chakarove, 1992; Gadad and Harris, 1998). Under
these conditions, good quality nickel deposits with low
hydrogen pitting, low strain, and good morphology are
expected. The mechanism and function of boric acid is still
largely unknown and polarization techniques may be able to
shed some light on this much-debated subject (Amblard et
al., 1983; Tripathy and Das, 2001).

 
Accurate measurement of nucleation and growth in order to
evaluate the effect of changes in the crucial parameters is still
a challenge. One of the earliest techniques that proved useful
in obtaining such information during the electrodeposition
process was cyclic voltammetry. This is a potentiodynamic
(controlled-potential) polarization technique that measures
plating potential (Ep), i.e., the potential at which growth is
initiated. This potential is identified by a sudden increase in
the cathodic current, as illustrated in Figure 1. The overpotential is sensitive to changes in electolyte parameters,
conditions, concentrations, and additives or impurities that
may be present in the solution (Kerby et al., 1977;
Mackinnon and Brannen, 1977; Warren, 1985; Adcock et al.,
2002). This technique, however, requires an intricate and
laborious set-up to produce repeatable results and it only
provides information regarding changes in the plating
potential (Adcock et al., 2002).
Kerby et al. (1977) developed a successful technique
known as the dual-channel continuous electrolyte quality
monitor (CEQM), in which overpotential measurements were
made at specific current densities for both nucleation and
plating by using two individual wires that were monitored
simultaneously throughout the electrodeposition process.
This technique was laborious and complex, but indicated that
nucleation and plating overpotentials could be measured
simultaneously. It also established the importance of
controlled-current (galvanodynamic) methods compared with
classical controlled-potential (potentiodynamic) methods. It
was this idea that led to the development, by Adcock et al.,
(2002), of a new galvanodynamic (current-controlled)
measurement technique specifically for zinc electrowinning
from sulphate electrolytes. This technique makes use of a
three-step galvanodynamic scanning procedure with a very
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slow initial forward scan rate to measure nucleation overpotential. An intermediate scan rate is then applied after the
nucleation point is reached, and a fast scan rate is used on
the reverse scan. The plating overpotential is measured at an
arbitrary current density (typical of commercial processes).
The advantage of using galvanodynamic instead of potentiodynamic methods is that more detail regarding the initial
nucleation is observed and can therefore be measured
(Adcock et al., 2002). This technique is illustrated and
compared with conventional potentiodynamic voltammetry in
Figure 2.
The aim of the current work was to utilize the knowledge
gained from the development of this galvanodynamic
measurement method (Adcock et al., 2002) to develop a
similar method specifically for nickel electrowinning from
sulphate electrolyte. The idea was to produce a simple yet
reliable measurement tool with the capability of measuring
both plating and nucleation potentials accurately and
repeatably. This measurement method can then be used to
investigate the effect of crucial operating parameters and
species concentrations on the electrodeposition process, and
ultimately to use the information gained to optimize, monitor,
and control commercial nickel electrodeposition operations.

?/=982=7<;5>2=<1:34
A solution containing 75 g/L nickel, 80 g/L sodium sulphate,
and 4 g/L boric acid with a pH of 3 and a temperature of 65ºC
was used as the standard electrolyte, representative of
conditions established that produce acceptable quality nickel
deposits. Thereafter, different electrolytes were prepared and
tested by changing each of the parameters individually
according to Table I.
Electrochemical measurements were performed in a
standard three-electrode cell with a Ag/AgCl reference
electrode (Metrohm). The cathode consisted of insulated
titanium metal (commercial grade) with a surface area of
2.25 cm2. The cathode was connected to conducting wire by
silver epoxy glue and cold-mounted in epoxy resin, leaving
only the top surface exposed. The surface was then prepared
just prior to use by hand-polishing using silicon carbide (SiC)
paper from P800 to P1200 while rinsing with deionized
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50
75
75
75
75

80
80
100
80
80
80

4
4
4
8
4
4

3
3
3
3
5
3

65
65
65
65
65
35
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water, followed by ultrasonic cleaning in deionized water for
2 minutes. The auxiliary electrode was Pt wire. The auxiliary
electrode (anode) and working electrode (cathode) were
separated by a polyethylene membrane (product code
D21A05, obtained from Ecotao). Fresh electrolyte solution
(300 mL) was used for each experiment. The electrolyte was
heated throughout each experiment by an encased water
jacket with water flowing from a water bath. The temperature
of the electrolyte was measured, monitored, and adjusted
within ±1°C of the desired temperature using a standard
thermometer. The system was connected to a potentio/galvanostat (Solartron Schlumberger 1286 interface) and a
computer with the appropriate software (Corrware and
Corrview, obtained from Solartron Analytical).
A preferred galvanodynamic scanning method was
developed in order to measure nucleation and plating overpotentials accurately and precisely. The newly prepared working
electrode was introduced into the cell with prepared
electrolyte for 1 minute to stabilize at zero current in
galvanostatic mode. Thereafter, two sequential galvanodynamic scans were applied. The first forward cathodic scan
was done at a very slow scan rate (0.1125 mA/s) in order to
elucidate the precise turning point at which nucleation
started. This was taken as the most cathodic potential point
reached during this slow scan. This scan rate was applied
from 0 mA to −0.3 mA. The second galvanodynamic scan
was then applied from −0.3 mA to −90 mA in the cathodic

Accurate measurement of polarization potentials during electrodeposition
direction, and then from −90 mA to 0 mA in the anodic
direction. This was done to obtain a value for plating overpotential (Ep). It was found that Ep was not as sensitive as
nucleation overpotential (En), and a faster scan rate of 0.5625
mA/s could therefore be used during this second scan. Each
scan consisted of a series of small steps in current with the
potential measured and recorded at the end of each step. A
total of 2000 points was collected and recorded for each twostep process. The nucleation potential (En) was measured as
the most cathodic potential reached on the slow forward
cathodic scan. The plating potential (Ep) was measured on the
return anodic scan at an arbitrary current density of 220
A/m2, which is commonly used as the applied current density
for industrial nickel electrowinning. The scans were repeated
in triplicate for each electrolyte. A typical scan indicating the
nucleation and growth points is shown in Figure 3.
After each two-step galvanodynamic scan, the program
was immediately set to galvanostatic deposition, during
which nickel was galvanostatically deposited for 80 minutes
at a current density of 220 A/m2 under the same conditions.
This was done in order to obtain a thick deposit for morphological, quality, and characteristic evaluation. Electrodeposits
were stripped from the substrate surface immediately
thereafter, ultrasonically cleaned in deionized water, and
mounted for morphological investigation. Each mounted
deposit was polished to 1 m diamond finish and then etched
for 4 seconds with 50:50 by volume nitric acid:acetic acid.
The deposits were then optically inspected and classified
according to quality, character, and general morphology. The
current efficiency was calculated from the mass of each
deposit compared with the theoretical mass determined from
Faraday’s Law.

are clearly sensitive to and influenced by the conditions and
species concentrations in the electrolyte.
If the standard electrolyte (electrolyte 1) is used as a
reference point for measured overpotential values and
optimum nickel electrodeposition conditions and parameters,
a number of observations can be made regarding the other
electrolytes. For the electrolyte with low nickel concentration
(electrolyte 2), the En changed markedly (more negative) and
the Ep only slightly (more negative). This suggests that the
low concentration of nickel cations is inadequate to promote
simultaneous nucleation and growth in order to form closely
packed 3D structures. The deposits obtained under these
conditions were strained and pitted, which could also indicate
promotion of the hydrogen reaction at low nickel concentrations. The current efficiency was much lower compared
with standard conditions, suggesting poor plating conditions.
A strain crack can be seen in Figure 4b.
At high sodium sulphate concentration (electrolyte 3),
both En and Ep vary; 3D growth was promoted and round,
uniform, fine-grained, good quality deposits formed (Figure
4c). The relationship between nucleation and growth seemed
to be optimum under these conditions. The current efficiency
even increased compared with that calculated for electrolyte
1. Much the same observations can be made for deposits
obtained from electrolyte 4, which had increased boric acid
concentration. The relationship between nucleation and
growth once again seemed optimum, even though the En and
Ep shifted to more negative values. The exact mechanism of

@=4.5<4>;73>3846.448:7
Table II shows the average measurement results from the
triplicate scans for each electrolyte specified in Table I. An
indication of the accuracy is also given, as well as the current
efficiency and a description of the observed quality and
morphological characteristics of the produced nickel deposit.
Typical microstructures of cross-sections of thick nickel
deposits obtained from the specified electrolytes are shown in
Figure 4.
The results show that both nucleation and plating overpotentials can be obtained accurately and repeatably for
sulphate electrolytes with varying conditions and parameters
by using the developed galvanodynamic technique. The
measured overpotential values (both nucleation and plating)
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−680
−816
−624
−746
−629
−889

5
3
5
2
3
4

−739
−768
−696
−740
−619
−828

3
1
5
3
3
9

98
75
99
93
87
67

Fine-grained, good quality
Strained, pitted
Fine-grained, bright
Fine-grained, slightly pitted
Strained and pitted
Highly strained and pitted
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A galvanodynamic polarization measurement technique
developed specifically for nickel electrodeposition from typical
sulphate electrolytes is presented. This method can be used to
measure both En and Ep accurately, precisely, and repeatably
for the various electrolytes tested. The method and experimental set-up are relatively simple and easy to operate. The
measured En and Ep values are sensitive to changes in
electrolyte concentration (nickel or sodium sulphate), the
addition of boric acid, and parameters such as pH and
temperature. It appears that changes in En and Ep, as well as
the relationship between En and Ep, vary in a specific way,
          

depending on conditions and parameters of the electrolyte.
Therefore, the information gained from measuring the En and
Ep can be useful to anticipate the effect that changes in an
electrolyte might have. The technique can be useful in
monitoring and control of the nickel electrodeposition
process. Under specific conditions, the nickel deposits
nucleate and grow in a specific way. It seems desirable to
further investigate the relationship between En and Ep values
measured by this galvanodynamic technique and the
morphological and quality characteristics of the nickel
deposits to determine any possible correlation.
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the action of boric acid in the electrolyte is still unclear, but it
is apparent that the addition thereof promotes nickel
electrodeposition in a desired fashion. No hydrogen pitting
was observed in the presence of higher concentrations of
boric acid (Figure 4d.
An increase in pH (electrolyte 5) seemed to increase both
En and Ep (became less negative) and the relationship
between these two parameters was not ideal. Growth seemed
to be promoted without frequent enough nucleation, causing
strain, dendrite formation, and severe pitting (Figure 4e). The
current efficiency also decreased significantly under these
conditions. Similar observations were made for electrolyte 6
(low temperature): very large shifts in En and Ep were
observed while the deposits obtained are strained, cracked,
and extremely pitted. The current efficiency was very low.
It is clear that the measured En and Ep values as well as
the relationship between En and Ep for each type of electrolyte
play a crucial role in the type of growth, quality, and morphological characteristics of the nickel electrodeposit. Future
work will further investigate and attempt to classify and
correlate the relationship between polarization parameters
and morphological outcomes. The developed galvanodynamic
technique can also be used to investigate the effects of other
variables in the electrolyte, such as additives to promote
grain refinement or impurities.
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Design considerations for critical coal
measurement points: towards accurate
reconciliation for integrated mine
planning
by M. Tetteh* and F.T. Cawood*

Integrated coal mine planning requires integration of mine planning
technical inputs like survey, geology, planning, mining, processing, and
finance. A comprehensive strategy on tracking, measuring, and reconciling
coal from the mine plan to the customer is needed to achieve this. The
ultimate aim is to have confidence in the coal measurement, accounting,
and reporting processes so that the effectiveness of the entire planning
process can be measured for compliance with business standards. For such
leading practice it is necessary to determine measurement protocols at
carefully selected measuring points. The design of such critical
measurement points to allow for integrity and accurate reconciliation in
the context of integrated mine planning is the topic of this article, with
reference to a typical surface (dragline) coal mine operation. A general
surface coal mine flow diagram was developed. For a flow and distribution
system for such a mine, five critical measurement points are expected.
These are the output of mine planning and scheduling process; postmining pit survey and highwall mapping; the quantity and quality of feed
material; quantity and quality of coal product; and the coal distribution
process which extends from the product to the preparation plant and point
of sale to the customer. In order to prevent inherent human errors, key
data must be captured and recorded electronically and automatically. A
digital mining approach allowing for automation tracking, measuring,
reconciling and reporting of coal along the value chain is recommended.
.,*'&
integrated mine planning, processing plant, critical coal measurement
points, accurate reconciliation.
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Reconciliation is basically defined as the
process of comparing measurements and
estimates along the mine value chain at
different points in time, for the purpose of
tracking and optimization of metal recovery
(Marcfarlane, 2013). This implies a need for
interaction between people, processes, and
systems to enable an efficient and accurate
accounting of the metal recovery and
commodity of interest. In the broader context
of mining, measuring points at which
reconciliation may occur are defined for every
particular operation. Marcfarlane (2011)
outlined a number of reconciliation boundaries
required for management control, from the
model to the plant delivery. Although several
mines have designed specific solutions for
performing reconciliation, a systematic
approach is usually required to develop and
implement a successful reconciliation system.
          

® The integrated mine planning process
® Critical coal measurement principles;
® Critical measurement points and
reconciliation.
A critical measurement point is defined
here as any measurement that occurs in or
between processes and ore systems. The
objective is to describe procedures for tracking,
measuring, and reconciliation at a typical
surface coal mine. These need to be based on
leading industry practices, but must also suit
local conditions.
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was first presented at the 3rd Young Professionals
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This will enable a better understanding of the
flow of material from the source to the plant
delivery, where the biggest variances occur,
and potential metal losses.
A commodity like coal is either shipped
directly to the market or processed first into
saleable material according to market
specifications. The process of reporting coal
through continuous reconciliation between
actual coal produced and planned is part of an
integrated mine planning process.
Measurements are critical for tracking and
reconciling coal recoveries and require
consistency during measurement,
reconciliation, and reporting of coal
production. For this to be successful, mining,
technical, contractor, and plant personnel must
frequently review their measurement systems
for monitoring and tracking production from
the pit to the customer. Planning and operating
practices must aim to improve coal recovery
and operational and governance requirements
in order to achieve consistency and integrity.
This article discusses the issues to be
considered for accurate coal measurement and
reconciliation. The following are some of the
critical issues that cut across the coal
production chain:

Design considerations for critical coal measurement points
,-+)%,'(%,- +),-"$())+)-"'*#,&&
Integrated mine planning is an initiative reflecting an
optimized interaction between people, processes, and systems
(Cawood and Richards, 2008) for safe, sustainable, and
profitable production. Although the process varies in detail
from mine to mine, it should follow a basic structure like the
one depicted in Figure 1. Cawood and Richards (2007)
highlighted some opportunities for coal mine surveyors to
add value at the operational and corporate levels of the
mining company. These opportunities include playing a role
in mineral accounting and quality assurance to meet mine
requirements, market specifications, and reporting. Such
work must be done in a manner that is consistent with
business drivers along the mine value chain.
The planning process begins with the reporting of
Resources and Reserves according to the South African Code
for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and
Mineral Reserves (SAMREC Code). Reserves form the basis of
the resource development plan (RDP), which provides the
first benchmark for the reconciliation of coal. The RDP is
used to identify economic and market criteria. Other inputs
such as the mine’s corporate strategy also inform the longterm plan. The medium-term plan (5-year business plan) is
developed from constant revision of the life-of-mine (LoM)
plan, taking into consideration medium-term economic and
market criteria, corporate goals, selection of equipment, and
the grade control model (GCM). The short-term plan (annual
plan) is a refinement of the medium-term plan, plus other
inputs such as short-term economic and market criteria,
annual corporate goals, equipment updates, scheduling, and
the refinement of the GCM. The last stage of the planning
process is the budget mine plan (monthly or quarterly) where

scheduled blocks (defined by SAMREC as the smallest
modelled volume in the Reserves database and lowest
scheduling entity in the planning hierarchy) are created with
coal quantities and qualities calculated for each block.
Adjustment factors are applied to estimate coal resource,
(ROM) coal reserves, and marketable reserves. Morley and
Moller (2005) categorized these observations in the planning
process into four major headings:
® Resource/reserve estimation and mine planning
(includes long-, medium-, and short-term planning
plus annual reporting and budgeting)
® Mining, which includes resource/reserve block
depletion (dispatch, survey data, and stockpiling
information)
® Plant processing (feed and product)
® General observations and best practices.
The categories of a planning process outlined by Morley
and Moller (2005) and the definition of an integrated mining
process by Cawood and Richards (2008) emphasize the need
for best practices in measurements.
All activities at every stage of the planning process are
reflected in the GCM, which is the best available estimate of
the coal to be mined (defined by SAMREC as the coal in situ
within a scheduling block and within a working section
targeted for mining and expressed as in situ tons at in situ
moisture) and the products it will yield. The GCM is therefore
fundamental for the comparison of planned and actual
mining recovery. A number of opportunities become available
to improve the definition of the coal to be mined as
operations approach the area of interest. These areas of
interest and their descriptions are outlined in Table I.
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Table I
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Highwall mapping

Highwall in the previous strip to be surveyed and mapped to characterize the overburden to
be blasted in the next strip. Define the roof and floor horizons for the low wall of the next strip.

Strip survey

Strip surveys for grade control include coal floor profiling, losses underneath roadways, and potential loss due to
accumulations against the highwall.

Top of coal drilling and/or strip sampling

Core drilling may be required from exposed coal roof to improve the definition of coal quantity and washability.

Mining practices

Mining equipment and method influence the scale of dilution and loss.

Preparation plant simulation
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Available representative washability data from pit sampling or coal drilling will enhance the short-term
estimation of preparation plant yield.
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® Mass (tonnage) after allowing for geological losses,
mine planning factors, moisture content, mining losses,
mining dilution (defined in SAMREC as the waste
material that is mined during mining operations and
thereby forms part of the Reserve), and contamination
® The quality of the coal, expressed in parameters
relevant to specific applications for e.g. Eskom coal,
Export coal. Additional quality specifications include
ash, volatile matter, sulphur, coking properties, calorific
value, etc.
Saleable Coal is the tonnage and quality of coal available
for sale, either in the raw ROM state, at a specified moisture
content, or after beneficiated ROM Coal Reserves have
produced materials at specified qualities, moisture contents,
and size ranges. For raw ROM products, the practical product
yield is typically 100%. Discard and Reject Coal (defined by
SAMREC as coal or any carbonaceous material from coal
processing or mining operations with quality parameters that
are not within the current range of saleable coals) from the
processing plant or mining operations should be measured
for effective coal flow comparisons and reconciliations.
Figure 3 shows the basic relationships that need to be
addressed.
The outer and larger circle represents the In Situ Coal
Resource. Some of this may be uneconomic or unmineable
and is therefore excluded from the coal identified for mining.
Adjustments are applied to the quantities and qualities of the
coal represented by scheduling mining blocks as part of the
planning process. Such mining blocks are informed mainly by
the mining method that is applied. The mining process will
inevitably fail to recover all of the targeted coal in a block and
will include some dilution from adjacent materials. This
mixture then becomes the ROM coal that is removed from the
pit. ROM coal may be placed in an intermediate stockpile and
later reclaimed before being fed to the plant or power station,
either alone or in a blend consisting of coal from another
mining area or areas.
The first beneficiation process usually involves crushing
the coal in a rotary breaker, which also separates large hard
fragments as reject. The remaining material is then stockpiled
          

as crushed coal and is subsequently reclaimed as the feed to
the preparation plant. The breaker reject and the yield
expected from the preparation plant must be estimated for
each scheduling block, based upon the relevant properties of
the coal and dilution materials. Simple adjustment factors
based on available borehole core samples tend to be used, in
conjunction with broad efficiency factors, to generate
estimates of the marketable reserves. Adjustment factors are
often used in the industry to obtain a reasonable estimate of
Saleable Reserves (represented by the smallest circular shape
in Figure 3, called the yield). However, the general nature of
these adjustment factors makes it difficult to back-analyse
the performance of discrete processes or to guide specific
improvements of field performance. The condition of coal is
altered as it undergoes mining, handling, treatment, and
transport. Other processes such as breakage, losses,
contamination, and exposure to the ingress of moisture are
all possible means of altering the characteristics of the coal.
These effects need to be evaluated for every coal type and at
all stages of the coal flow.
The next section will discuss measurement principles and
requirements for ensuring that coal production is measured
and reported along its critical measurement points from
mining to market towards accurate reconciliation.
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Coal Resources form a subset of the total tonnage of coal
in situ (defined by SAMREC as coal in the ground, before
exposure and at in situ moisture and density). In terms of
SAMREC, the Coal Reserve is the economically mineable
subset of the Coal Resource. An economic mine plan and a
series of adjustment factors are required to generate Coal
Reserves (ROM tonnages) and Marketable Reserves from the
Coal Resource. The adjustment factors used need to describe
what is expected in terms of mining and preparation plant
recovery for coals from different parts of the Resource. The
relationship between Coal Resources and Coal Reserves is
illustrated in Figure 2.
Mineable In Situ Coal Reserves are subdivided, taking
into consideration an increasing level of geoscientific
knowledge and confidence, into Probable and Proved
Mineable In Situ Coal Reserves. ROM Coal Reserves are
further subdivided into Probable and Proved ROM Coal
Reserves, also with increasing level of geoscientific
knowledge and confidence.
The calculation of quantity and quality of the ROM Coal
Reserves takes the following into considerations:

Design considerations for critical coal measurement points
'+%+#($- ,(&!', ,)%-"'+)#+"$,&-*'-(##!'(%,
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There are some basic measurement principles that need to be
adhered to for ensuring reliable information is always
produced throughout the coal value chain. There are many
challenges in obtaining adequate measurements, which
include capital cost of equipment and maintenance thereof,
human resources, analysis and reporting of measured data,
and assigning areas of responsibility. The measurement
variables and their descriptions in Table II highlight some of
the basic principles that need to be adhered to if a
measurement system is to produce reliable information.
The measurement variables and descriptions in Table II
are important to highlight efficiencies in the mining process.
These would enable the reconciliation in the coal mining
process. The accuracy of these measurements will help to
bring out the ‘truth’ in the reconciliation results.

       

2.

3.

  

Production monitoring and reporting outputs are needed for a
successful reconciliation of coal recovery and mining
performance against the actual plan. The following
production measurement and reporting outputs are essential
requirements for the successful reconciliation of coal recovery
and mining performance against plan.

  
This is a major decision because it will require location of
critical measurement points for meaningful reconciliation.
Part of the design will include protocols and standard
operating procedures (SOPs) at each measurement point. The
design must also take the allocation of resources and budget
constraints into account. Five critical points have been
identified for a surface dragline coal mine operation to ensure
effective control.
1. Output of the mine planning and scheduling process—
Considers the estimate of coal resources and reserves
per mining block after the GCM has been applied to it.
The outcome (for reconciliation back to plan) is a
short- to medium-term statement on the locality,
quantity, and quality of planned coal over specific

4.

5.

periods. The information compiled for this purpose
must also meet the reporting requirements of the
plant.
Post-mining pit survey and highwall mapping—This
is the actual tonnage mined (defined by SAMREC as
the actual volume of ROM coal washed and processed
from ROM coal fed to plant over a specific period) as
calculated from survey measurements done according
to the mine’s SOP. This does not include sampling to
test the quality of the coal. However, the sampling of
exposed coal will result in better certainty on the
quality of coal delivered to the plant and hence enable
the plant manager to plan for better product control.
The reconciliation on quantity (volume and/or mass)
will be in both directions, i.e. with planned coal and
coal delivered at the plant
Feed tonnage (ROM coal) and quality delivered to the
plant—These include the consideration of various
measurements – on-mine stockpile surveys, coal
quantities delivered to the plant but not fed
immediately into the plant, truck tallies, and truck
weighbridge and conveyor scale readings. The
calculation includes reconciliation of mine stockpile
surveys against post-mining pit survey results and
ROM coal to plant against the weighbridge at the
plant. This point will also consider only the mass and
not include sampling – similar to the second critical
measuring point
Coal product tonnage and quality—This will be
determined from a combination of stockpile surveys
and scales for mass, in addition to the quality
parameters reported by the plant. Coal stockpile areas
are typically surveyed by the plant surveyor and
checked by the mine’s surveyor. It is important to note
that this may be the first time that the quality
parameters of the coal will be compared with the
planning output if samples are not taken at
measurement point 2
Coal sales tonnage—This is a final measurement of
mass from mechanical scales recording the tonnage
that leaves the plant. These scale readings will be

Table II
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Mass and quality

These are coal parameters that need to be measured and tracked through the value chain.

Moisture

The weight of coal is meaningful only if the moisture content is known. Many of the ore loss, dilution, and recovery
impacts that need to be understood and managed can be disguised by changes in moisture, which varies between
2% and 10% depending on season and location along the chain of production processes.

Accuracy and uncertainty

Measurements are subject to some level of uncertainty. These uncertainties are propagated through the production
chain. A better understanding of accuracy and reliability of measurements allows a better accuracy
when balancing calculations and a better interpretation of the numbers. For instance, survey results are
preferred above those obtained from mechanical scales, and mechanical scales preferred above truck counts and truck factors.

Stockpile measurements

Stockpile measurement is a challenge. The traditional way of dealing with stockpile measurements is to
acquire frequent reliable measurements of the stockpile volume and add or subtract measurements based on the most
reliable stockpile information available. Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technologies can now provide accurate, frequent updates.

Sampling

L
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Quality estimation at any stage in the coal production process depends largely on sample representativeness.
When considering the reliability of the results, it is important to note that it may not be possible to meet all the
statistical requirements for sampling at some stages of the process.
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compared with product stockpiles (backward) and
other (forward) measurement points closer to the
markets.
Figure 4 illustrates a typical flow sheet (of a surface coal
mine) for the passage of coal from the ground to the point of
delivery in the plant. Although this may vary from mine to
mine, the same measurement principles are applicable. A
number of critical measurement points are identified in the
flow sheet indicating where tonnage and quality are
measured in order to quantify mining performance and for
reconciliation purpose.

    

This starts with mining block identification as developed by
the short-term planning process. Coal from each scheduling
block is tracked through the mining, handling, and
preparation plant processes. Unforeseen conditions and
departures from the planned operations are noted and
interpreted for performance. The physical factors that affect
the recovery of coal, such as geological structures,
geotechnical collapse, or practical mining issues, must be
identified so that their impact can be separated from more
routine measures of mining performance.

   

The measurement principles required to ensure reliable
information are applied throughout the coal value chain.
Measurement errors should be reduced to a minimum.
Possible sources of error include:
® Accuracy with regard to sampling
® Survey measurements, with specific reference to
stockpiles

® Volume calculations of mined areas
® Errors accrued in measuring additional quality
specifications such ash, vitality, density, moisture
content, calorific value (CV), coking properties etc.

  
Reconciliation is achieved by a structured comparison
between the planned and actual values at each measuring
point. Time-based production measurements will have to be
adjusted to represent the performance of the same blocks of
coal at different stages in the production process. It is
recognized that the current planning and measurement
systems at each operation may not be able to meet all of the
requirements listed here. However, the progressive
installation of additional measuring equipment and the
reporting of basic reconciliations will quickly identify areas
requiring additional resources, and will contribute to the
ongoing refinement of the mine’s protocols. The extent to
which this comparison can be undertaken is limited only by
the extent and reliability of the measurement data and the
resources available to undertake the exercise. Riske et al.
(2007) emphazised the need to capture key data through
electronic and automatic means to eliminate human errors.
The next section outlines specific critical measurement
points that exist along a typical coal production value chain.
These critical measurement points are necessary to enable a
successful reconciliation to be undertaken for effectivene
planning and efficiency of mining operations.

         

  

For a typical surface mining, processing, and coal distribution
system, taking into consideration the market requirements
and mining areas serving a processing plant, the following
critical measurement points are expected:
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Design considerations for critical coal measurement points
® Critical measuring point 1—Output of the mine
planning and scheduling process
® Critical measurement point 2—Post-mining pit survey
and highwall mapping
® Critical measurement point 3—Feed ROM tons
delivered to the plant
® Critical measurement point 4—Coal product
® Critical measurement point 5—Coal sales tonnage.
Table III summarizes these critical measurement points
with specific reference to the measurement variables at each
critical measurement point, data processing technique, and
the reconciliation and reporting procedures carried out for the
purpose of developing a protocol at each critical measurement
point.
Critical measurement point 1 entails the definition of the
In situ Coal and Reserves. This is the fundamental source of
quantity and quality of the In Situ Coal and Reserves and
Marketable Reserves estimated for a particular mining area.
Once the coal has been exposed, surveyors can measure its
actual volume and make a detailed quality measurement. At
critical measurement point 2, the actual coal mined is
obtained by surveying the final floor, highwall, and lowwall
edges after mining is completed. Extreme care should be
taken to account for any coal losses for the purpose of
reconciliation. The third critical measurement point takes into
consideration the quantity and quality of feed material.
Sources of this data include truck counts, fleet management
system, stockpile surveys, and rehandled coal. At critical
measurement point 4, the tonnage and quality of the coal
product is accurately determined. Very high-quality
weightmeters and moisture and ash gauges are used in
addition to sampling stations to determine the quality of the
coal product, which is monitored constantly to meet market
requirements.
Coal sales tonnage (critical measurement point 5) takes
into consideration the coal distribution process. This
distribution extends from the product at the preparation plant
to the point of sale to the customer. This may be delivery on
board a ship or to a stockpile at a power station. At every
critical measurement point, accurate tonnage and quality
measurements are required, taking into consideration the
various processes the coal would have undergone.
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2. Post-mining pit survey and highwall mapping
3. Feed tons delivered to the plant
4. Coal product
5. Coal sales tonnage.
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This article described the protocols for tracking, measuring,
and reconciling in coal for an integrated mine planning
process. A typical planning process begins with the reporting
of Resources and Reserves based on the SAMREC Code. The
measurement principles and requirement discussed enable
accurate key data, such as quantity and quality, to be
captured for accurate reconciliation of coal from the In-situ
Coal Reserve to saleable coal. It is, however, necessary to
develop detailed protocols at each of the five critical
measurement points discussed in this article, namely:
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The authors recommend that measuring protocols at each
critical measurement point should be regularly reviewed and
updated. In order to reduce errors accumulated in the
collection of key data, automatic and electronic means for
capturing data are recommended. To carry out a routine
reconciliation process at a typical surface coal mine, it is
necessary to arrange site meetings with management and
senior technical personnel to ensure that management is
supportive of the process and willing to initiate the process.
Creation of awareness of the reconciliation programme,
requirements, and procedures is necessary at all levels of the
operation. A digital mining approach that enables the
automated tracking of quality and quantity data through
sensor technologies is recommended. Further reconciliation
and reporting of coal along its flow would be possible
through a web-based digital mining data system.
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Design considerations for critical coal measurement points
Table III
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CMP1- Output of mine
planning and
scheduling process

Tonnage, quality and locality of
planned coal. Mine plan and
grade control model – Area,
volume/mass, relative density,
losses and dilution, quality
parameters such as CV, ash
content, and moisture content

Volume of coal in situ obtained by multiplying
modelled block plan area by the vertical
thickness. Volume of coal in ground is same as
volume of coal at in situ moisture. Esitmation of
loss and dilution measurments of coal mass
accompanied by moisture content and then mass
of coal minus moisture to be determined. Coal
density is obtained from the exploration borehole
core samples. In situ mass of coal is calculated
from in situ volume of coal and RD of coal at in
situ moisture. Appropriate adjustment of ROM
coal is first to estimate the mass of in situ coal
and then consider any moisture adjustments
gained or lost from the in situ to ROM.

Comparison of grade
control model to coal
reserves.

Production planning
information generated by
the mine planning
department. Report
generated at start of
each month and contains
information per seam
and mining block

CMP2- Post- Mining
Pit survey and
highwall mapping

Volume/Mass of coal and waste
material. Surveying and
mapping of final floor, highwall
and lowwall edges after minng.
Swell factors to ensure true low
wall edges and seam floor are
measured. Quality parameters
from sampling of exposed coal
(moisture, loss and dilution).

Processing of ROM moisture content usually
greater than in situ moisture content. The values
of loss and dilution thickness are determined
based on a back-calculation of previous mining
supported by detailed surveys of mining
operations. Issues to consider in estimating loss
and dilution thickness are overcleaning
possibilites, coal left behind, mining equipment
used and blasting leading to loss and dilution, wet
working areas will tend to increase both loss and
dilution.

Comparison of ROM
production to grade
control model. This
measurres the
efficiency of the
mining process.
Comparison of ROM
ash to in situ ash.
Determination of
apparent minng
recovery (Compares
ROM tonnes to in situ
tonnes.

Tracking and
reconciliation packages
such as QMASTOR and
Mine Track have been
identified. These are
used to capture
production data. Existing
systems are capable of
acquiring, validating and
reporting production data
needed to perfom
reconciliations required
for reserve to customer

CMP3 - Feed tons
delivered to the plant

Feed tonnage and quality.
These include mine stockpile
surveys, coal concentrations,
delivered to plant and not
immediately fed into the plant,
truck tallies, weighbridge and
conveyer scale readings. Truck
tallies are compared with
weighbridge readings. Highquality weightometer, moisture
guage, ash guage and
automatic mechanical samplers
are required to monitor plant
feed. The following parameters
must be considered for all ROM
sources. Volume/mass of ROM
coal, level of foreign material in
the ROM coal, moisture, ash,
calorific value and size.

Volumes are calculated based on mine's standard
and software programme. Variance in volumes
should not exceed 5%. Analyses perforemed
should include ash, moisture, size, washability by
size, coking properties and contaminants.
Consider monthly processsing plan and weekly
processing schedules. All protocols to be
observed. Ensure there is no mixing up of coal
from different sources.

Comparison of plant
Development of coal
feed to grade control
tracking and stockpile
model. Properties of
management systems
plant feed in the
grade control model
are compared with the
properties of the plant
feed to assess the
suitability of
assumptions and
adjustment factors
used to generate
GCM estimates.
Dilution included
during mining coal and
actual mining recovery
are also compared
with GCM estimates.

CMP4 - Coal product

Coal product tonnage and
quality. Accurate
measurements of coarse plant
reject, moisture and ash
content are required to
interprete plant performance.
Parameters required for
accouting purposes are mass,
yield, ash, calorific value and
size.

The moisture content of washed coal is greater
than the ROM coal. Processing of washabilities,
ash, CV and inherent moisture should be in
accordance with existing sampling and analysis
protocols. Consider rotary breaker losses,
processing of feed coal quality should be
described in terms washabilities of the source
coals and dilution materials in appropriate size
fractions. Other considerations are processing
preparation plant yield and blended feed and
product quality.

Reconciliation
between plant product
and plant feed. This
provides a measure of
the efficiencyof the
coal washing process.
All existing protocols
should be adhered to.

All protocols to be
observed. For e.g. the
weighing protocols of the
two major companies
requiring the product coal
and discards to be
weighed according to
minimum specifications
on daily basis

CMP5 - Coal sales
tonnage

Coal sales tonnage at the
market points. Accurate
tonnage is required to guide the
reconciliation of coal production
and creation of coal parcels for
sale. Transportation protocol of
coal must be adhered to.
Measurements are required for
calculating clean coal volumes
at silos and stockpiles. Coal
from different sources are not
to be mixed and same applies
to coal for different purposes
such as domestic and export.

Sampling and analysis protocols to be follwed.
For e.g. analyses to be performed on coal product
on trains. These include export coal trains: CV,
total moisture and sulphur. Domestic coal trains:
CV, total miosture, sulphur, abrasive index,
hardgrolve index and sizing.

Comparison of coal
sold to marketable
reserves. Includes
coal produced and
sold from a giving
mining area. This also
validates the
assupmtions used to
estimate the
marketable reserves.

Apply existing protocls
for e.g. Plant must
prepare a reconciliaton
report at end of every
month with the following:
comparison of ROM coal
versus throughput,
reconciliaition of
metallurgical balance,
reconciling ROM coal
with clean coal,
reconciling predicted with
actual yields, reconciling
losses with discard
materials and explaining
deviations and
investigating losses.
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A technology map to facilitate the
process of mine modernization
throughout the mining cycle
by J. Jacobs* and R.C.W. Webber-Youngman*

It is vital for organizations and individual operations to have access to a
platform with technology-related information to consider for further
research and development. This paper presents a technology map that was
created with the purpose of facilitating mine modernization through
technological advancement throughout the mining lifecycle/cycle.
To achieve this, a platform was created to represent the mining lifecycle that incorporates each of the mining phases, i.e. exploration, project
evaluation, mine design, operations, closure, and post-closure phases. The
constituent value drivers for each phase were then investigated and
included. These covered the various focus areas within the mining cycle,
such as the applicable sub-phases, processes, systems, activities, or
specific challenges, that impact a mine’s operation.
Technologies, both physical and digital, with the potential to add
value to these focus areas were then incorporated into the platform to
create a technology map. This potential to add value, if applied or modified
for application, was assessed on any combination of five factors, namely
the ability to increase production, increase productivity, increase
efficiency, improve safety, or reduce the risk of human error. The primary
focus was on technologies currently classified as disruptive and/or
exponential, e.g. internet of things, cloud computing, advanced robotics,
genomics, 3D printing, and artificial Intelligence. Other emerging
technologies were also investigated, such as automation, machine
learning, renewable energy generation, energy storage, advanced
materials, and more. Furthermore, selected innovative technologies
adapted for or developed in mining were also investigated, as well as other
new technologies in non-mining industries with potential to add value to
mining. As such, a technology map was created that covers the entire lifecycle of a mining venture, which highlights technologies with the potential
to add value to specific focus areas. This technology map may be applied
to facilitate advances in technology for mine modernization.
*&! 
modernization, new technologies in mining, innovation in mining,
technology map, mining cycle, mine life-cycle, mining R&D.

Given the magnitude of our extraction
challenges, it is quite extraordinary that
the global mining industry currently
spends so little on innovation and
business-improvement programmes. On
a revenue-to-revenue basis, the industry
spends 80% less on technology and
innovation compared with the petroleum
sector, for example. Yet our operating
costs are increasing three times faster
than consumer-inflation rates and are

)$ ! "%!$
The global mining industry is currently under
pressure and is at the bottom of the largest
mining supercycle since the Second World War
(Bryant, 2011). Mining companies face everincreasing challenges to profitability due to
low commodity prices, increasingly tough
mining conditions, and rising pressure from
stakeholders (Deloite, 2014). In the short
term, the decreased commodity prices have
been straining cash flows, while in the longer
term many existing mines are maturing,
thereby resulting in the extraction of lower ore
grades and longer haul distances from the
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excavation face. Orebody replacement rates are
also declining and the duration of development
for new mines is increasing. Added to this,
worldwide mining operations are up to 28%
less productive today than they were a decade
ago, and that is after adjusting for declining
ore grades (McKinsey, 2015a).
Depleting ore reserves and declining ore
grades in existing operations also means that
companies are required to mine deeper to
reach new deposits, which in turn increases
costs and results in reduced profits. Since the
start of the 21st century, over 75% of new
base metal discoveries have been at depths
greater than 300 m (Deloite, 2014),
highlighting both the gradual depletion of
shallower reserves and the need for deeper
mining. However, mining at these depths
involves additional challenges, such as safety
issues, flooding, gas discharges, seismic
events, and ventilation problems (Deloite,
2014).
Apart from the fact that mining operations
are now deeper, the geology is also more
challenging and mines operate at higher risk.
The result is that continuous business
improvement alone is no longer sufficient for
companies to survive (Deloitte, 2016). At the
2015 Johannesburg Mining Indaba in South
Africa, Chris Griffith (CEO of Anglo American
Platinum) stated:

A technology map to facilitate the process of mine modernization
on their way to doubling in less than five years. With
industry margins being squeezed on all fronts, we
simply have to embrace innovation if we want to find
more productive, efficient and sustainable ways of
extracting value from the minerals we mine. We
can’t rely on only small, incremental changes and a
business-as-usual philosophy to get us out of this
predicament. Major innovation is exactly what our
industry needs to solve its critical challenges. In fact,
mining needs to leap forward 20 years in the next five…’
This statement is in line with the growing consensus that
incremental operational improvements are no longer
sufficient to sustain the mining sector as a whole. It further
explains why many leading organizations are rallying behind
the innovation imperative that calls for major transformation
to business models and strategies (Deloitte, 2014). This is
especially true with the impending technological revolution,
where innovation will form a key component in making
businesses sustainable. This holds true not only for the
mining industry, but for all industries and individual
organizations worldwide (ESPAS, 2015).
In this upcoming technological age, the lines
distinguishing businesses will become increasing blurred as
businesses become more technology-based (Bryant, 2011).
Technology will become more integrated into all aspects of
business as a tool for human assistance, with the application
thereof being business-specific. As such, the silos in which
various industries and sectors place themselves may
disappear altogether as they experience an increased
convergence towards becoming technology businesses first
and foremost. In order to then draw from the knowledge and
expertise of a growing business cluster, a holistic approach to
innovation will be required that takes cognisance of a larger
pool of potentially similar organizations.
As a result, it becomes increasingly important to improve
the innovation efforts within a business by looking at
technology trends across various industries. Many
technologies exist (or are in the development phase) that
may be applicable or may be modified for use in the mining
industry. With the increase in technological advancement
worldwide, it is also important for the mining industry to
remain aware of cross-sectorial innovations that may have an
impact in future. This is especially true when it comes to
exponential and disruptive technologies. These are
technologies for which the adoption curve, instead of
following a linear trend with a steady rise, initially remains
flat and then accelerates dramatically. Exponential
technologies, such as 3D printing and artificial intelligence,
often disappoint in their early years before adoption
accelerates. Companies often overlook the value of such
technologies in their initial stages, when they should have
been exploring them (Deloitte, 2016b).
Operational performance excellence relies on the
innovative use of such technologies and keeping abreast with
developments that may add value to a given component
within the mining value chain (Rivard, 2014), as well as in
the broader mining cycle. As such, the focus should be on
introducing proven technology from other industries
combined with the development of new technologies. In this
way the mining industry will progressively focus more on
integrating all activities across the value chain. This includes
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the continued introduction and development of Integrated
Remote Operation Centres (IROC), mechanization, and
automation (MacFarlane, 2014). Such technological advances
and implementations in mining form part of the
modernization drive currently taking place in the South
African mining industry. The Chamber of Mines of South
Africa describes mine modernization as ‘a process of
transition and transformation of the mining industry of
yesteryear and today to that of tomorrow’ (COMSA, 2016). In
the context of this paper, the term modernization refers to the
innovative implementation, adoption, and advancement of
technologies in order to create value and allow the transition
towards a more technologically advanced and modernized
industry.
In order to accomplish the value-added end-goals, such
as mechanization, automation, and modernization as a
whole, the supporting technologies need to be evaluated in
detail. From these and many other technologies, mining
operations can also achieve multiple other benefits and ‘quick
wins’ (MacFarlane, 2014). It should be noted that the mining
industry is often not aware of emerging technologies that
could potentially add value to operations, or which may
disrupt aspects of the business. The continuous assessment
of technologies, in terms of impact or benefit, can then be
considered as a growing business priority in order to gain an
understanding of how opportunities could be exploited, or
possible detrimental impacts negated or avoided. In doing so,
an organization will be working towards enhancing its
operational risk management strategies, minimizing negative
consequences from external technological factors, and
identifying potential improvements to an operation or the
organization as a whole.
It is therefore vital that companies and individual
operations have access to a platform that can provide
technology-related information in the context of the various
aspects within the mining cycle. For this reason, a technology
map was created. To achieve this, it was first necessary to
create a platform that represents the entire mining cycle and
the underlying six mining phases, namely exploration,
project evaluation, mine design, operations, closure, and
post-closure. Each of these was further expanded into the
focus areas that contain the value drivers impacting on a
mine’s operation, such as constituent sub-phases, processes,
systems, activities, or specific challenges, with potential to
increase or decrease value for the organization. The value
drivers were then categorized under seven main value driving
pillars, namely mineral resource management; production;
productivity and asset efficiency; profitability and cost
control; supply chain; socio-economic factors; and health,
environment, safety, and legal. These seven pillars were
represented throughout the six mining phases to form a
seven-by-six matrix.
Numerous technologies, ranging from physical to digital,
were then analysed. Analysis was based on any combination
of five qualifying factors – the ability to:
® Increase production (as a measure of effectiveness, e.g.
tons extracted)
® Increase productivity (as a measure of efficiency, e.g.
resources, such as time and money, used to extract a
specific amount of tonnages)
® Increase efficiency (as a measure distinct from
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Accordingly, those technologies with potential to add
value, and as such facilitate the process of mine
modernization, were slotted into the applicable focus areas
within the mining cycle. A technology map was thus created
spanning the entire mining cycle, which highlights
technologies with the potential to add value. These
technologies may then be subjected to further analysis in
order to identify those with sufficient potential to facilitate
the modernization drive specific to that operation or
organization.

&"$!!' !"'
As mining companies begin to adopt innovative practices on
a larger, more all-encompassing scale, they stand to gain
significant value. When they leverage new and emerging
technologies for increased synergy across the entire mining
value chain, organizations can alter the fundamentals of the
mining sector. For example, 3D visualization tools can assist
companies with real-time tracking of their people, equipment,
and changing environment at each mining site. New mineral
processing technologies are emerging to reduce the safety
hazards associated with gold extraction and to unlock
previously uneconomic mineral deposits. Social media are
assisting companies in facilitating electronic bookings at
mine sites and enhance employee access to information. SMS
messaging platforms help foster two-way communication
with employees, solicit feedback, and improve workforce
engagement. New production and logistics technologies also
promise to reduce both the use of natural resources and
harmful gas emissions. Vale’s S11D project’s mine and plant
in Carajás, Brazil will, for example, consume 93% less water,
use 77% less fuel, and produce 50% less greenhouse gas
emissions than a comparable operation using conventional
methods (Deloitte, 2015a).
Mining companies are already aware of the imperative to
adopt technologies to accelerate automation and reduce
fatalities, and have implemented various strategies to
accomplish this. Investment in innovation for better
technology application is an example. These have ranged
from automation and enhanced drilling systems to data
analytics and mobile technologies. Mining companies that
have embraced innovation are improving mining intensity
while reducing labour requirements, capital requirements,
and energy intensity (Deloitte, 2016b). This is why leading
companies continue to look at new technologies, such as
nanomaterials, robotics, 3D printing, modular design,
bioengineering, and alternative haulage, in an effort to
further improve operational performance (Deloitte, 2014).
Similarly, in mineral exploration, technologies such as
hyperspectral imaging and interferometric synthetic aperture
radar hold potential value. These technologies are already in
use to monitor ground subsidence, landslides, volcanoes, and
active faults (TIA, 2012). Mining companies can also
          

leverage techniques like simulation, technical modelling, and
seismic technologies borrowed from the oil and gas industry,
instead of engaging in traditional drilling. This can allow
companies to identify mineral-rich deposits more cost
effectively, while simultaneously helping the industry to
maintain a sustainable discovery pipeline (Deloitte, 2015a).
In this information age, value creation is, however,
dependent on more than just physical technologies. In order
to improve long-term planning and forecasting, companies
must also explore emerging information technologies.
Examples include cloud computing, sensors, GPS systems,
embedded logic, cyber-security, ‘big data’, 3D visualization,
and simulation modelling (Deloitte, 2014).
Underground mines can also strive to implement realtime production management systems by using the latest
technologies available. Some of these include low-cost offthe-shelf wi-fi networks and inexpensive wireless radiofrequency identification (RFID) tagging for vehicle and
personnel location and tracking. Other non-physical
technologies include software systems for mapping,
modelling, estimation, design, scheduling, simulation, and
mine production management reporting. These technologies
have the potential to engender a fundamental change in the
way mining operations are managed (Rivard, 2014).
Applying such technologies to real-time monitoring of
production processes may enable faster decision-making in
changing conditions (MacFarlane, 2014).
To combat rising energy costs, reduce unwanted
emissions, and accelerate electrification, companies also need
to investigate energy technologies. Some of these include
advanced materials, smart grids, energy storage technologies,
renewable energy conversion, superconductivity, nonexplosive rockbreaking, and high-energy lasers (Deloitte,
2014). In the energy space alone some operations have
achieved 10% to 40% energy savings. This resulted from
investment in renewable energy installations, deploying
innovative energy technologies, and adopting more
automated mine processes to optimize energy consumption
(Deloitte, 2016b).
By integrating mining, energy, and information
technology into mine and process design in an innovative
way, it is possible to achieve radical breakthroughs in
performance. When combined, these technologies can help
companies reduce capital, labour, and energy intensity, while
increasing mining intensity. Companies can also improve
safety standards, reduce operating costs, optimize their
energy mix, and enhance operational performance by
combining these three technology groups (Deloitte, 2014).
It is therefore recommended that organizations consider
technologies, such as those in the technology map, in an
integrated manner in order to enhance synergy across the
mining value chain for existing operations and across the
broader mining cycle for the entire mining venture. In this
way, companies may strive towards increased operational
performance improvements. Such an approach often leads to
improvements that far exceed the individual benefits of the
application of a single technology in isolation. In this context,
it should be borne in mind that the technology map does not
provide insight into such potential gains, owing to the large
number of possibilities resulting from technology and system
integrations. The potential benefits of technologies were
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productivity, e.g. an increase in efficiency that may not
have a direct impact on production but still adds value
to the organization, such as a more efficieny payroll
system)
® Improve safety (as a measure of reducing the likelihood
and severity of potential causes of harm to people)
® Reduce the risk of human error (a measure of
decreasing the likelihood of blunders or mishaps).

A technology map to facilitate the process of mine modernization
investigated individually, and these will be discussed. The
resulting analysis serves as a guideline for companies or
individuals that wish to extract information from the
technology map. By analysing their potential value,
technologies that should be considered for further research
and development (R&D) can be identified and a tailor-made
solution created for a specific organization, operation,
environment, challenge, or problem area.
In this study, greater focus was placed on emerging
technologies, such as those that have the greatest potential to
be disruptive in nature or drive the largest economic impact
across various industries, businesses, and countries. Recent
technological advances outside of the primary scope were
also investigated. These included technological innovations
in mining as well as non-mining industries with potential to
add value if applied (or modified for application) in the
mining environment.

#%$'&'%$%$'""&
In order to create a technology map that spans the entire
mining cycle, a framework was constructed that is
representative of the scope and specific needs of the study.
The resulting mining cycle framework was a 7×6 matrix that
covers the six mining phases, from exploration to after mine
closure, and consisted of seven main value driving pillars.
The pillars incorporate all aspects that impact mining and
were classified as follows: mineral resource management;
production; productivity and asset efficiency; profitability and
cost control; supply chain; socio-economic factors; and,
health, environment, safety, and legal. Figure 1 illustrates
how these seven pillars form part of the general mining cycle
and why they were chosen to represent the platform upon

which the technology map was created. Figure 2 highlights a
specific area within the mining cycle framework, namely the
production pillar within the operations phase, and illustrates
the various value drivers identified for this specific block in
the framework.
It should be noted that no existing representations of a
generic mining life-cycle were deemed sufficient in depth
and/or description to be used as a basis for the technology
map as per the needs of this study. For this reason, the
illustrated framework was designed to address the needs and
perspective of this study. As such, the classifications,
definitions, groupings, level of detail, or other factors relating
to the framework illustrated here may not be adequate for
various other technology map designs. It is suggested that
the system architecture for a technology map’s platform be
designed according to the requirements of each specific
project or study.
After tabulating the value drivers for each corresponding
pillar, the total matrix contained around 330 value drivers.
All of the drivers represented potential opportunities for the
investigated technologies (whether physical or digital, and for
various systems and combinations of applications) to add
value to a mining operation or organization as a whole. A
high-level example would be increased ‘digitization’ of the
development process, i.e. conversion to digital formats and
the increased application of digital technologies to add value
to the process. The constituent technologies to accomplish
this may range from various digital to physical technologies.
Applicable digital technologies may include ‘big data’,
advanced analytics, machine learning, and various others
that convert data into information and in turn into valueadding intelligence, enhancing decision-making or physical
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operation. The physical technology enablers may include the
sensors for internet of things applications to extract the data,
tracking technologies to monitor asset location and
utilization, and robotics and ICT applications in rockbreaking
or drill-and-blast-based mechanized equipment to enable
remote operation.

, &#%$'#'&"$!!'#
To illustrate how the technology map was designed from the
platform of the mining cycle and its constituent value drivers,
consider the following examples of different sections taken
from the technology map. Figure 3 displays a basic example
from the operations phase under the mineral resource
management pillar for the two chosen main value drivers:
          

geology and geotechnical planning. Figure 4 is a more
detailed example from the operations phase under the
productivity pillar, with a specific focus on underground
development as the main value driver. For this example, the
chosen supporting value driver is mineral/ore and waste
extraction, which in turn branches out to drill-and-blast and
mechanized, autonomous mining.
Under each of these value drivers and/or constituent
value drivers, the investigated technologies with potential to
add value are shown in square brackets. These technologies,
along with selected others from the technology map, will be
discussed in relation to their potential areas of application
within the mining cycle to provide context on how the
technology map was designed.
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Data is a foundational component of digital transformation.
To realize the full potential that can be extracted from data,
some businesses are treating data analysis as a strategic
discipline and are investing in industrial-grade analytics (or
advanced analytics). Advances in distributed data
architecture, in-memory processing, machine learning,
visualization, natural language processing, and cognitive
analytics have unleashed powerful tools that can answer
questions and identify valuable patterns and insights. To
create value from big data through advanced analytics entails
a process of information acquisition and curation,
information delivery, turning information to insights, and
insights to actions (Dupress, 2016a).
Analytics will become deeply, but invisibly, embedded
everywhere. Organizations will face increased difficulty in
managing the huge amounts of data (often termed ‘big data’)
from the internet of things, social media, wearable devices,
sensors, and other sources. Applying advanced analytics to
an understanding of context could provide the preconditions
for a world of smart machines. This foundation combines
with advanced algorithms that allow systems to understand
their environment, learn for themselves, and act
autonomously (which further assists technologies such as
artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning).
Prototype autonomous vehicles, advanced robots, virtual
personal assistants, and smart advisors already exist and are
evolving rapidly. This will ultimately usher in a new age of
machine helpers, leading to a smart machine era that is likely
to be the most disruptive in the history of information
technology (Gartner, 2014).
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As regards mining, global supply and demand factors
lack the transparency that companies often require in order to
make decisions before disaster ensues in their operations.
Companies now need more flexibility than ever before, and
should aim to hone their ability to scale production, labour,
and other inputs and outputs up or down in response to
shifting economic trends. Predictive analytics can help
organizations in this regard by identifying events that may
shift commodity market fundamentals (Deloitte, 2016c).
Smart planning and coordination of activities are required to
mitigate variability caused by external forces. Disciplined
execution is needed to eliminate variability in operations. A
step change in mining productivity will ensue through
reducing and, where possible, eliminating the variability that
has made mining unique (McKinsey, 2015a).
Mining companies continue to refine their safety
programmes, but the statistics still remain unsatisfactory
worldwide. Companies often turn to data analytics to pinpoint
the industry risks, organizational behaviours, and internal
cultures that are most likely to result in serious safety issues.
As this technology becomes more intuitive and less costly, it
is enabling companies to implement safety programmes
focused on zero fatalities (rather than zero harm). Companies
are able to better correlate the safety data they collect with
other available data-sets (e.g. production data, employee
rosters, maintenance schedules, weather forecasts, vehicle
telemetry etc.). By correlating this data, companies can
recognize safety incident patterns and employees that are
particularly at risk. They are then in the position to adopt
processes and procedures to minimize incidents and injuries
(Deloitte, 2016c).
According to Deloitte (2014b), the use of analytics
enables companies to:
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® Assess the costs of entire processes in order to reveal
the underlying cost base and to identify exceptions and
outliers
® Improve decision-making and asset performance
through the measurement of both financial and nonfinancial indicators that affect overall profitability
® Merge data from a wide range of different sources to
deliver on-demand reports. This then enables asset
utilization and reliability to be improved. It would also
minimize downtime, streamline mine planning, and
optimize fleet resources
® Manage operational costs, for example by quantifying
the mineral content of each shovel load to determine
whether it is below cut-off grade.

for example, advanced analytics may assist with drawing up
blast patterns and setting up the correct angles and hole
depths to be drilled based on data inputs on geological
features. It may also assist with analysing blast data and
making recommendations for load-and-haul activities in
order to optimize fleet efficiency by taking into account the
muckpile size, shape, and fragmentation. In mechanized and
autonomous mining, advanced analytics can greatly assist by
providing valuable insights from data obtained by sensors
and other devices regarding the state of the machinery. Realtime data can be analysed to adjust machine performance,
sequence, and system or fleet integration for optimal results.

As data analysis becomes increasingly more
sophisticated, opportunities for greater efficiency arise. From
a talent management perspective, companies can leverage
vast sets of employee data to make more informed workforce
planning decisions. The use of real-time information on the
state of equipment can improve maintenance schedules and
asset performance. The consolidation of various data inputs
can streamline supply chains and enhance mine planning.
Continuous monitoring of mineral asset portfolios can
pinpoint commodity and cost movements that affect
profitability. Using predictive project analytics, companies can
vastly reduce cost overruns to improve capital project
outcomes. By harnessing big data in real time, some
companies are also optimizing mineral processing at localities
around the globe from a single location. In time, operational
excellence will likely hinge on an organization’s ability to
effectively interpret the massive stores of data it collects
(Deloitte, 2015b).
Advanced analytics can also assist production
supervisors to determine the optimal material blend and
schedule production to optimize mine/plant throughput. It
can likewise benefit strategic procurement programmes, in
that category management, strategic sourcing, supplier
integration, procurement centres of excellence (COEs), and
transaction optimization can all work to reduce costs and
waste in the supply procurement process (IBM, 2009).
While most information technologies prove to be not only
greatly beneficial, but also critical, to all levels of an
organization, the integration of various technologies is both
the most difficult and the most lucrative aspect. Business
leaders should pay special attention to how advanced
analytics, huge volumes of data, the internet of things,
artificial intelligence, machine learning, and automation all
tie in together. The underlying component technologies will
also play a critical role in the building of a global automation
and real-time analytics system that not only responds to, but
also predicts and adapts to, market and operational
dynamics.
By keeping these applications in mind, it becomes clear
how big data and advanced analytics may play a role in the
identified value drivers from Figures 3 and 4. It may assist
with geotechnical and geological planning, with the
optimization of outputs such as scheduling, modelling,
planning, and the monitoring of data from various sensors
and devices (e.g. through a network of sensors such as the
internet of things). Similarly, advanced analytics can assist in
ore or waste extraction processes. In drill-and-blast practices,

Scientists have discovered ways to produce materials with
enhanced attributes. Some of these include smart materials
that are self-healing or self-cleaning, memory metals that can
revert to their original shapes, piezoelectric ceramics and
crystals that turn pressure into energy, and nanomaterials.
Other properties include greater reactivity, unusual electrical
properties, and greater strength. These properties can lead to
the development of new medical devices and treatments,
‘super-slick’ coatings, and stronger composites (McKinsey,
2013). Provided that such materials can be produced in large
quantities, they could replace composites and other materials
in a wide range of applications. These nano-altered materials
would be just as strong as their conventional counterparts,
but with a fraction of the weight (Bourzac, 2015). Advanced
nanomaterials such as graphene and carbon nanotubes could
lead to new applications and technologies, such as highly
efficient batteries and solar cells. Pharmaceutical companies
are also progressing research to use nanoparticles for
targeted drug delivery in medical treatments (McKinsey,
2013).
Advances in technology could allow further manipulation
of material properties. Enhanced material characteristics
could benefit equipment exposed to tough working conditions
or abrasive environments, and potentially reduce
consumption of materials used for rock cutting or breaking.
When the strength-to-weight ratio of materials can be
improved through technology, the impact and potential
benefits will extend even further. Smaller, lighter, and
stronger components may eventually allow deeper and safer
mining by improving rock support. Ultra-low-profile
equipment could then be designed smaller and stronger to
mine difficult-to-navigate deposits, reduce waste mining, and
therefore mine both more economically and be able to reach
previously uneconomic deposits. Advances in this field could
lead to major breakthroughs in electrical equipment and
vehicles if energy storage can be improved and batteries
reduced in size and weight.

  
Robots have undergone massive improvements over the last
few decades, progressing from being expensive, bulky, and
inflexible to becoming much more advanced. Currently,
robots are gaining enhanced senses, dexterity, and
intelligence. Many of these improvements stem from
advances in machine vision, artificial intelligence, machineto-machine communication, sensors, and actuators (a
component of machines that is responsible for moving or
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controlling a mechanism or system). Robots are now easier to
program and interact with. They may also be more compact
and adaptable, making it possible to deploy them alongside
workers. As a result, advanced robotics could make it
practical to substitute or complement human labour with
robots in a wider range of manufacturing tasks and service
jobs. This technology could enable new types of surgical
robots, robotic prosthetics, and ‘exoskeleton’ supports that
help people with limited mobility to function more normally
and improve and extend lives (McKinsey, 2013).
The International Federation of Robotics estimated in
2013 that these devices will create as many as 2 million
additional job opportunities between 2017 and 2020. A major
factor in robotics-driven job growth is the fact that the
combination of humans and machines can often produce
better results than neither could accomplish on their own. In
dire situations, an expert may always be required to take
control (Dupress, 2015). Anthropomorphic robots (robots
that mimic human characteristics), on the other hand, could
take over numerous repetitive production functions or other
tasks that traditionally required human traits (ESPAS, 2015).
As robots become cheaper, more dexterous, and safer to use,
they will continue to grow as a substitute for human
activities in a wider range of fields (VanderMey, 2015).
The implementation of robotics in mining constitutes
further progress towards technological advancement. An
example of robotic machinery in mining is the ultra-lowprofile mining machines from CMTI Consulting in South
Africa. These machines are currently in development and will
be implemented at Sibanye Gold’s Burnstone gold mine in
Balfour, South Africa. The MT100, for example, has a
sweeper and dozer attached and is battery-driven with a
battery life of 7 hours. It is equipped with a drill rig and
mechanical breaker for non-explosive mining, or a multi-drill
rig that can drill four holes simultaneously for conventional
blasting. It can also be equipped with a laser scanner while
being operated from a gulley up to 100 m away. The machine
is highly manoeuvrable, with track-based wheels, and can
navigate difficult underground environments. Its multi-track
concept, where four tracks are individually driven, further
also allows the machine to swing around a centre point to
enable it to negate vertical obstacles as high as 400 mm
(Solomons, 2016).
Robotics in mining offer potential for improvements in
safety, access to resources that were previously uneconomic
to mine, and improvements in the larger mining cycle
through the integration of different technologies. Some
examples include automation, machine learning, integrated
remote operating centres, the internet of things, and
advanced analytics.

  
This system uses a gravimeter installed on an airborne
platform such as a drone or small aircraft to measure
variations in the Earth’s gravitational field. In doing so, it can
perform resource investigations from the air to assist with
geological mapping (Förste, 2016). This can enhance
geological exploration with electromagnetic surveys that
provide greater coverage and depth (Holland, 2015).
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Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to the field of study towards
the creation of computers that are capable of intelligent
behaviour and that could divulge answers by analysing data,
as well as having the ability to learn autonomously by
analysing data. Machine learning uses algorithms to analyse
and learn from data and adapt the machine’s behaviour
accordingly. Machine learning is more specific in application,
and also more accurate than AI, since it is a more mature
technology(Skylads, 2015). Both fields have undergone rapid
advances, with major drives from technology leaders to
increase the rate of development. Due to their massive
potential in all aspects of information technology systems, it
is vital for business leaders to remain aware of progress
within the field.

  
Virtual reality (VR) makes it possible for a user to be
immersed within a computer-generated environment, which
can represent either an actual place or an imaginary one. In
contrast, augmented reality (AR) overlays contextual
information on the immediate physical environment of the
user. In this way, AR blends digital components (e.g. virtual
elements such as text or 3D models) with real life. Both of
these sensory (predominantly visual) technologies allow the
deployment of technology in ways that were previously
impossible. As such, they open up major possibilities for
training, simulation, visualization, planning, and modelling
(see Figure 2), communication, and collaboration (Dupress,
2016b). AR in particular holds great potential for human
assistance; some examples include on-site task assistance
and guidance, navigation, re-creations of incidents,
maintenance and repair, emergency management, and search
and rescue operations (Jacobs, 2015).

    

  

Automation refers to the act of making a process, activity,
task, system, or even decision autonomous. With the
advances in autonomous equipment, robotics, artificial
intelligence, and advanced analytics, many business
improvements become possible through increased automation
of operations. Rio Tinto has demonstrated that driverless
trucks are already changing the cost equation in the mining
industry in Western Australia. Further adoption of automated
drills, automatic longwall shearers, autonomous trucks and
trains, and remote operating technologies will increase the
efficiency of many other operations (Deloitte, 2014c).
As the ‘intelligence’ of these machines grows, they will be
able to perform more complex tasks, including maintenance
and repair activities on equipment and hazardous processing
activities. This will reduce labour costs and enhance
productivity. It is likely that companies will ultimately operate
fully autonomous mines, concentrating labour in centralized
functional hubs rather than in remote regions (Deloitte,
2016c).
Automation is not limited to robotics and autonomous
equipment in physical activities. It also includes the
automation of knowledge work (VanderMey, 2015).
Advances in artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
natural user interfaces (e.g. voice recognition) are making it
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Directional drilling is a mature technology, with widespread
use in the oil and gas, utilities, and infrastructure industries
(Dowling and Rhys-Evans, 2015). The technology, while
already applied in mining (e.g. for in-seam exploration in
coal mining), holds potential for greater adoption in various
areas. One such application, for example, is dewatering well
placement. Directional drilling allows the placement of
permanent, high-performance dewatering wells in optimum
orientations beneath an open pit, using directional drilling
technology to direct the large-diameter drilling heads from
outside the pit to intersect chosen geological structures. Pilot
directional dewatering wells in hard-rock mining
environments in the USA and Mexico have demonstrated
significant benefits, such as better control of groundwater
inflow, improved in-pit safety, and fewer disruptions to
operations compared to conventional dewatering. Directional
dewatering wells produce up to two orders of magnitude
more groundwater than in-pit vertical wells (Rowland et al.,
2016).

  
     
Technologies identified by McKinsey (2015b), for this
purpose include energy-management systems, advanced
analytics, and smart grids.

  
Renewable energy sources, such as solar, wind, hydroelectric,
and ocean waves, promise an endless source of power. Solar
cell technology, in particular, is progressing at a rapid rate
with drastic reductions in costs. (McKinsey, 2013). Many
companies already employ solar, wind, hydro, and biomass
power generation technologies. These are often supplemented
by variable-speed backup generators capable of maximizing
fuel efficiency, which is a solution that also works for
companies that run power off the grid (Deloitte, 2016c). With
the rate of reduction in costs relating to renewables, it makes
sense for energy-intensive enterprises to critically evaluate
these technologies (Davidse, 2016).

    
Technologies identified by McKinsey (2015b), for this
purpose include automated mine ventilation control and air          

reconditioning, high-pressure grinding rolls, in-pit crushingconveyance and high-angle conveyance systems, low-loss
conveyor belts, stirred-media mills, coarse flotation, fuel-cellpowered mine vehicles; and electro- and hydropowered
drilling.

   
Genomics combines advances in the science of sequencing
and modifying genetic material with the latest big data
analytics capabilities (McKinsey, 2013). In short, genomics
combines biology, genetics, and computer science
(GenomeCanada, 2016). In mining, genomics solutions have
already been used to bioremediate polluted soils, improve
mine drainage, and mitigate threats to biological diversity
through biomonitoring (Deloitte, 2016c). By understanding
the way microbes function, bioleaching can be enhanced and
applied more efficiently. This can improve metal recoveries by
as much as 50%. Overall, this technology can help improve
productivity, cut costs, and improve sustainability in the
mining industry (GenomeCanada, 2016). The technology can
also be used in agriculture, which may assist mining
companies in their corporate social responsibility activities, or
in motivating the application for a mining licence during the
exploration and mine design phases. This argument also
applies for precision agriculture, which is a new, site-specific
farm management system that utilizes technologies and
agronomic principles to optimize farm yields by collecting
data on the spatial and temporal variability of the various
agricultural components (such as soil, climate, seed,
fertilizers, water, pests, animals, and diseases), thus enabling
micromanagement of the relevant factors (Frost and Sullivan,
2016).

    
The internet of things (IoT) concerns embedded sensors and
actuators in machines and other physical objects that connect
them to the internet. This allows the flow of products and
assets to be monitored while taking other data, such as the
weather, into account. The data provided through the IoT
enables assets to be better managed, performance to be
optimized, and new business models may be created. With
remote monitoring, the IoT has potential to improve various
aspects and systems ranging from the health of patients with
chronic illnesses to improved synergy between fleet
equipment (McKinsey, 2013). Sensors to collect this data, for
processing and control purposes, will be able to obtain
information on the health of machinery, the structural
integrity of bridges, and even seemingly redundant
information such as temperatures in the environments
surrounding different assets (VanderMey, 2015).

   
Tracking technologies, such as Radio-Frequency
Identification (RFID), global positioning systems, Wi-Fi,
unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with cameras and
sensors, and thermal imaging may greatly assist various
areas within the mining cycle. By using such technologies,
companies can deploy sophisticated and automated
identification and security management programs that can
systematically track employees’ access rights, location,
duration, training, safety certification, permissions,
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possible to automate many knowledge-worker tasks, many of
which have long been regarded as impossible or impractical
for machines to perform. For instance, some computers can
answer ‘unstructured’ questions (those posed in ordinary
language, instead of being precisely written as software
queries), so employees without specialized training can
obtain information on their own. This opens up possibilities
for major changes in how knowledge work is organized and
performed. Sophisticated analytics tools can then be used to
enhance the talents of highly skilled employees. As more
knowledge-worker tasks can be done by machines or
computers, it is also possible that some types of jobs could
eventually become fully automated (McKinsey, 2013). A few
examples include administering procurement, processing
payrolls, calculating materials resource needs, generating
invoices, and tracking flows of material (McKinsey, 2016).
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compliance, and site security from a central location. This
information can then be integrated and made available to
those who need it, including security and human resources
personnel. Tracking of employees can also greatly assist
during search-and-rescue operations, as well as enhance the
effects of proximity detection and collision avoidance
systems. These aspects can be integrated into a
comprehensive location awareness and safety programme,
with a real-time visualization engine that provides a rich
graphical view of employee locations and associated metrics
(IBM, 2009).

      
Additive manufacturing is the technique employed by 3D
printers that allows the creation of an object by adding
ultrathin layers of material on each other (LaMonica, 2013).
The performance of additive manufacturing machinery is
improving, the range of materials is expanding, and prices
(for both printers and materials) are decreasing. These
factors allow rapid adoption and open up more manufacturing
uses for the technology. With 3D printing, a 3D design file
can be taken directly to a finished part or product, potentially
skipping many traditional manufacturing steps. The ability to
achieve on-demand production has massive impacts on
supply chains and the stocking of spare parts, both of which
involve great costs. 3D printing can also reduce the amount
of material wasted in manufacturing and create objects that
are difficult, or even impossible, to produce with traditional
techniques (McKinsey, 2013).
As this technology matures, the entire equipment supply
chain is set to shift, driving OEMs to favour modular designs.
For instance, European Truck Factory is bringing this concept
to fruition with the design of modular components for use in
a full array of mining trucks. As more equipment becomes
modular, mining operations can also begin to rely more on
new forms of heavy lifting transport, such as hybrid air
vehicles, which combine blimp, helicopter, and fixed-wing
aircraft designs in new types of flying machine (Els, 2016)
that are capable of moving modular equipment to remote
sites. This will enable operations to construct processing
units in low-cost factories and transport them to where they
will be used (Deloitte, 2016c). Hybrid airship technology
itself is another new field with great potential for mining.
These airships will be capable of carrying large loads, be easy
to manoeuvre, fly at low speeds, and the transportation costs
will be comparable to that of truck transport on icy roads
(Shalal, 2014).

,!$"%!$
In the context of this paper, the sheer size of the created
technology map cannot be represented in full. Due to this, a
few selected examples were presented of technologies
embedded in the technology map, with the potential to add
value to various areas within the mining cycle. By applying
some, or a combination, of the technologies in innovative
ways, operations may stand to gain significant business
value. This value was analysed in terms of the potential of a
technology to facilitate the process of mine modernization,
based on its ability to increase production, productivity, or
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efficiency, improve safety, or reduce the risk of human error.
It should be noted that all the technologies were investigated
from a holistic perspective and they do not provide ‘plug-andplay’ solutions for any mining operation. As such, the
technology map serves to identify technologies suitable for
further research and development towards creating a tailormade solution or application specific to the needs of the user.

-&%!$' ! '  & '! 
It is recommended that the framework for the mining cycle
should be expanded to include all subsequent functions,
activities, systems, and other constituents for each of the
main value drivers. As such, a blueprint could be created that
is representative of all aspects related to mining, for all
mining methods, geological characteristics, geographical
factors, commodity types, and other variables. Such a
blueprint for mining should be made publicly available to
assist further research and development, academia, service
providers, consulting/advisory firms, and other
organizations, as it would clarify the often ‘fuzzy’ context of
the mining industry. The mining blueprint will then provide a
rigid structure that is fully representative of the mining
industry and its cycles or phases along with greater detail on
all the constituent value drivers that make up a mining
enterprise. The blueprint should then be ported to a digital
platform that can be used for various purposes. One example
is the overlaying of potentially applicable technologies for the
various components within the mining cycle, to create a
mining technology map, as was done in this study.
In the same way in which the technology map has been
created from such an overlay, so too can other applications be
found that could build on the foundation of the mining cycle.
Other examples may be the benchmarking of various figures,
or leading practices applicable to different mining activities.
The overlaying of such information on a well-structured
foundation will assist both mining and non-mining experts in
building the understanding required for a specific task or
project. More often than not, non-mining professionals lack
exposure to the mining environment and as such have
difficulty in visualizing the various aspects of mining. By
combining a digital mining cycle platform with visual
technologies, this understanding could be enhanced in order
to increase the efficiency and accuracy with which such
professionals perform their work.
Another recommendation is to incorporate a wider range
of technologies in the technology map, i.e. existing
technologies that are currently in use in industry as well as
all new and emerging technologies with potential to add
value or have an impact. Furthermore, the level of analysis
and number of factors analysed should be increased in order
to gain deeper understanding of each technology’s feasibility
and implementability in a mining system context. The current
technology map drew its information from a desktop-level
analysis of the technologies, which assessed potential to add
value. It would, however, be of great value to include more
detailed analysis on system implications, technology maturity
(or technology readiness level), and risk of adoption for each
technology (both for a system application and for a
component), as well as on-the-ground assessment of
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suitability for mining environments where possible. Such a
tool would assist companies with technology adoption
timeline planning (technology roadmapping).
The proposed mining technology map should then be
digitized in order to effectively create a search engine
regarding technologies that are applicable to mining. It is
recommended that such a digital mining technology map be
made publicly available in order to reduce the resources that
various organizations, institutions, and individuals spend on
doing similar research. By collectively pooling R&D on
general (non-proprietary) technologies instead of working in
silos, the industry stands to gain value and reduce waste on
R&D.
Lastly, it is suggested that a technology intelligence (TI)
system framework should be created specifically for such a
mining technology map. The TI system should aim to
scientifically structure the gathering of intelligence along with
appropriate knowledge and information management in the
technology map. It should also provide a dissemination
process for the technology intelligence into value-adding
decision-making. The latter would serve as a decisionmaking tool to provide guidance in identifying applicable
technologies based on inputs of variables, factors, or other
criteria as provided by the user of the technology map. This
would further assist with the refinement process when using
the technology map. As such, it would reduce the applicable
number of technologies, and potentially their desired designs
and method of application, to a level applicable to the needs
of the user. This decision-making tool could then be
developed to include the ability to align business strategies
and operational risk management strategies with the
technology map. The user would then have a complete tool
that is able to take inputs based on organizational and
operational parameters and identify technological solutions
that have the potential to add value to a component of the
mining cycle. This should be followed by a well-structured
and proven refinement (research and development) process.
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The effect of magnesia and alumina
crucible wear on the smelting
characteristics of titaniferous
magnetite
by M.P. Maphutha*, M. Ramaili*, M.B. Sitefane*, and
X.C. Goso*

Test work was conducted to investigate the effect of magnesia and
alumina crucible wear in laboratory-scale smelting tests on titaniferous
magnetite (titanomagnetite) in terms of iron and vanadium recoveries as
well as slag properties. The study was motivated by the desire to develop
capacity to provide technical support to the minerals industry in the
establishment and continuous optimization of industrial processes for the
efficient extraction of Fe, V, and Ti from titanomagnetite. The tests were
conducted using the smelting recipe used by Evraz Highveld Steel and
Vanadium Corporation (EHSV); that is, the same titanomagnetite feed
material and a dolomite flux to achieve a typical CaO:MgO ratio of 16:14 in
the slag. The results of the test work demonstrated that chemical attack by
the titania-bearing slag on the magnesia and alumina crucibles is
inevitable. The crucible wear was more pronounced with magnesia
crucibles than with alumina crucibles. The Fe and V recoveries to alloy in
alumina crucibles were higher than those obtained in magnesia crucibles.
However, the recoveries in both cases were comparable to the EHSV data.
The phase chemical compositions of the best slags, in terms of Fe and V
recoveries to alloy, from each crucible type were significantly different. In
a magnesia crucible, the slag was composed mainly of perovskite (CaTiO3),
forsterite (Mg2SiO4), and monticellite (CaMgSiO4). However, the phase
chemical composition of the slag produced using an alumina crucible was
similar to that of the typical EHSV titanomagnetite, comprising
pseudobrookite solid solution (MgTi2O5-Al2TiO5), spinel [(Mg)(Al,Ti)2O4],
and perovskite. The results have shown that both magnesia and alumina
crucibles can be used to conduct laboratory-scale test work using the
reviewed slag chemical composition. In addition, the more readily
available alumina crucibles are better than magnesia crucibles in terms of
Fe and V recoveries as well as the slag phase chemistry.
A=);619
smelting, titaniferous magnetite, crucible wear, slag characteristics.

@7:6;108:>;7
Titaniferous magnetite (titanomagnetite)
deposits are found in many countries
throughout the world, including Russia, China,
and South Africa. In South Africa, the
titanomagnetite deposits are found in the
Bushveld Complex. The titanomagnetite
deposits typically contain appreciable reserves
of iron and vanadium with concentrations in
the range of 38–58% Fe and 1.2–2.2% V2O5,
as well as significant titanium concentrations
of 12–21% TiO2 (Gwatinetsa, 2013).
Titanomagnetite is typically processed by
smelting in the presence of a carbonaceous
reductant and flux to produce a valuable
vanadium-bearing pig iron and a slag
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containing significant concentrations of
titanium dioxide (TiO2, titania). The
titanomagnetite slag is generally discarded on
waste dumps. The metal is processed further to
produce vanadium and steel products
(Steinberg et al., 2011). The global depression
in the market and prices of metals, and
increased operational expenses as a
consequence of excessive electrical energy
costs in some countries, including South
Africa, have prompted the established
titanomagnetite smelters to intensify their
process technologies or close down.
Furthermore, prospective smelters apply
caution through comprehensive process
feasibility studies before committing to an
operational technology. In such cases,
laboratory-scale test work is generally adopted
as a cost-effective approach for testing a wide
range of parameters under controlled
conditions (Geldenhuys and Jones, 2011).
Mintek gained expertise and experience in
titanomagnetite smelting processes as early as
in the 1960s (Jochens et al., 1969) and
thereafter continued with innovative work on
the subject (Boyd et al., 1993). Substantial
titanomagnetite processing work is included in
numerous reports on collaborative projects
conducted by Mintek and its clients over more
than 45 years.
The intensification of, and likely
innovation in, titanomagnetite smelting
processes typically involves laboratory crucible
tests to maximize vanadium and iron
recoveries to metal and the deportment of
titania to the slag phase. Laboratory test
parameters controlled for the optimization of
the extraction of vanadium, iron, and
potentially titanium from titanomagnetite

The effect of magnesia and alumina crucible wear
generally include reductant addition, operational temperature,
and fluxing regime, which subsequently affect the
characteristics of the by-product titania-bearing slag such as
basicity, viscosity, activities of slag components, and liquidus
temperature. The laboratory-scale smelting of titanomagnetite
generally entails numerous challenges relating to test
crucibles, viz. crucible compatibility in terms of the effects on
smelting characteristics and temperature limits (Geldenhuys
and Jones, 2011). Titania-bearing slag is known to be
corrosive towards all refractories, hence commercial smelting
furnaces operate with a freeze lining to assist with the
protection of the sidewall against corrosion (Pistorius, 2004).
In their study of the interaction of MgO- and Al2O3-based
refractories with titania-bearing slag, Garbers-Craig and
Pistorius (2006) showed that both refractory systems are
attacked by low- and high-titania slags. At the laboratory
scale, chemical attack of both the MgO- and Al2O3-based
refractories by the titanomagnetite slag is inevitable. The
crucible wear generally results in changes in the slag
composition, and thus the slag characteristics and overall
smelting characteristics. Magnesia crucibles are not readily
available in South Africa and generally come at a high cost
compared to alumina crucibles.
The focus of the current laboratory-scale study was
therefore to investigate the smelting characteristics of
titanomagnetite in both MgO and Al2O3 crucibles in terms of
the vanadium and iron recoveries to metal, and slag
properties such as phase chemical composition and basicity.
The smelting recipe used by Evraz Highveld Steel and
Vanadium Corporation (EHSV) was adopted to allow the
laboratory test results to be compared with commercial plant
data.

chemicals supplied by Associated Chemical Enterprise were
used in synthetic fluxes to simulate the dolomite and quartz
flux used by EHSV. The compositions of the reductant and
synthetic fluxes are included in Table II. High-purity MgO
and Al2O3 crucibles were purchased from Kayla Africa (South
Africa) and Tateho Ozark Technical Ceramics (Germany)
respectively. The smelting test work was conducted in a 100
kW induction furance that was set up by LH Power. A
schematic diagram of the induction furnace is shown in
Figure 1.
The bulk chemical compositions of the raw materials and
smelting test products were determined by CCD simultaneous
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometery
(ICP-OES) (Varian Vista-PRO), and the total carbon and
sulphur concentrations in the metals by LECO techniques
(CS–230 and CS-744). The phase chemical compositions of
the slag samples were analysed by scanning electron

Table II
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Titanomagnetite from the Main Magnetite Layer (MML) of
South Africa’s Bushveld Complex deposit was supplied by
EHSV. The typical bulk chemical composition of the
titanomagnetite feed to the EHSV process was acquired from
the literature (Steinberg et al., 2011), and that of the
supplied sample was determined at Mintek. These
compositions are given in Table I. As desired, the chemical
compositions show that the feed samples are in fact from the
same orebody. The elemental compositions of the samples are
also included in Table I to facilitate the determination of the
elemental deportment after smelting.
A low-sulphur carbon (LS Sascarb from Sasol) was used
as reductant. Commercial MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, and CaO

!>/06=?%$83=5<:>8?1></6<5?;-?:3=?%? ?>7108:>;7?-067<8=

Table I
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77.7
76.5
Fe
55.3
54.8

1.48
1.60
Mg
0.88
0.96

3.97
4.80
Al
2.07
2.54

1.34
2.00
Si
0.62
0.93

0.07
0.10
Ca
0.05
0.07

13.31
12.7
Ti
7.88
7.61

1.67
1.65
V
0.92
0.92

0.20
0.40
Cr
0.14
0.27

0.24
0.30
Mn
0.19
0.23

Mintek test work
EHSV operation
Mintek test work
EHSV operation
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microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss MA15) equipped with energy
dispersive spectrometry (EDS) (Bruker) and X-ray
diffractometry (XRD) (Bruker D8 Advance).

     
Laboratory-scale smelting tests were carried out to study the
effect of wear in two crucible types (high-purity MgO and
Al2O3) on the smelting characteristics of titanomagnetite. The
principal variable in the test work was the reductant addition.
Since iron is the major reduceable component in the
titanomagneitite, the carbon reductant requirement was
calculated based only on the stoichiometric reduction of
magnetite, as shown in Equation [1]. The carbon additions in
the tests were varied at 100%, 110%, and 120% of
stoichiometric with the intention of studying the influence of
carbon addition on the recovery of the valuable elements (Fe
and V) to the alloy phase and preferential Ti deportment to
the slag.

Fe3O43 + 4C → 3Fe + 4CO

[1]

The fluxing strategy aimed to achieve and work with a
slag similar in composition to that of the EHSV operation. At
EHSV, fluxing of the titanomagneite is effected by the
addition of quartz and dolomite, a natural mineral with a
CaO:MgO ratio of about 16:14 – this assumes that dolomite
would constitute 30% of the subsequent slag as predicted by
Jochens et al., (1969). The liquidus temperature of the EHSV
titanomagnetite slag can be predicted using the phase
diagram that was developed by Jochens., et al. (1969) and
shown in Figure 2. The concentrations of SiO2 and Al2O3 as
well as the overall flux slag to control the dilution of TiO2
were controlled in order to be able to reference Jochens’ phase
diagram with the compositional range of CaO 30–0%, MgO 0–
30%, SiO2 19.69%, Al2O3 13.12%, and TiO2 37.19% (Jochens
et al., 1969). As shown in the phase diagram, the slag
liquidus temperature for the smelting tests with CaO and MgO
contents of 16% and 14% respectively was estimated to be
about 1390°C. A summary of the smelting recipes is given in
Table III.

susceptor. The chamber containing the test crucibles was
closed by a graphite lid equipped with three drill-holes for (1)
an alumina tube used to deliver argon gas into the furnace
chamber to create an inert environment throughout the
duration of each test, (2) an alumina off-gas duct to avoid
pressurizing the reactor, and (3) an alumina sheath for
encasing the B-thermocouple used to control the heating
mechanism of the furnace and monitor the sample
temperature.
The smelting tests were executed in two sets (for each
crucible type) of three tests to complete a total of six tests.
The furnace was heated gradually by incremental power input
adjustments until a target temperature of 1600°C was
reached. As in commercial operations, the target smelting
temperature includes a superheat of about 200°C to the
predicted slag liquidus temperature of about 1390°C – this
action is typically conducted in order to ensure that the
viscosity of the melt is low enough to allow for efficient slag
and alloy separation. The furnace operates by inductive heat
generation inside a graphite suscepting crucible, created by
the water-cooled induction coils around the furnace. Each test
run was allowed to remain at the test temperature for 1 hour,
after which the crucibles were left inside the reactor to cool
overnight to room temperature under argon atmosphere. The
products were then weighed and separated into alloy and
slag. The alloy samples were analysed by ICP-OES and LECO
techniques. The slag was analysed by ICP-OES, SEM-EDS,
and XRD.

     
The test recipes, shown in Table III, were prepared by mixing
the respective components and subsequently milling the
mixtures in a ring mill to produce a homogeneous mixture.
The recipes were weighed and densely packed in MgO and
Al2O3 crucibles. The charged crucibles were placed in the
reaction chamber of the 100 kW induction furnace. As shown
in Figure 1, the furnace chamber is made up of a graphite

!>/06=?,3<9=?= 0>4>'6>05?-;6?:3=?94</?9)9:=5?+<2?& *(?/2?
&*(?$>2, %*(?4,2& %&%,*(?<71? >2, & %*?93;>7/?:3=?4> 0>109
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Table III
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1
2
3

Magnesia

100%
110%
120%

75.50
74.67
73.70

4.50
4.42
4.38

2.75
2.70
2.70

0.62
0.58
0.59

4.50
4.44
4.41

12.15
13.19
14.22

4
5
6

Alumina

100%
110%
120%

75.52
74.60
73.59

4.47
4.43
4.38

2.78
2.72
2.69

0.58
0.61
0.59

4.50
4.46
4.42

12.14
13.20
14.34
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The typical appearance of the smelting products is shown in
Figure 3. In general, good slag and metal separations were
observed. The product alloy masses, which are calculated as
the ratio of the mass of the collected alloy to the mass of the
ore (without additives), expressed as a percentage, are
plotted as a function of stoichiometric carbon addition in
Figure 4. These results show that the mass % alloy produced
was consistent at 100% and 110% stoichiometric carbon
additions, but dropped significantly with 120% stoichiometric
carbon addition. This was attributed to the presence of
unreacted solid carbon in the molten system, which adversely
affected the melt viscocity and subsequently the efficiency of
slag and metal separation. Although the effects of
stoichiometric carbon addition are similar, the alloy masses
produced in the alumina crucibles are generally superior to
those produced in magnesia crucibles.

!>/06=?& ).>8<4?<..=<6<78=?;-?:3=?94</?<71?5=:<4?.6;108=1?-6;5?:3=
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The chemical compositions of the alloys produced are given
in Table IV. The chemical composition of the typical alloy
produced by EHSV is also included for the purpose of
comparison. At EHSV, the Ti and C concentrations in the
alloy were used as indicators of the strength of the reducing
conditions in the system. High Ti and C in the alloy indicated
highly reducing conditions in the furnace, which called for
the addition of a corrective material to lower the reducing
conditions in the furnace (Steinberg, 2008). The results of
the current test work show significant contamination of the
alloys by Ti as the stoichiometric reductant addition was
increased – at the respective carbon additions, Ti
contamination was more severe in magnesia crucibles than in
alumina crucibles. The carbon contents in alloys produced
with 100% and 120% stoichiometric carbon addition in both
crucible types deviate significantly from the EHSV
specification of about 3.2%. This deviation may result in
alloys with significantly different liquidus temperatures. The
vanadium-bearing alloy is used mainly for producing
vanadium and steel products, thus the characteristics of the
alloy should allow for recovery of the valuable products in
downstream processing. The Fe and V grades of the alloys
produced in alumina crucibles are generally high compared to
those produced in magnesia crucibles. It was expected that
the iron and vanadium grades would improve with increased
carbon addition. However, the Fe and V contents were diluted

!>/06=? 3=?5<99?*?<44;)?.6;108=1?.4;::=1?<9?<?-078:>;7?;9:;>83>;5=:6>8?8<6';7?<11>:>;7

by undesirable elements (Ti, Si) as conditions became more
reducing in both crucible types. A high deportment of Ti to
the alloy is undesirable as this would require further
processing of the alloy to remove the titanium prior to the
recovery of the valuable products lest their quality is
compromised.
It is typical in laboratory-scale investigations to evaluate
or investigate the relationship between test parameters and
elemental recoveries and/or alloy grades. Small-scale test
work is, however, subject to large errors due to uncertainties
in the analyses and masses of the products, as small
quantities are collected, and a small error can easily skew the
mass balance and recovery calculations.

Table IV
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1
2
3

0.22
0.24
0.22

0.14
0.17
0.19

0.44
0.39
0.39

95.5
95.0
94.6

0.15
0.19
0.21

0.18
0.24
0.24

0.11
0.11
0.10

0.48
0.45
0.32

0.17
0.81
1.23

1.24
1.46
1.37

2.27
3.79
4.67

100.96
102.90
103.57

4
5
6

<0.005
<0.005
<0.005

<0.005
0.008
0.332

0.42
0.46
0.41

96.8
96.2
95.8

<0.005
<0.005
<0.005

0.10
0.14
0.21

0.12
0.11
0.10

0.19
0.35
0.69

0.04
0.15
1.46

1.34
1.66
1.63

2.48
3.28
4.36

101.51
102.36
104.99

-

-

0.34

94.5

-

-

-

0.20

0.20

1.29

3.20

99.73

EHSV
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% Recovery of element to alloy=
(% Mass of element in alloy × mass alloy)/
(% Mass of element in feed ×mass of feed)×100

[2]

 
The smelting tests targeted a slag with a melting point as
identified in the phase diagram in Figure 2. Table V shows
the typical chemical compositions of the EHSV slag (Steinberg
et al., 2011) and the slags produced in the current smelting
study. The main slag components were Al2O3, MgO, CaO,
SiO2, and TiO2. In the magnesia crucibles (Test 1 to Test 3)
the target slag chemistry of CaO:MgO ratio of 16:14 was not
attained due to the wear of magnesia crucible, which resulted
in the dilution of other slag components by the increased

!>/06=?=4<:>;793>.?'=:==7?9:;>83>;5=:6>8?8<6';7?<11>:>;7?<71
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MgO content in the slag. Crucible wear also resulted in an
increase in the basicity of the slags. However, at 120%
stoichiometric reductant addition (Test 3), the concentrations
of the slag components, including CaO and MgO, were
severely diluted by high iron in the slag. The high iron in the
Test 3 slag is attributed to the possible increase in the
viscocity of the melt due to the presence of unreacted solids,
resulting in the entrainment of Fe metal in the slag. The
extent of metal entrainment in the slag was, however, not
investigated. As shown by the generally good recoveries of
Fe and V in the alloys produced with 100% and 110%
stoichiometric reductant addition, the increased basicity of
the slag did not appear to adversely affect the Fe and V
recoveries in the reviewed slag composition.
In the alumina crucible tests (Test 4 to Test 6), the
crucible wear was still severe and resulted in the dilution of
slag components. However, as the current definition of
basicity (explained in Table V) does not include Al2O3 as a
component, the alumina crucible wear did not affect the
basicity. The basicity with alumina crucibles was consistent
and comparable to the targeted basicity of about 1.5 (CaO
16%, MgO 14%, and SiO2 19.69%). The slag from Test 6,
which was conducted with 120% stoichiometric reductant
addition, contained relatively high iron due to the increase in
the viscocity of the melt, which was due to the presence of
high unreacted carbon in the melt, which resulted in the
entrainment of Fe metal in the slag.
In general, the residual iron and vanadium with specific
reductant additions was relatively high in magnesia crucible
tests compared to alumina crucible tests. The dilution of the
slag components in alumina crucible tests was slightly less
prominent compared to that in MgO crucibles. In particular,
the TiO2 slag concentrations in magnesia crucible tests were
significantly lower than in alumina crucibles, due to the
dilution of the TiO2 by the relatively high Fe alloy
entrainment in the magnesia crucible slags.
It is evident from the results that dissolution of the MgO
and Al2O3 from the respective crucibles had occurred,
resulting in higher concentrations of MgO and Al2O3 in the
slags than anticipated.
The phase chemical compositions of the slags obtained
from the best conditions (high recoveries) in both crucibles
were subjected to SEM-EDS analysis for comparison with
EHSV slag. Figures 6–8 show the backscattered electron
images and EDS and XRD results. As reported by Goso et al.
(2015), the EHSV slag is composed primarily of
pseudobrookite (MgTi2O5-Al2TiO5) or spinel [(Mg)(Al,Ti)O4]
phases; it is not clear which of the two phases forms first.
The perovskite in this slag crystallized as a ternary phase.
Figure 7 shows the microstructure of the best slag
produced in magnesia crucibles (110% stoichiometric carbon
addition). The slag is composed mainly of perovskite and
forsterite, with monticellite forming as a finer-grained ternary
phase. A significant portion of the slag that occurs in the MgAl-Ti-O system was not confirmed by XRD – the phase could
be either pseudobrookite or spinel. Although this slag and
the EHSV plant slag were produced using basic refractories,
they have different phase compositions, but the reason for
this is not well understood. It is unlikely that the difference in
phase composition resulted from different cooling regimes, as
neither of the slags was subjected to quenching.
VOLUME 117
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In the current test work, the elemental Fe and V
recoveries were calculated according to Equation [2]. Figure 5
presents the elemental recoveries of the critical elements Fe
and V to the alloy phases in the magnesia and alumina
crucibles. In the EHSV operation, the Fe and V recoveries to
alloy were estimated, using the data in the open literature, to
be about 95% and 77% respectively (Steinberg, 2008). The
recovery results in the current work showed that the best
smelting conditions were obtained in alumina crucibles, with
the highest Fe and V recoveries (recoveries higher than 100%
were attributed to measurement uncertainty) obtained at
110% stoichiometric carbon addition. However, the Fe and V
recoveries with 100% stoichiometric carbon addition in both
crucible types were fairly close to the typical recoveries
achieved at EHSV. Although the recoveries were better in the
alumina crucible tests, the Fe and V recoveries (with both
100% and 110% stoichiometric reductant additions) in
magnesia crucibles are still comparable to the EHSV
recoveries. In any case, commercial titanomagnetite smelting
is conducted in furnaces lined with magnesia refractories.
This observation suggests that both the magnesia and
alumina crucibles are suitable for studying titanomagnetite
smelting characteristics for Fe and V production, It should be
noted that this observation is applicable to the target smelting
recipe, and thus the subsequent slag chemistry.

The effect of magnesia and alumina crucible wear
Table V
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1
2
3

10.30
10.70
6.52

13.13
14.70
8.04

0.16
0.08
0.31

10.98
5.03
55.97

20.50
20.60
13.70

0.2.
0.19
0.24

15.85
17.60
9.50

24.80
25.70
16.90

0.88
0.37
1.49

+96.82
+94.96
*112.66

2.12
2.01
2.28

4
5
6

22.00
21.70
19.30

16.03
16.66
16.24

0.10
0.08
0.09

1.01
1.21
10.97

11.05
11.90
11.90

0.41
0.36
0.25

18.45
18.30
17.00

30.75
31.00
29.20

0.39
0.27
0.43

100.19
101.48
*105.38

1.47
1.56
1.66

EHSV

18.00

14.10

0.20

1.00

14.10

0.40

16.20

35.60

0.90

100.50

1.74

# Basicity = (%CaO+%MgO)/%SiO2
* High totals due to Fe entrainment in the slag
+ Deviation from 100% attributed to measurement uncertainty
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The effect of magnesia and alumina crucible wear
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Laboratory-scale carbothermic reduction smelting tests on
titanomagnetite have demonstrated that chemical attack of
the magnesia and alumina crucibles by the titania-bearing
slag is inevitable. The aggressiveness of the titania-bearing
slag led to dissolution of the respective crucible components
into the slag phase. The crucible wear was more pronounced
with magnesia crucibles than with alumina crucibles. The Fe
and V recoveries to the alloy were higher in alumina crucibles
than those in magnesia crucibles, but the recoveries in both
cases were comparable to the EHSV data. The phase chemical
compositions of the best slags in terms of Fe and V recoveries
were significantly different for each crucible type. The slag
produced using an alumina crucible had a similar phase
chemical composition to that of the commercial EHSV
titanomagnetite slag. The results of the test work have shown
that both the magnesia and alumina crucibles can be used to
conduct laboratory-scale test work with slags in the reviewed
chemical composition range. However, since alumina
crucibles are relatively easily obtainable, it is preferable to
use alumina crucibles.
Further work is recommended to investigate the effect of
magnesia and alumina crucibles on the smelting
          

characteristics of titanomagnetite at various CaO to MgO
ratios in the compositional range covered in the available
phase diagram, and to study the changes in liquid phase
formation as a function of MgO and Al2O3 addition.

87;4=1/=5=7:
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The slag that resulted in highest Fe and V recoveries in
the alumina crucible tests (Figure 8) consisted of
pseudobrookite as the primary phase, spinel as the secondary
phase, and perovskite as the ternary phase. This phase
composition is similar to that of the EHSV slag, though in
this case inclusions of pseudobrookite were observed in the
spinel, suggesting that the pseudobrookite crystallized first.
As detailed above, the difference in the phase
compositions of the slags produced using magnesia and
alumina crucibles did not adversely affect the Fe and V
recoveries, as in both cases the recoveries were comparable to
those in the commercial EHSV process. Based on the phase
chemical compositions, the titanomagnetite slag produced in
alumina crucibles is similar to the EHSV slag. Hence, for the
studied slag composition the alumina crucible appears to be
the best type to use in laboratory-scale test work.

Comment on the paper: ‘Financial analysis of the
impact of increasing mining rate in underground
mining, using simulation and mixed integer
programming’
by A. Salama, M. Nehring, and J. Greberg
which was published in the April 2017 issue of the Journal

It should come as no surprise that a model can
show increased profitability with increasing
mining rate. However, models are based on
assumptions, and sometimes those assumptions
are hidden or even overlooked.
This may have happened in the present paper.
There is an implicit assumption that grade
control was maintained at all rates of mining.
I know of several cases in which this was not
true.
In one classic mining experiment on the
Witwatersrand, the rate of face advance was
increased from 3 m to 25 m per month at very
little direct cost. However, a fault was
encountered.
Because of the interest in the experiment,
all available geological resources were brought
to bear on the problem. Finally it was agreed
that this was a downthrust. A small
development revealed what looked like a
continuation of the reef lower down, the plane
of mining was lowered and we continues at 25
m/month face advance.
Slowly the news broke that grade control
had been lost over the whole mine. Slowly the
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sampling results for our rapid-mining section
came in. Slowly we discovered we were mining
waste - very efficiently, but at huge cost,
because we were undercutting pay-grade
material and effectively immobilising it. After
two months our experiment was forcefully
halted.
So this is a plea to all who use simulation
and modelling in an attempt to improve their
mining methods. Check the implicit
assumptions. It is all to easy to overlook them.
When you try to implement the improvement, it
fails because of an assumption you made
without even realizing you had done so.

Professor P. Lloyd

* Cape Peninsula University of Technology,
Cape Town, South Africa.
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Entrained defects in light metal cast
alloys
by M.A. El-Sayed* and M. Ghazy*

The properties of light alloy castings are strongly affected by their
inclusion content, particularly double oxide film defects (bifilms), which
not only decrease the tensile and fatigue properties, but also increase their
scatter. Recent research has suggested that oxide film defects may alter
with time, as the air inside the bifilm would react with the surrounding
melt. In this work, the effect of time on double oxide film defects is studied
for different Al alloys. The results suggest that bifilm defects, once
entrained, experience changes in their internal atmospheres which
significantly affect their morphology and their influence on the alloy’s
mechanical properties. These changes involve the consumption of both
oxygen and nitrogen inside the defect (with the former occurring first),
which enhances the mechanical properties, but this is followed by
hydrogen diffusion into the bifilms with a corresponding adverse effect on
the properties.
:7&#30./
double oxide film defects, aluminium, casting, hydrogen.

94203.(+2634
As the use of cast aluminium has increased, so
have the mechanical property requirements
(El-Sayed, 2015; Youssef and El-Sayed,
2016). Since the mechanical properties of Al
castings are greatly affected by their inclusion
content, it is important to study these
inclusions, their types, causes, and harmful
influences. One of the most significant
inclusions is the double oxide film defect,
which has been reported to have very
detrimental effects on the reliability and
reproducibility of Al castings (Campbell,
2003).
During the casting of aluminium alloys,
the molten surface is exposed to air, which
results in the formation of a surface oxide film.
As the liquid metal is transferred or poured, its
surface can experience disturbances or
breaking waves (known as surface
turbulence), resulting in the surface of the
liquid metal folding over onto itself. This
causes the upper and lower oxidized surfaces
to come together and trap a layer of the mould
atmosphere between them, creating a double
oxide film defect or ‘bifilm’. This defect can be
incorporated into the bulk liquid by
entrainment as shown in Figure 1 (Campbell,
2003, 2006).
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Entrained double oxide film defects
represent the easiest possible initiating sites
for cracks, hot tears, or pores, as their
unbonded dry inner surfaces can be separated
with minimal effort because of the presence of
an internal atmosphere. In a study of the
fatigue properties of Al-7Si-0.4Mg alloy
castings, Nyahumwa, Green, and Campbell
(1998a) reported that in about 98% of all
fatigue fractures, bifilms were the initiators of
cracks. The remaining 2% of samples that did
not contain bifilms exhibited up to 100 times
greater fatigue lives.
Campbell (2006) suggested that after
entrainment and due to internal turbulence in
the bulk liquid, the entrained bifilm could
become compacted into a convoluted form.
Afterwards, the bifilm might unfurl in the
quiescent conditions of the mould cavity and
then re-establish its shape as a planar crack.
Moreover, during solidification, the solubility
of hydrogen in the alloy decreases
significantly, and it may diffuse into the bifilm
gap, causing it to expand into a crack or pore.
It has also been shown that double oxide films
could be favourable sites for the nucleation
and growth of a wide variety of intermetallic
compounds (Cao and Campbell, 2003), as
shown in Figure 2.
Bifilms, either acting as cracks or helping
in the nucleation of porosity or intermetallic
phases, can therefore be detrimental to the
mechanical properties of Al castings. They not
only reduce the elongation, tensile strength,
and fatigue limit of the castings, but also
increase the variability of these properties (ElSayed, 2016; El-Sayed and Griffiths, 2014).
Nyahumwa, Green, and Campbell (1998b)
suggested that, after entrainment, the oxide
layer might transform from -Al2O3 to Al2O3, a process that might take about 5
hours. This transformation is associated with a

Entrained defects in light metal cast alloys
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volume decrease of about 24%, which would create stresses
in the oxide skin, resulting in cracking. This would allow the
oxygen and nitrogen inside the defect to react with the
surrounding melt. With time, all the bifilm atmosphere would
be consumed, possibly allowing other processes to operate
that might lead to the deactivation of the defect.
Raiszadeh and Griffiths (2006) established a
methodology to study the history of oxide films in an Al melt.
Their results showed that, because of the higher free energy
of formation of Al2O3, the oxygen in the trapped air inside a
double oxide film defect would be consumed, first to form
Al2O3, then the nitrogen would react to form AIN. These
reactions would reduce the volume of the trapped air bubble.
Also, if the initial hydrogen content of the melt was higher
than the equilibrium associated with the ambient
atmosphere, hydrogen would diffuse into the trapped air
bubble and increase its volume. The reaction rates of the
trapped air within the defect were utilized to build a semiempirical mathematical model to predict the duration of the
atmosphere inside a double oxide film defect. The results
suggested that the consumption of oxygen and nitrogen
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inside the defect would not take more than about three
minutes (Raiszadeh and Griffiths, 2008).
The aim of the current work was to study the effect of
holding an Al alloy melt in the liquid state on the shape of
the entrained oxide film defects, and hence on the mechanical
properties of the resulting castings. The main objective was
to learn whether oxide film defects could be eliminated, or at
least whether their deleterious effects could be reduced.

%706-742518%03+7.(078
   
In order to determine the effect of holding an Al alloy melt
under a vacuum on the oxide film content, 6 kg of Al-7Si0.3Mg (wt%) (2L99) alloy was melted in an induction
furnace and then allowed to solidify under a reduced pressure
of 80 mbar. The solidified casting was sectioned into two
halves, and the internal surfaces of the pores were
investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(Philips XL-30 instrument) with energy dispersive
spectroscopy (Oxford Inca) to determine their relationship to
double oxide film defects.
          

Entrained defects in light metal cast alloys
     
  
Castings were produced by the investment casting technique,
and contained oxide films which were nominally of different
ages; 0, 10, and 20 minutes, by holdup at these times. Three
different aluminium alloys were considered: commercialpurity Al, Al-7Si-0.3Mg (wt%), and Al-5Mg (wt%) to involve
different oxide films that might have different behaviours.
The three oxide species expected to form in each alloy were
Al2O3, MgAl2O4, and MgO.
In each experiment, about 10 kg of the given alloy was
melted and held at about 800°C under a vacuum of about 80
mbar for one hour. This was intended to remove previously
introduced oxide films from the melt (Raiszadeh and
Griffiths, 2010; El-Sayed, Hassanin, and Essa, 2016). The
liquid metal was then poured into preheated investment shell
moulds, which were placed in an induction furnace and
stirred using a power setting of 7.5 kW and frequency of
2350 Hz for one minute. This led to splashing of the liquid
metal surface, and the creation of new double oxide film
defects and their entrainment into the melt.
One casting was then allowed to solidify immediately,
while two further castings were maintained in the liquid state
by placing the filled ceramic shell mould in a furnace for 10
and 20 minutes, respectively, then removing it and allowing
the melt to solidify. The change in hydrogen content of each
melt during holding was also determined. After solidification,
each of the castings was machined into 15 tensile test bars
for determination of the ultimate tensile strength and
percentage elongation at failure, using a cross-head speed of
0.17 mm.s-1. The tensile results were evaluated using a
Weibull statistical analysis approach (Weibull, 1951) to
assess the influence of the holding period on the variability
of the mechanical properties of the castings. Finally, the
fracture surfaces of the test bars were examined using SEM.

  
   



In order to follow the changes in gas composition of the
internal atmosphere of a double oxide film defect within an
Al melt, a series of analogue experiments was carried out to
determine the changes in composition of a trapped air bubble
held in a melt of commercial-purity Al. The air bubble was
formed by immersing a blind hole of 6 mm diameter and

5 mm depth, drilled into the centre of a steel piece, into an Al
melt. This was then rotated at a speed of 540 r/min,
corresponding to an angular velocity of 1.4 m.s-1. The air
bubble inside the hole was therefore in direct contact with the
Al melt, allowing its interior (initially air) to react with the
surrounding liquid Al and hydrogen to diffuse between the
melt and air bubble. Two such experiments were carried out,
of 5 and 20 minutes duration, before allowing the melt to
solidify. After solidification, a section containing the
remaining air bubble was machined out of the casting,
without piercing the bubble. This section was placed in a pore
gas analyser (constructed by Hyden Ltd), in which the
contents of the bubble were extracted under a vacuum, and
the gas obtained analysed using mass spectrometry. A
reference air bubble containing ambient atmosphere was
created by soldering and sealing the bottom of a blind hole of
the same dimensions, which was also analysed to provide a
calibration sample that should comprise the normal
composition of the atmosphere.

7/(12/8
  
Figure 3 shows an example of an SEM image from within a
pore that was allowed to solidify under a vacuum of about 80
mbar. Oxide fragments were visible inside the pore and were
confirmed by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, which
indicated the presence of MgAl2O4 spinel. This suggests that
the origin of the pore lay with a double oxide film defect.
Holding the melt under vacuum would be expected to cause
the expansion of any atmosphere within the entrained double
oxide films, increasing their buoyancy and causing them to
float to the surface of the melt, thus reducing their harmful
effects on the mechanical properties of the casting. In this
experiment, the holding process was interrupted and the
liquid metal was allowed to solidify under vacuum in order to
determine the character of the porosity inside the casting. The
analysis of these pores confirmed a relationship with oxide
films. Subsequently, the melts used to make the castings for
investigation of the effect of holding time on their scatter of
properties were subjected to a vacuum for 1 hour before
casting, in order to minimize the effect of prior oxide film
defects.
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Entrained defects in light metal cast alloys
Table I
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Holding time

0 min.

10 min.

20 min.

0 min

10 min.

20 min.

0 min.

10 min.

20 min.

3

0.10

0.15

0.28

0.08

0.10

0.15

0.91

1.0

1.22

33

36

30

37

39

34

22

31

24

H (cm /100 g)
Weibull modulus of
UTS (MPa)
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(a)

(b)

    
   
Table I shows the Weibull analysis of the mechanical
property results of the three different alloys, as well as
measurements of the melt hydrogen content. The Weibull
moduli of the UTS are also shown in Figure 4. In all three
alloys, the Weibull moduli were maximum for the castings
held for 10 minutes before solidification, although for the
pure aluminium and Al-7Si-0.3Mg alloys the maximum
values were only slightly higher than the Weibull moduli at
0 and 20 minutes. The hydrogen content of the castings
increased with holding time, with this being particularly
marked for Al-5Mg, due to the greater solubility of hydrogen
in this alloy (Anyalebechi, 1995).
Figures 5a and 5b show whisker-like oxides found within
some pores of the commercial-purity Al and the Al-5Mg alloy
castings held for 20 minutes before solidification. The pores
are suggested to be associated with oxide films, as shown by
EDX analysis which indicated the presence of Al2O3 and/or
MgO inside the pores. Although the interconnections were
too small to influence the mechanical properties, their
presence perhaps suggests that chemical reactions were
occurring within the pore atmosphere, resulting in the
deposition of ceramic whiskers. No whiskers were found on
the fracture surfaces of samples, either when solidified
immediately or when held in the liquid state for 10 minutes
before solidification. This is shown in Figure 5c, which
illustrates a casting from Al-5Mg alloy held for 10 minutes
before solidification.
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Figure 6 depicts the initial results from the pore gas analysis
experiment, showing the composition of gas bubbles held
for different times in liquid metal subjected to stirring at
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Previous research suggested that holding liquid metal under
vacuum may cause its entrained bifilms to expand (Dispinar
and Campbell, 2004; Fox and Campbell, 2000). The SEM
investigation accompanied by EDX analysis (Figure 3)
detected many oxide fragments inside the pores in the
casting solidified under vacuum. The fragments were
determined to be spinel, suggesting that such pores were
initially double oxide film defects that expanded due to the
application of the vacuum. If the liquid aluminium is held
under vacuum for a sufficient time, this might allow double
oxide film defects to expand and float to the melt surface. In
the experiment performed here, the holding treatment was
suspended at an intermediate stage to allow investigation of
the defects. The significance of this experiment is that, since
the experiments involving the holding of castings in the
liquid state were made with melts previously held under a
vacuum, the oxide film defects seen in the mechanical
property test bars were probably created during casting of the
bars, rather than the result of prior casting processes.
The mechanical property data shown in Table I indicates
a peak in properties in the casting held for 10 minutes before
          

solidification. This could be an indication of two competing
mechanisms, each influencing the morphology of the double
oxide film defects, (i.e., their size and shape), and hence
their effect on mechanical properties. Initially, the internal
atmosphere of the double oxide film defects may have been
reduced by reaction of their oxygen content with the
surrounding melt, and as the volume of the internal
atmosphere decreased, the size of the defects, and their effect
on mechanical properties, was correspondingly reduced,
resulting in an increase in the Weibull modulus to reach a
maximum at 10 minutes. The second effect may be the
diffusion of hydrogen from the melt into the defect interiors,
increasing their size and the effect on mechanical properties,
and so decreasing the Weibull modulus.
The whisker-like structures found within pores, shown in
Figure 5 and confirmed by EDX to be oxides, occurred mostly
at holding periods of 20 minutes. The whisker-like growths
are indicative of ceramic structures grown from a vapour
phase (Edwards and Happel, 1962; Hayashi and Saito,
1974), which might be evidence that they formed within
porosity containing an atmosphere. The occurrence of
whiskers in the pores in the castings, (which were
themselves related to oxides) is suggestive of double oxide
film defects retaining an atmosphere for tens of minutes after
their formation, and perhaps an atmosphere consisting
mostly of hydrogen. DeVries and Sears (1959) reported that
heating of alumina to 2000°C in the presence of hydrogen
caused the vaporization of alumina to produce Al2O and
water vapour, both in the gaseous form. When the
temperature was lowered, the reaction was reversed and
alumina was deposited in the form of whiskers. It is
speculated that, during holding of the melt, reaction between
the bifilm atmosphere and the surrounding melt may produce
sufficient heat energy to locally increase the temperature of
the double oxide film defect to such an extent that could
cause the partial reduction of the alumina forming the bifilm
to Al2O (which would be expected to occur as a vapour phase
at these temperatures) and water vapour. During
solidification, if all of the O2 and N2 had been consumed, the
temperature would begin to decrease, perhaps resulting in
the reaction of Al2O with water vapour to produce the
alumina in whisker form.
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540 r/min. The change in composition with time is given in
Table II, and shown in Figure 7. The data suggests that the
first 5 minutes of the experiment were characterized by a
rapid loss of oxygen (causing the air bubbles to lose most of
their oxygen content within this holding period) and a slight
increase in hydrogen content. The slight increase in nitrogen
content was presumably due mostly to the reduction in
bubble volume as the oxygen reacted with the liquid Al. After
20 minutes’ holding, the bubble volume was reduced to
about one-quarter of its original size, as shown by the
increase in argon content, which is unreactive and insoluble
in liquid Al, but by this time almost all of the initial oxygen
content had been consumed. The nitrogen content was also
reduced to about 20% of its initial amount, but the hydrogen
concentration had increased markedly, to represent about
40% of the volume of the bubble. The the bubble in the melt
held for 20 minutes therefore consisted mainly of nitrogen
and hydrogen with trace amounts of oxygen, argon, and
water vapour.

Entrained defects in light metal cast alloys
Table II
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Argon

1.0

1.3

3.7

Hydrogen

0.7

4.9

39

Nitrogen

80

90

53

Oxygen

18

2.9

1.9

Water

0.6

0.8

2.2

Relative volume

1.0

0.77

0.27

liquid Al alloys may have variable effects on casting
properties, depending on their morphology. This
morphology is influenced by the composition of the
interior atmospheres of the defects, which is influenced
by reaction with the surrounding melt and diffusion of
hydrogen into the defect.
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The effect of holding time on the composition of the
internal atmosphere of a double oxide film defect is supported
by the initial results of the pore gas analyses shown in Table
II and Figure 7. The most marked changes in the bubble
composition were the loss of oxygen during the early stages
of holding, and the subsequent increase in hydrogen content.
To summarize, the change in mechanical properties, the
occurrence of oxide whiskers, and the pore gas analysis
results suggest that double oxide films, once formed, quickly
undergo changes in their internal atmosphere which affect
the mechanical properties by influencing the size and shape
of the double oxide films. These changes comprise the rapid
consumption of oxygen and a slower accumulation of
hydrogen, with the latter dependent on the hydrogen content
of the melt. The consumption of nitrogen was also a slower
process, occurring subsequent to the reaction of oxygen,
although complete oxygen consumption did not appear to be
required before the formation of AIN.
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® Holding Al castings in the liquid state for up to 20
minutes before solidification resulted in peak values of
the Weibull modulus occurring at a nominal holding
period of 10 minutes
® Whisker-like structures of oxides were found in pores
in castings solidified after holding for 20 minutes in the
liquid state
® Pore gas analysis showed that a trapped air bubble held
in stirred liquid Al alloy lost most of its oxygen content
within around 5 minutes, and subsequently gained
hydrogen by diffusion from the melt
® These results suggest that double oxide film defects in
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Health risk posed by enriched heavy
metals (As, Cd, and Cr) in airborne
particles from Witwatersrand gold
tailings
by J. Maseki*, H.J. Annegarn*†, and G. Spiers‡

Severe episodes of windblown dust from mine tailings storage facilities
(TSFs) are a common phenomenon on the Witwatersrand, especially
during the spring windy season. For communities around TSFs, such
events pose health and environmental challenges. This paper reports on
health risk assessment using US Environmental Protection Agency (US
EPA) risk assessment methods for heavy metal elements in windblown
dust from TSFs on the central and east Witwatersrand. Samples of surface
material from these TSFs were analysed for heavy metal content using
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). From a range of
30 heavy metals analysed, only As, Cd, Cr, Pb, and U were enriched by a
factor of two or more above the average crustal composition and at
concentrations that could be of possible health concern—elements present
in the range of a few parts per billion (ppb) or lower were ignored. As, Cd,
Cr, Pb and U were selected for a comprehensive risk assessment from
exposure through airborne routes, mainly considering inhalation and
ingestion. Ambient exposures were based on a worst-case measured
episode of 540 μg m-3 (24-hour average), which was projected over each
day of an annual exposure for the hours for which the wind speed was
above the threshold for dust generation.
US EPA risk assessment methods were used to determine the
inhalation and ingestion hazard quotients and hazard indices for adults
and children. The sum of the hazard indices was assessed to be below the
non-cancer benchmark (hazard indices 1.0) considered to be acceptable for
a lifetime exposure. The total risk for both exposures (inhalation and the
ingestion) was within the range of 1 per 1 000 000 to 100 per 1 000 000—
taken as ‘acceptable risk’ by the US EPA for adults and children. These
results represent the first quantitative health risk assessment of the
hazard posed by heavy metals in windblown mine tailings dust on the
Witwatersrand goldfield.
*/%#$&
mine tailings, dust, airborne particles, health risk, inhalation, ingestion
heavy metals, arsenic, cadmium, chromium.
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Dust fallout from tailings storage facilities
(TSFs) is a major contributor to ambient air
pollution on the Witwatersrand, especially
during dust storm episodes in the spring
season when ambient PM10 aerosol
concentrations (particles smaller than 10 μm)
can reach 2 000 μg m-3 (24-hour average)
(Annegarn, Scorgie, and Sithole, 2002;
Annegarn et al., 1990; Blight and Caldwell,
1984; Ojelede, Annegarn, and Kneen, 2012).
Numerous public statements and claims have
been made by individuals and organizations
about the dust fallout from tailings affecting
public health through several routes of
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exposure (Bega, 2011a, 2011b; Federation for
a Sustainable Environment, 2010). Inhalation
or ingestion of particulate matter (PM) has
been shown to have adverse impacts on
human health (Valavanidis, Fiotakis, and
Vlachogianni, 2008; Wilson and Suh, 1997).
Furthermore, several studies have confirmed a
strong link between the inhalation of fine
aerosols in ambient environments and the
occurrence of cardiopulmonary mortality and
respiratory diseases (Berico, Luciani, and
Formignani, 1997; Dockery, 2001; Harrison
and Yin, 2000; Fubini and Fenoglio, 2007;
Griffin, Kellogg, and Shinn, 2001; Park et al.,
2004; Pope and Dockery, 2006; Schwartz,
1994; Wilson and Suh, 1997). According to
Schwartz (1992) and the World Health
Organization (2006), for human health, there
is ‘no safe threshold’ level of PM exposure.
The toxicity of particulate matter is a result of
on the particle size, which allows the smaller
particle to be transported deeper in the
respiratory track (Bakand and Hayes, 2010;
Harrison and Yin, 2000) and is exacerbated by
metals and metalloids that adhere to the
surfaces of such particles (Berico, Luciani, and
Formignani, 1997; Ghio and Devlin, 2001;
Soukup, Ghio, and Becker, 2000; World Health
Organization, 2003).
This study comprises a health risk
assessment on the inhalation and ingestion of
heavy-metals enriched particles generated by
wind erosion (dust fractions  20 μm) from
gold tailings storage facilities in the central
Witwatersrand Basin. Despite the known
hazards of inhaled fine particle and public
concern, we could find no prior quantitative
health risk assessment of windblown dust
from gold mine tailings of the Witwatersrand.

Health risk posed by enriched heavy metals (As, Cd, and Cr) in airborne particles
The key objectives are as follows:
® To sample and separate the inhalable fraction of a
representative suite of source materials from gold mine
TSFs
® To determine the elemental compositions of the
separated inhalable fractions of the samples
® To identify dominant heavy metals that are present at
concentrations above crustal averages
®. To calculate the non-cancer and the cancer risks for
adults and children, considering the inhalation and
ingestion exposures associated with seasonal wind
storms on the Witwatersrand.
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assurance procedures, a series of certified reference materials
(CRMs), reagents, procedural blanks, and many duplicates
(both procedural and analytical) were analysed with every
batch of 20 samples.

     
From the range of 30 elements analysed, a selection was
made of elements in the parts per million (ppm) and higher
concentration range. This sub-set included the heavy metals
As, Pb, U, Zn, Ni, Au, Cr, Cd, K, Fe, and Mn. Of these, only
metals that were enriched in the tailings with respect to
average crustal composition were selected for the health risk
assessment. For the purposes of this study, enriched was
taken as any element with an enrichment factor (EF) greater
than 2. Elements with concentrations less than 1 ppm were
not considered, as these are unlikely to constitute a health
hazard, even if they were enriched relative to average crustal
composition.
Si (the major metal present in the tailings) in the form of
quartz is known to constitute a health hazard greater than
when present in silicon-aluminium-potassium minerals
(Hnizdo, 1995, 1994; Hnizdo, Sluis-Cremer, and Thomass,
1993); however, the health risk posed by quartz in either the
micrometre or nanoparticle size ranges is outside the scope of
this paper.
For the calculation of the EF, iron was used as the
reference element (Taylor and McLennan, 1995). The average
crustal abundance of Fe is 43 200 ppm (Rudnick and Presper,
1990; Shaw, Dostal, and Keays, 1976). Equation [1] was
used for the EF enrichment factor calculation.

The study area and sampling sites extended over the central
and eastern Witwatersrand Basin. The sampling sites
included the following tailings storage facilities (coordinates
are for the centre points of the facilities): Central
Witwatersrand (CWJH) E 2757, S 2614; Central
Witwatersrand Roodepoort (CWRD) E 2750 S 2612;
Eastern Witwatersrand Springs (ERSP) E 2818, S 2621,
and Eastern Witwatersrand Boksburg (ERBK) E 2812 , S
2614.
Undisturbed bulk samples (approx. 5 kg) were collected
at source from a depth of 15 cm to avoid material already
exposed to water and aeolian erosion. Samples taken from
the top level of the TSFs represented the core deposited
material as original material. Samples from the side slopes
and bottom represented material eroded from the top layers
by wind or water, and redeposited. After drying at room
temperature, bulk material was separated by particle size
using an AS 200 Jet Sieve Shaker® and the  20 μm fractions
were retained for analysis. Each separated sample of  20 m
dust obtained from the shaker, comprising 5 g or less, was
labelled and stored in a clean glass bottle. All the separated
sub-samples were stored at room temperature until needed
for further analysis.

where Mx and Fex are the concentrations of element M
and Fe in the sample x, and Mb and Feb are the mean
concentrations of element M and Fe in the continental crust
(Wedepohl, 1995). All concentrations are in ppm. Although it
would be preferable to use the most abundant element,
silicon, as the reference element, silicon cannot be
determined by ICP-MS.
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For each sample, 0.2 g of sieved tailings material (diameter 
20 μm), the digestion procedure was as follows
Step 1: 10 ml of 10:1 HF:HCl was added to the sample,
which was then heated to 110°C for 210 minutes—
until dry (this step repeated three times to ensure
dissolution of quartz and oxides)
Step 2: 7.5 ml HCl + 7.5 ml HNO3 were added to the dry
residue, followed by heating to 110°C for 230
minutes—until dry
Step 3: 0.5 ml HF, 2 ml HCL, and 10 mL HNO3 were added
to the sample residue, which was then heated to
110°C for 60 minutes—not dry
Step 4: The sample was diluted to 50 ml with deionized
water.
Over 30 elements were measured using inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, using a Varian
810 instrument in standard resolution mode). A solution of
Ru, Re was used as a constant bleed into the uptake stream
as an internal standard. To correct for mass bias and
calibration drift during sample analysis by ICP-MS, an
internal standard solution containing 10 µg/L of Be, Re, Ru,
was bled into the sample uptake line using a glass T-shaped
mixing chamber (Glass Expansion TM). As part of the quality

Onset of saltation (movement of sand grains) occurs at a
wind speed of approximately 4 m s-1, and increases with
wind speed proportional to the square of the velocity.
Significant generation of dust resulting in visible plumes
begins only above about 6 m s-1. Dust generation is
dependent further on the exposure of dry, unvegetated soil or
sand surfaces. The frequency of such winds is seasonally
dependent; on the South African highveld the dusty season is
from the onset of spring winds at the beginning of August
through mid-October, by which time, spring rainfall
suppresses further windblown dust generation.
Measurements of ambient aerosol (dust) concentrations
were made with Grimm® aerosol monitor during three weeks
in September 2010. During this monitoring period, high-dust
episodes occurred, associated with short-duration convective
thunderstorms. These episodes were selected as worst-case
scenarios of extreme dust storm days. The worst-case
scenario assumed that the highest 24-hour concentration
-3
(540 μg m ) (Ojelede, Annegarn, and Kneen, 2012)
persisted for the entire three-month windy season (August,
September, and October). This scenario was used in the
calculation of the exposure concentration of airborne aerosol
for the risk assessment.
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FM = (Mx * Feb) / (Mb * Fex)

[1]

          

Health risk posed by enriched heavy metals (As, Cd, and Cr) in airborne particles

  

  

Two routes of exposure, inhalation and ingestion, were
considered for the potential health risk posed by heavy
metals in airborne particles to the population living around
the TSFs. Intake of each element was calculated according the
current standard risk assessment procedures of the US EPA
(2011a, b). For the risk calculation formula, the exposure
duration is required to be expressed as the average exposure
in units of hours per day. Mean exposure duration (time)
(ET) to the windblown dust from the TSFs was derived using
the wind speed and direction record from the meteorological
station at OR Tambo International Airport (courtesy of the
South African Weather Service). A ten-year record from 2000
to 2009 was used to extract the number of hourly wind
speeds above the threshold of 6 m s-1 for the onset of dust
generation. This process yielded an annual average exposure
time ET = 2.5 h d-1.
Default exposure parameter values used for the dose
calculation for inhalation and ingestion pathways are taken
from the US EPA (2011b). Equations [2] and [3] were used
for calculation of the exposure concentration for inhalation
and chemical daily intake for the ingestion as developed by
the US EPA (2011b):
ECinh = C*(ET*EF*ED)/ATn

[2]

where ECinh is the exposure concentration for inhalation, C
the metal concentrations in 24 hours for worst-day dust
concentration (540 mg kg-1 or μg m-3), ET the exposure time
(2.5 h d-1), EF the exposure frequency (350 d a-1), ED
theexposure duration (6 years for children and 24 years for
adults), ATn the averaging time: for non-carcinogens, AT =
ED × 365 d × 24 hours; for carcinogens, AT = 70 × 365 d ×
24 hours).
CDIingest = (C*IngR)/BW*(EF*ED)/AT*CF

[3]

where CDIingest is the chemical daily intake from soil
ingestion (mg kg-1 d-1), C the chemical concentration in soil
(mg kg-1), IngR the soil ingestion rate (mg d-1), BW the body
weight (kg); CF the unit conversion factor (10-6 kg mg-1), EF
the exposure frequency (350 d-1), ED the exposure duration
(6 years for children and 24 years for adults), AT the
averaging time (for non-carcinogens, AT= ED × 365 d; for
carcinogens, AT = 70 × 365 =25 550 d).

+&-"(#()*#+.()+%,
Risk characterization for selected heavy metals was assessed
for adults and children in calculating the non-cancer and
cancer risk adopting the equations described in the EPA
Methods (US EPA, 2011a, b, 2005a, b, c). The non-cancer
risk was calculated by assessing the hazard quotient and
hazard indices only for the selected enriched elements. The
hazard quotient was derived by assessing each heavy
element encountered and computing the results for the
concentration inhaled or dose ingested using exposure
duration (Equations [4] and [5]).
The reference dose (RfD) is ‘an estimate (with
uncertainty spanning perhaps an order of magnitude) of a
daily oral exposure to the human population (including
sensitive subgroups) that is likely to be without an
appreciable risk of deleterious effects during a lifetime’ (US
          

EPA, 2011a). Reference concentration is ‘an estimated daily
concentration of a chemical in air, the exposure to which over
a specific exposure duration poses no appreciable risk of
adverse health effects, even to sensitive populations’ (US
EPA, 2011a).
RfC and RfD were from the US EPA (2012). An
assumption on the toxic values (RfC and RfD) of Cr VI as
total Cr was made in the risk assessment based on previous
risk assessment studies on dust (Hu et al., 2011, 2012; KurtKarakus, 2012). Although Cr VI is the identified carcinogenic
chemical form of Cr, for screening purposes in this study the
risk factor was calculated as though all Cr present was in the
form of Cr VI. If the calculated risk for the total amount of Cr
was within the acceptable limit, then any lesser fraction of Cr
VI would similarly be within the limits, and the need for
separate chemical speciation of the Cr components could be
avoided.
A hazard index (HI) was obtained by summing the
results from hazard quotient (Equation [6]) taking into
account both routes of exposure (US EPA, 2011b).
HQ inhalation=EC*0.001/RfC

[4]

HQ ingestion= CDI/RfD

[5]

CDI is the daily intake (mg kg-1d-1); RfC is the reference
concentration inhaled material (mg m-3 per day).
RfD is the reference dose of ingested material
(mg kg-1 d-1).
[6]

HI = HQi

where HQi is the hazard quotient for COPCi
[7]

HIingestion =I{DI1/RfD1 + DI2/RfD2……. DII/RfDi}

where DIi is the daily intake for ith toxicant in (mg kg-1 d-1)
and RfDi is the reference dose for ith toxicant in mg kg-1 d-1.
Total HI = j HIj

[8]

where HIj is the hazard index for exposure pathway j.
The cancer risk was computed for both routes of exposure
(inhalation and ingestion). To calculate the excess lifetime
cancer risk due to inhalation and ingestion of particulate
matter, Equations [9] and [10] were used (US EPA, 2011b).
The cancer inhalation unit risk factor (IURF) [(mg m-3)-1]
and slope factor (SF) [mg-1 kg d] values were taken from US
EPA (2012) for As and Cr, while the SF for Cd was from the
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (2008).
[9]

CRinhalation= EC × IURF

where CR is the cancer risk, EC is the chronic daily exposure
concentration (averaged over a 70-year lifetime) for
inhalation of particulate matter [mg kg-1], and IURF is the
inhalation unit risk factor [(mg m-3)-1].
[10]

CRingestion = CDI × SF

where CDI is chemical daily intake, and SF is the slope factor.
Total risks were calculated by summing the CR values for
both routes of exposure, for the inhalation and ingestion
risks (Equation [11]) (US EPA, 2011b):
Total cancer = CRinhalation + CRingestion [11]

 
Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) of the
elemental concentrations for samples from each TSF were
calculated using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS®) software.
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Health risk posed by enriched heavy metals (As, Cd, and Cr) in airborne particles
Table I
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Fe
K
Mn
Cr
Zn
Ni
As
U
Pb
Cd
Au
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40 500
19 700
205
410
40
106
150
8
16
0.10
0.52

42 200
21 000
220
550
30
60
140
7
11
0.08
0.72

44 800
10 670
325
230
70
76
90
16
27
1.52
3.91

21 300
22 00
160
120
30
16
110
16
24
5.67
1.30

37 100
11 700
240
290
46
60
116
13
21
2.42
2.09

43 200
21 400
716
126
65
56
1.7
1.7
14.8
0.10
0.0025

# Adopted from Wedepohl, 1995
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Mean concentrations of elements around TSFs are presented
in Table I and are compared to average concentrations in the
continental crust as proposed by Wedepohl (1995).
Mean concentrations of As, Au, and U were above the
Earth crustal average in the four tailings; Pb concentration
was higher at CWRD, CWJB, and ERSP. Cr and Ni
concentrations were above the crustal average at CWJB,
ERBK, and ERSP. Mean concentrations across the four TSF
complexes showed that As, Au, U, Pb, Cd, Cr, and Ni were all
above the crustal average.
The elevated concentration of these metals may be
explained by the mineralogical features of the Witwatersrand
Basin gold deposits. Concentrations of elements below the
Earth crustal average, including K, Mn, Zn, Fe, are not
surprising for the gold tailings material (a silica-rich mineral
matrix) (Frimmel and Minter, 2002; Robb and Meyer, 1995).
Results on the elemental enrichment with respect to
average crustal composition in the sub-20 μm tailings
fraction were derived using Equation [1] and were broken
down into two ranges. The first range included elements with
EF >2, which were Au (78 500), Cd (18 800), As (64), U (8),
Cr (2), and Pb (2); while in the second range K (0.90), Ni
(0.80), Zn (0.70), Fe (1), and Mn (0.25) presented an EF <2.
The EF of elements in the tailings occurs in the order:
Au>Cd>As>U>Cr>Pb>Fe>K>Ni>Zn>Mn.
Cd, Au, and As had the highest enrichment factors,
falling in the class of extremely high enrichment (EF >40).
Similar results on Au enrichment factors (20–400) in the
sediments have been documented by Roychoudhury and
Starke (2006), and the presence of arsernopyrite has been
previously demonstrated (Genkin et al., 1998). The
enrichment of metals (e.g. As and Cd) in pyrite tailings is
explained by adsorption onto the pyrite or by Feoxyhydroxides generated by the oxidation of pyrite
(Öhlander et al., 2007). Cd is found in sulphide minerals
such as greenockite (CdS) which are among the minerals
associated with gold in the Witwatersrand. The enrichment of
Cr is due to the fact that its composition is made up of 30% of
phyllosilicates (Feather and Koen, 1975). Cr is hosted in
phyllosilicates, and a similar moderate enrichment has been
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recorded by Craw, Windle, and Angus (1999). U enrichment
in tailings dumps may be explained by the enhanced uranium
content of the Dominion Reef (one of the gold-bearing
horizons mined on the Witwatersrand) (Robb and Meyer,
1995). Pb indicates a moderate enrichment, which can be
explained by the fact that galena (PbS) is one of minerals
associated with gold ore. Pb occurs also as the end-member
of the uranium radioactive decay series. Fe, K, Mn, Zn, and
Ni are not enriched, with values EF < 2. The acidification
occurring in tailings could justify these results as long as
those elements are dissolved in the solution (Espana et al.,
2005; Tutu, McCarthy, and Cukrowska, 2008). Tutu,
McCarthy, and Cukrowska (2008) reported the occurrence of
acidification in tailings in which oxidation reactions
contribute to the dissolution of elements such as U, As, Cu,
Ni, Co, and Zn.
The risk assessment includes non-cancer and cancer risk.
Enriched elements (Cr, Cd, and As) with EF >2 were used for
risk assessment. However, Pb was not assessed due to the
lack of data on the exposure concentration for inhalation or
reference dose (Integrated Risk Information System, 2005)
and might require a particular method of risk assessment
which considers several sources of intake (US EPA, 2002).
Although Au was enriched, it was not considered for further
analysis because it is biologically inert (Walker, 2007).
Results on non-cancer risk are summarized in Table II,
indicating the hazard quotient and hazard indices via
inhalation and ingestion for the adults and children. HI
shows values of less than unity, which is considered as a
threshold. The interpretation of risk assessment (extrapolated
from recorded values for the inhalation or ingestion of
enriched elements of critical concern (i.e. As, Cr, and Cd)
revealed that there was no evidence of negative health
impacts for either children or adults according to benchmarks
established by the US EPA (1986).
The results in Table II on the total of hazard indices show
values less than unity for all four TSFs, indicating that the
concentrations are within acceptable limits.
The cancer risk was assessed on the enriched elements
(As, Cd, and Cr) classified as carcinogenic (Fishbein, 1984;
Kyle et al., 2011; US EPA, 1998; Smith and Steinmaus, 2009;
Wang et al., 2011).
          

Health risk posed by enriched heavy metals (As, Cd, and Cr) in airborne particles
Table II
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ERSP

ERBK

CWJB

$ ')&

Cr

2.34E-01

2.34E-01

As

6.17E-01

6.17E-01

Cd

3.38E-04

3.38E-04

Cr

2.98E-01

2.98E-01

As

4.97E-01

4.97E-01

Cd

1.41E-04

1.41E-04

Cr

1.15E-01

1.15E-01

As

3.35E-01

3.35E-01

Cd

4.36E-03

4.36E-03

Cr

7.05E-02

7.05E-02

CWRD
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1.85E-03

1.98E-04

0.85

0.85

7.31E-03

7.83E-04

1.60E-06

1.71E-07

0.79

0.45

0.58

0.79

0.45

$ ')&

2.35E-03

2.52E-04

5.89E-03

6.31E-04

6.67E-07

7.14E-08

9.11E-04

9.76E-05

3.96E-03

4.25E-04

2.07E-05

2.21E-06

5.57E-04

5.97E-05

0.58

As

4.95E-01

4.95E-01

5.87E-03

6.29E-04

Cd

1.49E-02

1.49E-02

7.05E-05

7.56E-06

-+,*&)+%,

-+,*&)+%,- -+,"('()+%,

!"+'$#*, $ ')&

!"+'$#*,

$ ')&

9.2E-03

2.0E-04

0.86

0.86

8.2E-03

8.8E-04

0.80

0.80

4.9E-03

9.8E-05

0.46

0.45

6.5E-03

7.0E-04

0.59

0.58

Table III
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ERSP

ERBK

CWJB

CWRD
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Cr

3.46E-06

8.01E-07

As

5.89E-05

1.36E-05

Cd

2.00E-10

4.63E-11

Cr

4.41E-06

1.02E-06

As

4.75E-05

1.10E-05

Cd

8.33E-11

1.93E-11

Cr

1.71E-06

3.95E-07

As

3.20E-05

7.40E-06

!-+,"('()+%,
!"+'$#*,

$ ')&

6.24E-05 1.44E-05

!-+,*&)+%,
!"+'$#*,

$ ')&

2.69E-07 1.15E-07

!-+,*&)+%,

!-+,*&)+%,- -+,"('()+%,

!"+'$#*, $ ')&

!"+'$#*,

$ ')&

5.9E-07 2.5E-07

6.30E-05

1.47E-05

6.0E-07 2.6E-07

5.25E-05

1.23E-05

3.2E-07 1.4E-07

3.40E-05

7.93E-06

3.8E-07 1.6E-07

4.88E-05

1.14E-05

3.20E-07 1.37E-07
9.48E-10 4.06E-10
5.19E-05 1.20E-05

3.43E-07 1.47E-07
2.57E-07 1.10E-07
3.95E-10 1.69E-10

3.37E-05 7.79E-06

1.33E-07 5.69E-08
1.73E-07 7.43E-08

Cd

2.58E-09

5.98E-10

Cr

1.04E-06

2.42E-07

1.22E-08 5.25E-09

As

4.73E-05

1.10E-05

2.57E-07 1.10E-07

Cd

8.82E-09

2.04E-09

4.18E-08 1.79E-08

4.84E-05 1.12E-05

U fell into the criteria of risk assessment, but naturally
occurring U contains three isotopes, 238U, 235U, and 234U so
the carcinogenic risk depends on the different radiological
properties of these isotopes (Eisenbud and Gesell, 1997). It
was outside the scope of this work to assess the excess
lifetime cancer risk for uranium.
Equations [9] and [10] were applied for calculating the
cancer risk via inhalation and ingestion, respectively. The
total cancer risk for Cd, Cr (VI), and As via inhalation and
ingestion (Equation [11]) showed values between 1.0E-05
and 1.0E-06 for adults, and from 3.0E-05 to 6.0E-05 among
children (Table III). The total cancer risk fell within the
tolerable risk range of 10-4 to 10-6 (US EPA, 1991).
However, the full health effects of inhaled mineral dust
need to include factors other than the heavy metal content
dealt with in this contribution—the crystalline habit of
minerals such as quartz and the possible aggravating effects
          

8.11E-08 3.48E-08

of particles in the nanoparticle size range present additional
hazards (Bakand, Hayes, and Dechsakulthorn, 2012, Davies
and Mundalamo, 2010; Oberdörster, 2005, Hoet et al.,
2004). Within mixed dust, mineral particles can interact
synergistically to increase or attenuate the toxicity (Fubini
and Otero Areàn, 1999).

!%,' &+%,&
Chemical analysis of sub-20 μm dust fractions collected from
four gold TSFs at Witwatersrand basin revealed elements
such As, U, Cd, Pb, and Cr with EF>2. This enrichment is due
to the fact that those elements occur in the gold-bearing ores.
Health risk assessment, including non-carcinogenic risk
estimation via inhalation and ingestion of As, Cd, and Cr (VI)
presented hazard indices of less than unity for children and
adults. The total cancer risk level fell within the range of
acceptable risk (10-4 to 10-6) suggested by US EPA. NonVOLUME 117
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Health risk posed by enriched heavy metals (As, Cd, and Cr) in airborne particles
carcinogenic and carcinogenic risks were found to be below
the thresholds for public health and permissible for ambient
exposures.
However, continued mitigation of airborne dust emissions
and enforcement of current national dust fallout standards
are important to maintain ambient dust levels within the risk
levels reported in this work.
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A analytical model for cover stress reestablishment in the goaf after longwall
caving mining
by W. Wang*, T. Jiang*†, Z. Wang*, and M. Ren*

Cover stress re-establishment has a significant influence on the
deformation and development of permeability in the fractured rock mass,
which control the surface subsidence and water inflow after longwall
caving mining. This paper reviews previous studies on cover stress reestablishment in the goaf after coal mining, and proposes a new analytical
model based on the stress-strain characteristics of the caved rock mass
and the voussoir beam theory. A scale model test is also conducted to
study the cover stress re-establishment based on a coal mining case. A
function was derived for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf, which
can be approximately described as a logarithmic function and which
agreed well with two completely re-established monitoring sites from the
scale model test. The scale model test also indicated that cover stress reestablishment presents a hysteresis phenomenon. A ‘stress balance’ model
was built for calculating the distance of cover stress re-establishment in
the goaf, and the result from the model was lower than the results from
the previous two methods. The cover stress re-establishment function and
the ‘stress balance’ model will be of great significance for A better
understanding OF the stress distribution in the goaf.
<56/7
longwall mining, goaf, caving, fracturing, cover stress re-establishment,
calculation model.

9865/148;59=
The excavation of an underground coal seam
by longwall caving or longwall top caving coal
mining (LTCC) causes strata movement and
fracture, and forms caving, fractured, and
continuous deformation zones (Peng and
Chiang,1984; Sui et al., 2015). The voids and
fractures in the caved and fractured rock mass
provide seepage channels for water and
coalbed gas. Cover stress re-establishment has
a significant influence on the deformation and
development of permeability in the fractured
rock mass, which control the surface
subsidence and minewater inflow after
longwall caving mining. The groundwater level
always subsides due to the fractures that
develop after coal mining; however, stress reestablishment in the cover can reduce the size
of the fractures, which reduces the flow rate
and helps the groundwater level to recover
(Zhang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2016). The
stress increment distribution on pillars, which
is also affected by the destressed zone
distribution in the goaf, is also the primary
factor for coal pillar design. Thus, an
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understanding of the cover stress reestablishment characteristics in the goaf is
required.
The original stress equilibrium conditions
in the rock strata are disturbed after longwall
caving mining (Figure 1). The load previously
supported by the extracted material is
transferred to the surrounding gates and
pillars (abutments). This creates zones of
increased stress on the surrounding coal and
rock mass, and zones of decreased stress in
the goaf, so that the stress balance is
maintained (Yavuz, 2004). As the extracted
distance and the subsidence of the upper
fractured rock mass increase, the caved
material in the goaf is re-loaded by the weight
of the overburden and undergoes compaction,
which causes the supported load in the caved
roof rock strata to be re-established to almost
the original cover stress within a certain
mining distance (Xa, as shown in Figure 1).
Much research has been done in previous
studies on the zone of increased stress.
Seventy-five in-situ monitoring data points
show that the load transfer distance generally
increases with cover depth (Figure 2). There is
no obvious relationship between excavation
height and load transfer distance (Abel, 1988;
Singh et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012; Ouyang
et al., 2009; Karacan and Goodman, 2009;
Shen, King, and Guo, 2008). The maximum
stress increases with decreasing mining
thickness according to an elastic foundation
approach (Majumder and Chakrabarty, 1991).
The maximum stress decreases with increasing
excavation thickness, and the distance of the
maximum stress to the mining face increases,
based on numerical simulation and analytical
modelling (Xie, Yang, and Liu, 2006; Xie,
Yang, and Chan, 2007). The stress
concentration factors around a longwall panel
change in different conditions, ranging from

An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
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1.08 to 6 (Sheorey, 1993; Xie et al., 2011; Khanal, Adhikary,
and Balusu, 2012). After considerable effort to determine the
coal pillar strength, some important formulae for calculating
the abutment stress distribution were proposed and are listed
in Table I.
Little research has been done on the zone of decreased
stress in the goaf due to the inaccessibility of the goaf and
potential danger (Wilson 1983; Yavuz, 2004; Suchowerska,
Merifield, and Carter, 2013). An estimation method based on
the concept of a shear angle, which is the angle between the
vertical line at the panel edge and the inclined line to the
strata over the caved zone, proposed by King and Whittaker
(1970) and modified by Choi and McCain (1980) was
considered. The shear angle might be equal to the angle of
draw used in subsidence analysis as accepted by King and
Whittaker (1970), who also suggested the value of the angle
as 31° for British conditions. Choi and McCain (1971)
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proposed that the shear angle was between the vertical line
at the panel edge and the line connecting the panel edge to
the starting point of the complete vertical displacement zone.
A value of 18° was accepted by Choi and McCain (1971),
while Mark (1990) modified this value to 21°. Wilson (1983)
proposed that the roof sagging in the goaf behind the mining
face usually fitted a logarithmic or exponential type of
equation. Furthermore, the compaction of broken material in
the caved waste also fitted a logarithmic-type equation.
Through comprehensive analysis, Wilson proposed that the
relationship between the cover stress re-establishment and
the distance from the mining face fits a linear form. A value
of 0.3H was adopted as the cover stress re-establishment
distance, where H is the working depth. Based on the
investigations, the stress-strain relationship of the broken
material in the goaf was assumed to be the same as a very
large stone-built pack, and the cover stress would be reached
          

An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
Table I

$50<=;0*568:98=.56013:<=.56=4:3413:8;59=8-<=:,180<98=786<77

          

is Poisson’s ratio

is the coefficient of friction between the layers

is angle of internal friction in the coalbed
0cot is the supporting force of the coalbed
K
is stress concentration factor
x
is the distance to the mining face
is the range of the plastic zone
x0
is the range of the elastic zone
x1

is the lateral pressure coefficient
is the constraining force from the tunnel support to
Px
the coal bed in the x direction,
0
is the friction angle in the interface between the coal
bed and the floor

is the dip angle of coal bed
is the cohesive force between the coal bed and the
C0
floor
is the average volume force of the coal bed
0
x
is disturbance factor due to coal mining.
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Notes: (1), (2), (3) are for stress distribution on pillars, (4)
and (5) for stress distribution in front of the mining face.
x
is the distance from the centre of the panel
P
is the half-width of the panel
is the total side abutment load
Ls
is the maximum horizontal extent of the abutment
Ds
stress from the panel edge (x>L and x<Ds)
v(x) is the vertical stress distribution on pillars
v(x) is the vertical stress distribution in front of mining
face
q
is the original in-situ stress
H
is the depth of cover
is the unit weight of the overburden
is the elastic modulus of the coal seam
Ec
is the elastic modulus of the overburden
Es
M
is the extraction thickness
is the lamination constant
t
is the lamination thickness

An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
at a distance of 0.12H (Smart and Haley, 1987). These
researchers mostly assumed that the stress in the goaf
increased linearly. Wade and Conroy (1980) conducted insitu measurements of cover stress re-establishment in the
goaf and subsidence of the ground surface above the goaf.
The results indicated that the surface subsidence shows a
good corresponding relationship with cover stress reestablishment in the goaf. An estimation function for cover
stress re-establishment with the independent variables of
depth, excavation height, bulking factor, and compressive
strength of the rock fragments was proposed by Yavuz
(2004) based on previous field and laboratory investigations.
Considering the broken materials in the goaf with a strainhardening characteristic (Pappas and Mark, 1993), ‘doubleyield’ elements were applied to numerical simulation to
analyse the characteristics of the cover stress reestablishment and stress-strain in the goaf, and some
effective results were obtained (Yavuz, 2004; Esterhuizen,
Mark, and Murphy, 2010; Saeedi et al., 2010;
Shabanimashcool and Li, 2012).
According to the above summaries, two available
analytical methods for estimation the re-establishment of
cover stress in the goaf can be concluded, as follows.

[2]

where Ls is the weight of the wedge of the overburden, is
the abutment angle, is the unit weight of the overburden, H
is the depth of the coal bed, and Xa is the cover stress reestablishment distance.

!"" $#" $  $ 
Yavuz (2004) discussed the stress-strain behaviour of the
caved rock pile, bending of the lowest strata without caving
depending on seam thickness, and residual expansion of
fractured strata vertically over the caved zone from previous
field and laboratory investigations, and established the
relationships between these parameters and surface
subsidence. Finally, Yavuz (2004) proposed two functions,
one being a three-parameter power function for the distance
of cover stress re-establishment, and the other an estimation
with a six-parameter Taylor series polynomial function for
the development of cover stress in sufficiently wide panels,
as shown in Equation [3]:

"#"$#$ #
In this concept, the abutment load is the weight of the wedge
of the overburden material defined by the abutment angle
and a vertical line at the edge of the panel (see Figure 3).
This weight, which should load on the goaf, is carried by the
coal bed in front of the mining face, thus causing a zone of
decreased stress in the goaf. This angle is almost equal to the
angle of draw used in subsidence analysis, as shown in
Figure 3.
The weight of the wedge of the overburden can be
expressed as Equation [1].
[1]
The re-establishment of cover stress following a linear
function is assumed in this model, so the cover stress reestablishment distance is presented by Equation [2]:

[3]

where Sm is the surface subsidence above the cover stress reestablishment position in the goaf, M is the mining
thickness, Xa is the distance of cover stress re-establishment,
X is the distance to the mining face in the goaf, v(X) is the
cover stress re-establishment at the distance of X, and v is
the cover stress when the original stress is totally reestablished.
Much more work has been done on the stress increase
zone than on the stress decrease zone (cover stress reestablishment). It is an appropriate method to study factors
governing cover stress re-establishment based on the results
of existing research on the stress increased zone, through
establishing the relationship between them.

<8-5/5352
In most cases, the distribution of cover stress reestablishment in the goaf is assumed to follow a linear
function in order to simplify the calculation. The
corresponding distance of cover stress re-establishment is
generally described in terms of the cover depth of the coalbed
modified with a coefficient (King and Whittaker, 1970; Choi
and McCain, 1980; Wilson, 1983; Smart and Haley, 1987;
Mark, 1990). However, due to the complex process of
compression deformation of the caved materials in the goaf,
it is proposed here that the cover stress re-establishment may
follow a more complex rule than that of a linear function.

# #"$!!
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An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
The stress increment characteristics depend on the
characteristics of the roof sagging and the stress-strain
relationship of the broken material in the goaf. Wilson
(1983) proposed that the roof sagging curve usually fits a
logarithmic- or exponential-type equation according to the
in-situ measurements. The curve can be described by
Equation [4]:

Miao and Qian (1995) proposed that the sagging curve of
the broken key stratum approximately fitted an exponential
function based on this mechanical analysis model, as shown
in Equations [6] to [8]:
[6]
[4]
[7]

where X is the distance from the mining face, w is the
amount of roof sagging, is a constant required to give a
close approximation to the measured values, and w0 is the
ultimate amount of roof sagging.
From Equation [4], the parameter w can be expressed as:
[5]
The model of voussoir beam theory was proposed by
Qian, Shi, and Xu (2003) based on a previous study and a
large number of results from in-situ observations and
laboratory experiments. This theory was widely used in
China to interpret the deformation and stress distribution in
the rock strata above the extracted coal bed. The voussoir
beam structure is always formed in the key stratum, which
controls the overall deformation of the overburden. Failure of
the key stratum will cause failure of the superincumbent
overburden and generate subsidence of the ground surface.
The voussior beam structure is illustrated in Figure 4. The
key stratum breaks at a periodic fracture length L, and
several broken rock blocks comprise the voussior structure,
which supports the load from the overburden temporarily.
These broken rock blocks remain stable for a short time, due
to the frictional force between them, which is caused by the
horizontal compression force. As the mining distance
increases, the broken block in the key stratum (block C)
tends to be stable, with a new broken block being generated
(block O), and block C is supported by the caved rock mass in
the goaf. The development of fracture between rock blocks
and the rotational deformations of rock blocks are shown in
Figure 4. The distance of the stable process of the broken
rock blocks in the key stratum is equal to the distance of
cover stress re-establishment in the goaf.

[8]
where WX is the sagging displacement at the distance X from
the mining face, W0 is the maximum sagging displacement
when the voussoir beam tends to be stable, X is the distance
from the mining face, L is the periodic fracture length, h and
RT are the thickness and tensile strength of the key stratum
respectively, q is the total weight of the key stratum and
superincumbent strata. Bp is the remnant bulking factor of
the broken strata below the key stratum, hp is the distance
from the key stratum to the coalbed, and is the Poisson’s
ratio.
It is seen that Equations [5] and [6] are of the same form
in describing the sagging curve of the roof above the caved
zone. Here, Equation [6] is chosen as the function of the roof
sagging form.

  

Pappas and Mark (1993) investigated strain hardening
behaviour in the goaf as the material becomes stiffer and the
elastic modulus increases under increasing compaction. With
the increase in the size of fragments, the strain decreases
under high-stress conditions. They also found that the
stress-strain characteristics have little relation to the rock
type.
According to the characteristics of the caved rocks,
Salamon (1990) suggested the following equation for the
backfill material to describe the stress-strain behaviour of
goaf material:
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An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
[9]

The sagging amount of the fractured rock mass can be
calculated using Equation [6], thus the corresponding strain
can be calculated using Equation [15]:

where
[15]

[10]

[11]
According to Equations [9] to [11], Bp in Equation [7]
can be calculated by:

#$ #$"#!"
Scale model testing is one of the common methods used in
investigations of cover stress re-establishment in the goaf. A
scale model test was conducted based on the Taiping coal
mine.

[12]

   


Yavuz (2004) proposed the following formula for E0:
[13]
where
c

E0
m
hc
m
B

is the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock
is the strain occurring under the applied stress
is the initial tangent modulus  is the applied stress
is the maximum possible strain of bulked rock
material
is the height of the caved zone
is the excavation thickness
is the bulking factor of the caved zone.

By substituting Equations [10], [11], and [13] into
Equation [9], we obtain Equation [14]:
[14]
According to Equation [14], if the strain of caved rock in
the cover stress re-establishment range was obtained, the
stress change (cover stress re-establishment) can be
calculated.
The sagging of the fractured rock mass will compress the
caved rock mass, and the amount of sagging is equal to the
vertical compression displacement of the caved rock mass.

The Taiping coal mine is located in the southwestern part of
the Yanzhou Coalfield, Shangdong, China, in the margin of
the Western Shandong Block of the North China Platform.
The thickness of the primary coal seam, No. 3, is
approximately 8.85 m with the overburden bedrock
consisting of clayey sandstone, siltstone, and fine- and
medium-grained sandstones. The coal measure stratum dips
at an angle of 5° to 15°. The strike directions of normal faults
are usually in a north-south direction, while those of reverse
faults are usually east-to-west. One of the geological dip
sections is shown in Figure 5. The surface elevation is about
41.0 m; however, only the elevation from -40.0 m to -160.0
m is shown in this figure. Panel S03, with a width of 67.8 m
and length of 428.7 m, belongs to the southern part of the
6th district in the Taiping coal mine. This area is located in
the rising end of a syncline, as the coal measure stratum has
a dip angle of 8° on average. A large area of the coal seam is
directly covered by the Quaternary unconsolidated formations
with a thickness from 133.0 m to 194.0 m and an average
thickness of about 160.0 m. According to the exploration
borehole results, the overburden bedrock thickness is from
20.0 to 32.6 m. The coal seam is designed to be excavated in
four slices, each with a thickness of 2.2 m. When the top slice
is excavated, the roof strata behind the longwall face are
allowed to collapse, forming a water-flowing fractured zone
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An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
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Table II
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The dimensions of the scale model test rig are 45 × 15 × 10
cm (length × height × thickness). The model parameter scales
are as follows:
® 1:200 for geometry (was set based on scale model
frame size)
® 1:1.8 for gravity (according to the density ratio of the
similar material to the real rock)
® 1:360 for uniaxial compressive strength (UCS)
(calculated based on the similarity ratios of geometry
and gravity).
Materials used for modelling comprised a combination of
quartz powder (particle size < 0.075 mm) and gypsum. Mica
powder was well distributed between the rock layers to
simulate bedding. This model included only the bedrock parts
and 2.2 m coalbed, and the weight of upper unconsolidated
          

formations was compensated for by a uniformly distributed
load from above. Corresponding compensatory horizontal
stresses calculated according to lateral pressure coefficient
were applied on both sides of this model. The schematic
mechanical scale model is shown in Figure 6, indicating the
mining direction, the starting cut, and the positions of stress
monitoring. The stratigraphic column of the proximate
geology is also shown in Figure 6, and the mechanical
properties of the coal measures and bedrock strata are listed
in Table II. Some model test equipment, distribution of the
film stress sensors, and the installation process of the scale
model are shown in Figure 7. The toughened glasses were
installed in the front and back sides for monitoring fracture
evolution during the mining process. Airbags were installed
above and on both sides for adding compensative load. On
both sides of this model, 7.5 cm pillars were set. The coal bed
was excavated at a distance of 7.5 cm from the right-hand
side in the model in steps of 1 cm, and the time interval
between succeeding steps was 20 minutes. The stress
changes at the bottom of the coal-bed were monitored using
eight film stress sensors, the positions of which can be seen
in Figure 6 and Figure 7b.
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(WFFZ) with a maximum height of 20.8 m, as shown in
Figure 5. The lower three slices are excavated using
backfilling methods. The cover stress re-establishment rule in
the goaf when the top slice is excavated was studied by a
scale model test.

An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
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matched with R2 = 0.97 at a distance of 100.0 m. It can be
seen that the fitting curve fits well in the early stage of cover
stress reestablishment, however, the fitting curve presenting
a discrete phenomenon in the later stage because the cover
stress keeps stable in this stage. A logarithmic function with
a form like y = a*ln(x+b)-c can be used to describe most of
the cover stress re-establishment process generally.

<71387=:9/=:9:37;7
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By substituting Equation [15] into Equation [14], the cover
stress re-establishment function g(x) can be expressed as:

[16]

In order to better understand the shape of the cover stress
re-establishment curve, the parameters from the Taiping coal
mine, which are listed in Table III, were substituted into
Equation [16].
Figure 8 is the cover stress re-establishment curve as the
distance from the mining face increases in the goaf. The
cover stress re-establishment rate decreases as the distance
from the mining face increases. A logarithmic function was
used to fit the curve to simplify the expression, and is well

In order to simulate a complete stress re-establishment
process, the left 7.5 cm pillar was excavated at the end. The
stress monitoring (Figure 9) indicate that excavation of the
coal bed caused the stress in front of the mining face and in
the back pillar to increase. The nearer the monitoring site to
the mining face, the greater the stress increase. However, the
stress under the excavated coal bed decreased to nearly zero
immediately, until the key stratum failed and compressed the
broken materials, upon which the stress began to increase
generally. This indicates that the cover stress reestablishment presents a hysteresis phenomenon due to the
periodic fracture of the key stratum. The maximum stress in
front of the mining face increases with mining distance
before the key stratum generates the initial breakage. When
the key stratum generates the periodic breakage, the
maximum stress in front of mining face is a little lower than
the maximum stress at the initial breakage, as shown in
Figure 10. It is also seen that the mining influence distance is

Table III
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about 35 m (from stress monitoring points 1 and 8), the
initial and periodic roof weighting lengths are about 30 m
and 12 m respectively, and the cover stress re-establishment
distance is about 40 m (including the periodic roof weighting
length).

From the results of the scale model test in Figure 9, it can
be seen that the extent of cover stress re-establishment
differs greatly between different monitoring sites. The cover
stress re-establishes in most of the stress monitoring sites,
except at site 2. In some positions, the re-established cover
stress is greater than the original stress; however, at some
monitoring sites the re-established stress is lower than the
original stress, or there may even be no re-establishment.
However, on the whole, the cover stresses generally reestablish to the original stress. The size of the film stress
sensors and the small inner structures of the broken rock
mass in the goaf are the main reasons for this phenomenon.
Some film stress sensors do not load the weight of the
overburden, or do so only partly, although some sensors load
a greater weight. Despite the differences in the weight of the
overburden registered by the film stress sensors, the cover
stress re-establishment processes are nearly the same. In this
investigation, we assumed that the stress re-establishment
processes at monitoring points 3 and 5, which are
comparatively complete, could represent the cover stress reestablishment rule in the goaf after mining. In order to
analyse the cover stress re-establishment rule, the
relationships between the normalization results of cover
stress and mining distance at these stress monitoring points
are shown in Figure 11. A logarithmic function is used to fit
2
these curves, which matched well with the R values of 0.97
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An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
and 0.85 respectively. These results show that the cover
stress re-establishment in the goaf can be expressed using a
logarithmic function with the form of y = a*ln(x)-c. These
two results coincide well with theoretical results presented
previously.

" $ $"#$!"#$ $ #$!"#!!$#
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A hypothesis on the vertical stress distribution after a
longwall panel mined was first proposed by Whittaker and
Potts (1974), who presented the redistribution of stress in
the form of ‘high’ and ‘low’ pressure zones. Wilson (1983)
proposed that since the total downward force remains that of
the cover load, any increase in stress over the rib-side must
be compensated for by an equivalent stress reduction over
the waste, and vice versa. Knowledge of one enables an
estimate of the other, hence the term ‘stress balance’ for this
approach, as shown in Figure 12. Compoli et al. (1993)
conducted in-situ monitoring of stress changes in a coal-bed
pillar and floor rock using a stainless steel borehole platened
flat jack (BPF). They found that the measured stress was
almost exactly equal to the original equilibrium pressure
distribution as a result of the load being applied
symmetrically in three dimensions, which confirmed the
reliability of the ‘stress balance’ method.
According to the ‘stress balance’ and referring to
Figure 12:

The existing data on the zone of increased stress in front
of the mining face is more abundant than that on the stressdecreased zone in the goaf, whether acquired by in-situ
measurements or by analytical modelling. Figure 2 shows
that there are abundant results from in-situ monitoring of the
stress influence distance in front of the mining face, which
increases with increasing mining depth. Thus, based on the
in-situ measurements of stress distribution in front of the
mining face, the distance of cover stress re-establishment in
the goaf can be calculated from Equation [20].

  
The functions describing stress distribution in front of the
mining face are necessary for using the ‘stress balance’
model to calculate the cover stress re-establishment distance.
The formulae from Xie, Yang, and Liu (2006) for the plastic
zone and from Chen and Qian (1994) for the elastic zone,
listed in Table I are substituted into Equation [20]:

[21]
We applied this model to the Taiping coal mine to
calculate the distance of cover stress re-establishment in
panel S03. Some parameters for this calculation are listed in
Table IV, and x0 can be calculated using Equation[22].
(x1+x0) is always obtained from in-situ monitoring results.
[22]

[17]
By adding A2 to both sides of Equation [17]:
[18]

The value of x is equal to the stress concentration
factor K.
The maximum stress in front of the mining face can be
calculated by Equation [23] (Xie, Yang, and Liu 2006)
[23]

Therefore
[19]

[20]
where x0 is the width of yield zone, x1 is the width of
elastic zone, Xb = x0+x1; g(x) is the function of cover stress
re-establishment, f(x) is the function of stress distribution in
the yield zone, e(x) is the function of stress distribution in
the elastic zone, p is the peak stress, A1, A2, A3, AW, AS are
stress increased or decreased areas in different parts of the
stress distribution, and Ab= A2+A3.
From Equation [20], if any side of the stress distribution
function is known, the other side can be estimated.

The maximum stress concentration factor K can be
calculated using Equation [24]:
[24]
where  is the rheological coefficient of the coal bed, c is the
uniaxial compressive strength of the coalbed, and 0 is the
original stress.
Taking the parameters in Table IV into Equations [23]
and [24], we obtain:

The deformation of the tunnels on both sides of the panel

Table IV
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can be monitored by displacement sensors. The deformation
increases with increasing stress, thus the deformation
monitoring results can also be used to determine the zone of
increased stress in front of the mining face. When the coal
bed was excavated in panel S03, the deformation of the
surrounding rock was monitored at two sites (67 m and 95 m
from the starting position) in the tunnels in front of the
mining face. The results indicate that the tunnel
displacements are close to zero when the mining face is far
from the monitored sites; however, when the mining face
advances to about 35 m from the monitoring sites, the
displacement begins to increase markedly, as shown in
Figure 13. The values in the vertical coordinate represent the
relative displacement: positive numbers represent an increase
and negative numbers a decrease. These results indicate that
the stress increase influence range is about 35 m in front of
mining face, thus, x0+x1 = 35 m.
From x0, x0+x1, and the parameters listed in Tables II and
IV, by substituting Equation [16] and Equation [21] into
Equation [20], the cover stress re-establishment distance was
calculated as 39 m. According to the hysteresis phenomenon
of the cover stress re-establishment in the goaf, a periodic
fracture length (L = 8.8 m) should be added for the whole
distance of cover stress re-establishment, thus the total cover
stress re-establishment distance should be 47.8 m. The stress
distribution around the mining face in panel S03, based on
‘stress balance’ model, is shown in Figure 14.
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The scale model test results show that the maximum height
of the water flowing fractured zone is 19.0 m, and the initial
and periodic roof weighting lengths are about 30.0 m and
12.0 m respectively. These results are similar to the in-situ
monitoring values of 20.8 m, 28.0 m, and 10.8 m
respectively. This indicates that this scale model test results
are valid.
Cover stress re-establishment can also be calculated using
the ‘abutment angle’ model and estimation method from
Yavuz (2004). During the excavation of panel S03 at the
Taiping coal mine, the surface subsidence was monitored
along the vertical in the middle of the panel. As shown in
Figure 15, the maximum surface subsidence ratio of 0.73
corresponds to the coal mining thickness of 2.2 m. Using the
data shown in Figure 15, we calculated that the shear angle
was 14.5°. The coal seam cover depth was 180 m, and the
cover stress re-establishment distance was estimated to be
46.5 m using Equation [2] based on the ‘abutment angle’
model.
According to the estimation method from Yavuz (2004),
the cover stress re-establishment distance was calculated to
be 50.4 m using Equation [3]. However, the stress reestablishment function is applicable for X/Xa ratios between
0.2 and 0.8, since the data points between these ratios were
used for the regression analysis. For X/Xa ratios of 0 and 1,
x/v ratios should be assigned as 0 and 1 respectively.

An analytical model for cover stress re-establishment in the goaf
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approximatively described as a logarithmic function
with a form like y = a*ln(x+b)-c
® The scale model test results indicate that cover stress
re-establishment in the goaf presents a hysteresis
phenomenon due to periodic fracture of the key
stratum. The monitoring results of cover stress reestablishment from the scale model test agree well with
the analytical result
® The cover stress re-establishment distance was
calculated using the ‘stress balance’ model. This
method was applied to the Taiping coal mine together
with the other two previous methods, and a similar
result was obtained by adding the hysteresis length
(periodic fracture length). This method provides a new
analytical technique for calculating the cover stress reestablishment distance.

4953</2<0<987
Combined with the ‘stress balance’ model, the results
from the other two methods for calculating the cover stress
re-establishment in the goaf are shown in Figure 16, from
which it can be seen that the cover stress re-establishment
distance calculated from the ‘stress balance’ model is similar
to that obtained by the other two methods. However, the
cover stress is assumed to re-establish from the mining face
with consideration of the hysteresis phenomenon. The value
of cover stress re-establishment at different distances, as
calculated from ‘stress balance’ model, is lower than the
results from the other two methods, which consider the
hysteresis phenomenon. According to the stress balance
conditions, the cover stress re-establishment results
calculated from the ‘abutment angle’ model and estimation
method from Yavuz (2004) are too large. The cover stress reestablishment generally decreases with increasing distance in
the ‘stress balance’ model. The cover stresses obtained by the
‘abutment angle’ model and the estimation method from
Yavuz (2004) are both assumed to re-establish to the original
stress level. However, it is noted that the cover stress is reestablished to only 80% of the original stress based on the
‘stress balance’ model in this case. The main reasons for this
are the stress-strain relationship of the caved materials in the
goaf applied in Equation [14] and the stress distribution in
front of the mining face. Actually, the increasing stress in the
initial stage plays the primary role in control of deformation
and permeability of the fractured rock mass, so the cover
stress re-establishment calculated from the ‘stress balance’
model will be of great significance.
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Application of fuzzy linear programming
for short-term planning and quality
control in mine complexes
by M. Rahmanpour and M. Osanloo

Production planning in a mine complex aims to determine the amount of
material that should be mined from each site, and can be modelled as a
linear programming problem. Deterministic production plans are optimized
based on the estimated quantity and quality of the in-situ material. These
estimations always have a level of uncertainty and impreciseness due to
the insufficiency of exploration data in the planning phase. In this paper,
based on the gathered data, the uncertainties of grades, recovery, and
mining costs are modelled using bounded fuzzy numbers. Due to the
quality variation of the material, mine planning and blending
optimizations are in fact uncertainty-based optimization problems. Thus, a
fuzzy linear programming model is formulated to optimize short-term
production planning. The results provide a comprehensive set of solutions
with a corresponding degree of membership. As an illustration, the model
is applied to a limestone mine complex, and a conservative and an
optimistic plan are provided.
3/+* (
mine complex planning, fuzzy linear programming, blend optimization,
short-term planning.
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A strategic mine plan sets the overall
objectives of a mining project. Mine planning
is a multidisciplinary process and its aim is to
develop the life-of-mine extraction plan to
meet some predefined goals (Dagdelen, 2007;
Henderson and Turek, 2013). Mine plans are
classified into long-, medium-, and short-term
plans. Normally, these plans are organized
such that the mining operations achieve the
highest cash flow or net present value
(Heureux, Gamache, and Soumis, 2013; Juarez
et al., 2014; King, 2014). These plans should
consider capacities, blending requirements,
block sequencing, reclamation requirements,
pit slope, and any other constraints that may
exist in each particular mine site (Caccetta and
Hill, 2003).However, many problems in the
field of mining engineering are characterized
by insufficient and incomplete data. The
stochastic and uncertain nature of geological,
technological, market, political, and ecological
factors are inherent in the context of mining
engineering. For example, the dynamic change
of ore and waste material due to the presence
of spatial grade uncertainty makes predictions
of the optimal mining sequence a challenging
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task (Godoy and Dimitrakopoulos, 2004;
Azimi, Osanloo, and Esfahanipour, 2013;
Rahmanpour and Osanloo, 2016a). These
uncertainties highlight the importance of
careful and risk-based mine planning through
the development of new production planning
models (Osanloo, Gholamnejad, and Karimi,
2008; Newman et al., 2010).
Long-term plans outline the strategies to
achieve a company's goals (the highest net
present value, for instance). Short-term plans
are aimed at following the strategies of the
long-term plan, and the other objective of
short-term plans is to minimize operating costs
as much as possible. For this purpose,
engineers try to find a reliable system with
minimal cost (Levitin and Lisnianski, 2001;
Rahmanpour and Osanloo, 2016b). Modern
and successful production systems are
characterized by high productivity, full
utilization of resources, flexibility, and
reliability. These characteristics enable an
operating system to adapt to changing
conditions. In any mining operation, ore is
mined from different blocks and is hauled to
predetermined destinations based on its
chemical or mineralogical properties. Mining
operations obtain the desired quality of the
plant feed by blending ore of different
qualities. The same practice is applied in a
mine complex where the ore is sourced from
different mines and has different chemical and
physical characteristics (Figure 1).
Since ore properties can vary considerably,
blending is a prerequisite in order to obtain a
consistent feed to the processing plant. The
run-of-mine quality depends on the quality
and quantity of ore mined from each face.
Uncertainty is the state of having limited
knowledge to perform a task. During feasibility
studies, the precise values of all the input
parameters are not known. Normally,

Application of fuzzy linear programming for short-term planning
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parameters such as the grades, operating costs, commodity
prices, recoveries, and operational constraints are all
estimated using the data available at the time of planning,
based on the assessments of the mining engineers. Hence
blending and quality control plans are determined based on
some in-situ and estimated characteristics of a deposit.
Therefore, the optimum blending plan is affected by the
uncertainties of geological and chemical properties of the ore.
Short-term planning in open pit mines has been studied by
many researchers (Splaine et al., 1972; Wilke and Reimer,
1979; Zhang et al., 1992). Some researchers have
incorporated the effect of uncertainties in short-term
planning (Smith and Dimitrakopoulos, 1999; Kumral and
Dowd, 2002; Fioroni, Bianchi, and Luiz, 2008; Gamache,
Hébert, and Desaulniers, 2009; Jewbali and Dimitrakopoulos,
2009; Asad, 2010; Gholamnejad, 2008; Souza et al., 2010;
Askari-Nasab et al., 2011; Eivazy and Askari-Nasab, 2012;
Montiel and Dimitrakopoulos, 2015; Osanloo and
Rahmanpour, 2017). They applied a variety of mixed integer
linear programming models, Lagrangian parameterization,
simulation, linear programming (LP), and heuristic models.
It is obvious that as planning parameters change,
production plans should be re-optimized using the updated
data. Therefore, a simple and deterministic LP model is not
an appropriate tool for these types of problem, where
planning parameters are uncertain. Moreover, there is always
an acceptable limit (guarantee limit) for each mining
constraint. For example, a thermal power plant may require
coal with a maximum sulphur limit of 0.9%. It should be
noted that coal with a sulphur content of 0.91% is also
acceptable for the plant (Pendharker, 1997). In typical LP
models, the constraints ignore this option. In such
circumstances, fuzzy linear programming (FLP) seems to be a
suitable tool. An FLP model considers the possible
uncertainties by using fuzzy numbers. In addition, small
deviations from the acceptable limits are allowed in FLP
models, which leads to the determination of practical plans.
FLP has been applied in a coal mine and in a bauxite mine for
production scheduling (Pendharker, 1997; Vujic et al., 2011).
These studies carried out a procedure based on sensitivity
analysis and shadow prices to determine a reliable production
schedule.
This paper addresses short-term production planning in
open pit mines in an uncertain environment. The objective is
to provide a set of scenarios that represent the optimistic and
the pessimistic options for short-term planning. Further,
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these scenarios enable the mine planner to incorporate some
extra information based on his/her experiences to conduct a
risk-based approach to select a suitable mining schedule. The
optimized plan would present a protective strategy against
unknown or highly uncertain events. For the purpose of this
paper, short-term planning is investigated using a procedure
based on FLP models. As an illustration, the model is applied
in a limestone mine complex.

'0".,/)*0$*+*)%%.,
An FLP model is a form of LP model where some or all of the
parameters are fuzzy numbers. FLP has many applications in
real-world problems, including production planning and
scheduling, transportation, finance, engineering design,
environmental management, and assignment
(Rommelfanger, 1996; Sahinidis, 2004; Ko and Chen, 2014).
This concept can be applied to optimize the mining schedule
and production planning in open pit mines. Consider the
general form of LP models (Equation [1]) where the objective
~
~
function’s coefficient (c ), resources (b), and coefficients of
~
the constraints (A) are all fuzzy numbers (Lie and Hwang,
1992; Wang, 1997; Sakawa, Yano, and Nishizaki, 2013;
Luhandjula, 2014).

[1]
It should be noted that the non-fuzzy version of the
model in Equation [1] should be feasible and an increasing
~
function of the model parameters. Assume that c =[c0,c1), and
~
(b)=[b0,b1)are defined as bounded fuzzy numbers (BFNs).
The lower bounds of these BFNs represent the risk-free
values that are conservative and implementable, and the
upper bounds represent the optimistic values of the
parameters (Figure 2).

.'*/0 /$*/(/,-)-.+,0+!0+', / 0!'0,'%/*(0(
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These parameters could also be represented as triangular
fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy interval or the fuzzy membership
function of each parameter must be specified initially. For
this purpose, the decision-maker, according to his
experiences and the mine conditions, specifies a membership
function for each parameter. After formulating the model, a
procedure similar to that presented by Carlsson and
Korhonen (1986) is used to determine the optimum solution
of the FLP model. This procedure is similar to a grid search
algorithm. It provides a set of solutions to the decisionmaker, who can select his/her preferred solution. The
optimum solution of the problem is a trade-off among the
degree of memberships (Lie and Hwang 1992). The full
trade-off exists where the membership degrees of all the
parameters in the model are equal (i.e. = c = A = b and
[0,1]). Therefore, the following equations are obtained, c =
gc ( ), A = gA ( ), b = gb ( )
c,

A,

.'*/0 &/0$*+#/ '*/0!+*0(+".,0-&/0$*+ '#-.+,0(#&/ '".,0%+ /"

[2]

This model (Equation [2]) is nonlinear but can easily be
converted into an LP model for any given value of
membership degree (i.e. ). Thus, for any given value of ,
an optimum solution (z*) can be determined. Finally, the
pairs of solutions (i.e. (z*, )) provide a guide for the
decision-makers to determine the suitable strategy. Each pair
of solutions represents the contribution of each mine site to
the run-of-mine. The procedure required to obtain the
optimum solution is as follows:
Step 1: Develop a scheduling model based on FLP models
Step 2: Determine the membership function of each fuzzy
parameter
Step 3: Determine a membership degree or the level of
uncertainty, or start with = 0
Step 4: Assuming a membership degree, convert the
nonlinear model into its LP equivalent, and solve
the LP format of the model
Step 5: Plot the optimized solution of the model against
the membership degree
Step 6: Let  +   [0,1] and if 1 go to step 7,
else go to step 4
Step 7: The plot in step 5 shows the relationship between
the optimal schedule and the corresponding
membership degree.
These steps are summarized in Figure 3. Considering the
optimized solutions and their membership degrees, the
decision-maker will select the optimal solution from among
the calculated solutions. The selected solution indicates the
optimum production plan.

1//"+$.,0-&/0!'0(#&/ '".,0%+ /"
As shown in Figure 1, the aim of mine planners is to
determine the optimum amount of material that should be
mined from each specific mine site such that the customer (or
          

the processing plant) is provided with a suitable and
consistent quantity and quality of raw material. Therefore,
the mined material is blended to provide a consistent feed
with the required quality. Objectives are set at strategic and
long-term planning; then the short-term objective chiefly
concerns implementation to achieve those long-term goals.
Short-term plans are normally optimized to achieve high
productivity and full utilization of resources, which in turn
minimizes operating costs. In this paper, the objective
function of the short-term planning model is to minimize the
total mining costs by determining the minimum amount of
material that should be mined from each mine site. This is
obtained through determining the optimal blending plan.
Uncertainty is a problem that all mining operations are
faced with. The most important factors that affect the mining
schedule and are associated with uncertainty are the in-situ
quality of mineable reserves, mining and processing
capacities, mining costs, and commodity price. Mining and
processing recoveries are functions of the chemical, physical,
and mechanical properties of the material at each mine site
and the type of mining operation. To analyse the effect of ore
quality, mining and processing recoveries, and mining cost
uncertainties on the optimum mining schedule and blending
plan, an LP model is formulated (Equation [3]). Considering
the mine characteristics and the requirements of the customer
or the plant, the constraints of the mine planning model are
recognized (Equation [3]). The notation used in the model is
as follow:
N
ci
xi
ri
Mc
Mi
PC
gi
qi,k

The set of mines in the mining complex
The average operating cost at site i
The decision variable which is the amount of
material that should be mined from site i
The recovery of material from site i
The minimum mining rate
The maximum possible mining rate at site i
The feed rate required by the plant or the customer
The average grade of economic material at site i
The average grade of penalty element of impurity
k at site i
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where gc , gA, and gb are the inverse functions of
and b respectively. This converts Equation [1] into
Equation [2].

Application of fuzzy linear programming for short-term planning
Gmin
Qi,max
K

The minimum acceptable grade of economic
material
The maximum acceptable grade of impurity k
The number of impurities or the penalty elements

subject to:
[4b]

The objective function is:

[4c]
[3a]
[4d]

subject to:
[3b]

[4e]

[3c]

[4f]

[3d]

[3e]

[3f]

[3g]
The objective function of the model (Equation [3a]) is
defined as the minimization of the total mining costs of the
production system. Equation [3b] ensures that the
summation of the mined material is equal to or greater than
the amount required by the plant or customer. Equation [3c]
restricts the mining capacity of each mine site considering a
possible and implementable mining capacity. Equations [3d]
and [3e] are quality control constraints. Equation [3d]
ensures that the total amount of penalty elements in the feed
does not exceed the prescribed upper bounds. For example, in
limestone mining, the presence of dolomite and silica is not
tolerated. These constituents are considered as impurities or
penalty constituents and they are modelled using Equation
[3d]. Equation [3e] ensures that the total amount of
economic material in the feed is always greater than the
prescribed lower bounds. Equation [3f] ensures that the total
amount of the final product produced in the mining complex
is greater than the quantity required by the plant or
customers. Finally, the logical constraints are embedded into
the model as represented by Equation [3g].
The FLP model defined in Equation [3] is capable of
determining the optimum blending plan. The symbol ~
indicates the fuzzy parameters in the model, which are
assumed to be BFNs. As stated, for each BFN the lower
bounds represent a possible and risk-free value and the
upper bounds represent an optimistic value. Considering the
fuzzy numbers and their membership functions, the FLP
model in Equation [3] is then converted into a nonlinear
programming model (Equation [4]).
The objective function becomes:
[4a]
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[4g]
where y(k,i) = qk,i – Qk,max and i = – gi + Gmin are
substituted in the model to simplify the formulation. The
inverse membership functions of mining costs, grade of
economic material, grade of penalty elements, and ore
recovery are defined by gc(i ) ( ), gy( j,i) ( ), gu(i ) ( ), and
gr(i ) ( ), respectively. Also, the inverse membership
functions of the right-hand side parameters corresponding to
the quality and quantity constraints in Equations [4d], [4e],
and [4f] are shown as gpe(k) ( ), gue ( ), and gPC ( ) ,
respectively. After formulating the nonlinear model in
Equation [4], steps 3 to 7 described in the previous section
should be carried out to convert the model into a linear one
and to obtain the optimum mining schedule and
blending plan.

+ /"0/*.!.#)-.+,
The model (Equation [4]) was applied to a limestone mine
complex in Iran. The mine is located in Semnan province
about 230 km east of Tehran (Figure 4A). There are five
distinct mining areas in the complex and the quantity and
quality of the mineable limestone in each mine is different. In
these mines, the limestone and dolomite beds are
accompanied by cherty lenses. The limestone beds are
Triassic light-gray, regular bedded limestone. The limestone
bed is located beneath a siliceous or cherty limestone. This
formation is covered by a dark-coloured basaltic and some
ferruginous layers. The beds have a dip of 50 to 65 degrees
(Figure 4B) and the thickness the of limestone layers varies
from 30 to 65 m.
According to the long-term plan, the amount of mineable
reserve in each mine is determined. For the purpose of shortterm planning (within a one-month horizon), it is also
assumed that the entire amount of materials scheduled is
mineable within the short time periods. The limestone is
supplied to a soda ash plant for the production of sodium
carbonate, which has many uses in industrial processes. The
quality control (QC) office of the plant specifies the required
quality of the feed. The grade of CaCO3 in the feed should be
more than 93.5%, and the grades of MgCO3 and SiO2 should
be less than 3.5% and 3% respectively.
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According to the data gathered from the mine sites during
the year 2014, the characteristics of the limestone mined
from each mine site are modelled as BFNs. As the lower
bound of each BFN represents a possible and implementable
value, the minimum value of the gathered data is selected as
the lower bound. In case of positive parameters, such as ore
grade (the percentage of CaCO3), the upper bound is selected
as the expected grade of the gathered data. However, in case
of negative parameters such as the grade of penalty elements
(the percentage of SiO2 and MgCO3) the opposite applies (Table I).

The other parameter that governs the scheduling of the
mine is the possible production capacities of each mine site.
In this case, the lower bound of fuzzy representation
indicates the current mining capacity of each site. These
values are determined based on local factors, including pit
geometry and the thickness of limestone beds. The upper
bound is an optimistic possible mining rate for each site. This
value is determined based on the maximum mining rate that
was reported from each mine site during the year 2014, as
shown in Table I.

Table I
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Table II
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The plant requires limestone with a size distribution of 5–
12 mm. The overall recovery of the material in the crushing
unit depends on the mining operation itself and the
mechanical characteristics of the limestone from each mine.
After blasting, the blasted material is moved to a loading area
by dozers and then loaded onto trucks by excavators. The
material is hauled from each mine site to a crushing and
blending unit. The fragmentation of the limestone feed to the
plant from each mine site is a function of blasting and dozing
operations. The relative location of each mine site with
respect to the crushing and blending unit is shown in Figure
5. According to the data and experience of the mining crew,
the overall recovery of the limestone mined from each mine
site is also modelled using BFNs (Table I).
The crushed material with the prescribed size distribution
is fed into the soda ash plant. The current capacity of the
plant is 1500 t of crushed limestone per day, and the nominal
quality required by the plant is given in Table II. This data is
fuzzified considering a deviation of 1% for the ore grade and
2% for the penalty elements from the nominal quality
requirements.
After fuzzification of the planning parameters, the model
in Equation [4] is applied to determine the mining schedule
and the blending plan for the mining system. The steps
described in Figure 3 are applied to solve the planning model.
The procedure was programmed in MatLab and was solved
using the Simplex method.

it changes from optimistic values to risk-free values), the
mines should exploit and process more material in order to
fulfil the predetermined goals on limestone quality and
quantity. The plant requires 45 000 t of crushed limestone
monthly (equals 1500 t/d). As stated earlier, BFNs are used
to represent the uncertainty of the planning parameters,
where the lower and upper bounds define the conservative
and optimistic values of each parameter. Considering the
concept of BFNs, one could define the optimistic and
conservative strategies for mine scheduling. In Table III, the
schedule corresponding to a membership degree of 100% is
regarded as the conservative schedule, and that with a
membership degree of zero as the optimistic schedule. When
the membership degree of the planning parameters decreases,
it means that the optimistic values of the parameters are
considered in the model and the results are optimistic as well.
According to the results, Mine 2, Mine 3, and Mine 4 are
operating at their maximum nominal production rates in all
the cases. When the inherited positive error of the planning
parameters increases (i.e. the membership degree of the
parameters decreases), the value of these parameters tends to
improve to the optimistic values, then the production rate at
Mine 5 decreases as shown in Figure 6. According to the
results, Mine 5 should produce 30 708 t and 18 629 t of
limestone per month based on the conservative and the
optimistic mining schedules, respectively. Considering the
reserve characteristics at each mine site (Table I), the reserve
of Mine 1 is low in quality compared to the others, and
according to the results, mining should be halted at this site.
However, the costs at Mine 1 and Mine 2 are low compared to
the other mines and the model tends to exploit from these
sites to decrease the total mining costs. The amount of
material mined from these two sites is controlled by the
blending requirements. In other words, the limestone
available at Mine 1 and Mine 2 is a balancing reserve for the
production system in order to obtain the required output and
to lower the mining costs.
By analysing the results and the given scheduling
scenarios, the mine planner is able to determine the best
mining schedule. Based on the experiences in this mine, and
considering the selected membership degree, which indicates
the strategy of the decision-maker, the mining schedule is
selected from among the generated scenarios. According to
Table III, selection of a membership degree of 20% for the
planning parameters indicates that the mine planner is
somewhat optimistic (80%) about the mine condition. At

/('"-(0), 0 .(#'((.+,
The membership degrees of the planning parameters are
varied from risk-free or conservative values to optimistic
values. Following the steps described in Figure 3, the
optimum pairs of solutions are obtained. Each pair defines a
scheduling scenario for the mine for each particular degree of
membership. According to the results (Table III), as the
membership degree of the planning parameters increases (i.e.
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20%, the optimum mining schedule for the system is to
produce 71 218 t of limestone per month. This is a decrease
of 10% in the total mining rate compared with the most
conservative case. This will decrease the total mining costs by
18% (Figure 7A). This is true for the rest of the cases as well.
The results show that the operation should produce less
limestone when the mine planner is optimistic about the

precise value of the planning parameters. This will reduce the
total amount of mined material by about 12% compared to
the case where the planning parameters are determined
conservatively (Figure 7B). The difference in total mining
costs between the optimistic and the conservative schedules
is about 22% (Figure 7A). This shows that there is a chance
of a considerable saving in costs.

Table III
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The blending plan could be analysed based on the
reliability of the production system. From a reliability point of
view, as shown in Figure 7, in the conservative mining
schedule the mine system must produce extra limestone in
order to increase the probability of obtaining the required
quality. To check the validity of this statement, a Monte Carlo
simulation was conducted on the conservative and optimistic
schedules. For this purpose, a beta distribution function was
fitted to the data. The general form of a beta distribution
function (i.e. f(x, ,  )) is as follows:

where  and  are the shape parameters of the beta
distribution, and  is a normalization constant to ensure that
the total probability integrates to unity.
The simulation results provide the distribution function of
the conservative and the optimistic schedules with respect to
CaCO3, MgCO3, and SiO2 variations. If the grade of the mined
material is not within the predetermined range, it is defined
as failure for the mine schedule. The distribution functions
are used to predict the reliability function of the conservative
and the optimistic scenarios as shown in Figure 8. Here,
reliability of quality (RQ) is defined as the probability that the
average grade of the mined limestone is within the range
dictated by the QC as represented by Equation [5].
[5]
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where g represents the minimum grade required by the
quality control, G is the average grade of the mined
limestone, and UB is the upper bound of the beta distribution
function.
According to the results, the likelihood of attaining the
required quality by implementing the optimistic and the
conservative schedules is about 88%, and the probability of
failure is 12% in both cases. This means that there is no
bottleneck on attaining the required quality. In the next step,
the plans are analysed to evaluate the overall tonnage of
material produced by the plant. The reliability of tonnage
(RT) is defined as the probability that the tonnage of the
crushed and sized limestone is within the range dictated by
the quality control as represented by Equation [6].
[6]
where t represents the tonnage required by the plant (in
this case t is equal to 45 000 t/month), T is the tonnage of
mined limestone, and UB is the upper bound of the beta
distribution function.
The reliability in this case is a function of recovery in the
plant. The result shows that the reliability of the conservative
schedule is 100% and the reliability of the optimistic schedule
is almost zero, as shown in Figure 9. Based on the results,
the conservative option is the most reliable schedule.
However, decision-making about the scheduling option
depends on the utility function of the decision-maker and
his/her knowledge and experience at the mine site.

+,#"'(.+,(
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Laboratory-scale smelting of limonitic
laterite ore from Central Anatolia
by S. Pournaderi*, E. Keskinkılıç†, A. Geveci‡, and
Y.A. Topkaya‡

The feasibility of ferronickel production from a low-grade limonitic laterite
ore was investigated. The ore was first calcined and then prereduced in the
solid state. The reduced ore was then smelted to produce ferronickel. The
effects of coal addition, smelting temperature, and retention time on the
process were investigated. Chemical and physical losses in the slag were
separately quantified. Coal addition was the main parameter that
controlled the ferronickel grade and losses in the slag. The melting point of
the slag was well below that of the ferronickel, which enhanced metal-slag
separation and minimized physical losses in the slag. A microstructural
study of an industrial slag revealed that Cr-rich particulates, which were
suspended in the slag, were mainly responsible for the physical losses in
the slag.
?<#94.5
ferronickel, limonite, physical loss, chemical loss, slag.
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Nickel laterites are classified into three main
types; saprolite, nontronite, and limonite. Of
these, limonitic ores possess the lowest nickel
content, ranging from 0.8 to 1.5 wt%. It is
generally accepted that limonitic laterites are
suitable for hydrometallurgical treatment while
saprolitic laterites are suitable for
pyrometallurgical treatment, i.e. ferronickel
smelting. However, this perception is changing
and new projects (Reinecke and Lagendijk,
2007) are aiming to treat low-grade limonitic
ores by pyrometallurgical routes (Mudd, 2010)
to produce ferronickel. The simplicity of the
process, the nickel market, and new advances
in furnace technology, as briefly discussed
below, are the main incentives for smelting of
limonitic laterites.
Nickel in limonitic laterites is incorporated
in minerals containing elements such as Fe,
Co, Si, and Mg. Hydrometallurgical methods
basically handle the separation of nickel from
these elements through a complex process to
obtain nickel in pure form (Canterford, 1975).
Pyrometallurgical processing is simpler and
shorter as the product contains Ni, Fe, Co, and
Cu.
The nickel market is the other incentive for
ferronickel smelting from limonitic laterites.
About 70% of this nickel output is used in
iron-nickel based alloys such as stainless
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steels (Zevgolis, 2004), where Ni is added to
the bath of molten alloy as ferronickel rather
than high-priced metallic nickel. Hence
separation of nickel from iron through the
longer and more complicated
hydrometallurgical processes is not necessary.
In addition, the growing demand for
ferronickel and the gradual decline in highgrade saprolitic reserves will inevitably shift
the industry towards the smelting of low-grade
limonitic ores in the future.
Furthermore, recent advances in furnace
technology (Walker et al., 2009; Voermann et
al., 2004) have overcome, to a great extent,
difficulties related to the smelting of limonitic
ores, such as unfavourable slag composition
and high CO2 emissions. Energy costs per ton
of metal have decreased, thus compensating
for the low grades of limonitic ores. With
current technology and nickel market
conditions, ores with a nickel content of more
than 1% can be treated economically (Norgate,
2010). In the future, however, higher Ni prices
and new advances could lower the cut-off
grades.
This study investigated the feasibility of
ferronickel production from a low-grade
limonitic laterite ore. At the same time, it
focused on the nickel losses in the slag, which
is one of the major problems in ferronickel
smelting. Ferronickel slags typically contain
0.1–0.2% Ni and the nickel partition ratio
(percentage Ni in the ferronickel divided by
percentage Ni in the slag) is about 200 or

Laboratory-scale smelting of limonitic laterite ore from Central Anatolia
greater (Warner, et al., 2006). Nonetheless, the Ni recovery
does not exceed 95% at best because of the high volumes of
ferronickel slags. Laterites are not amenable to concentration
and all the ore, consisting of mainly gangue minerals, has to
be processed. Therefore, regardless of laterite type,
ferronickel smelting generates large volumes of slag (10–5 t
of slag per ton ferronickel). Although many studies have
been conducted on the smelting of laterites, nickel losses in
the slag have not been adequately addressed and remain a
challenge for the industry. An innovative method was used in
this study for the first time to separately quantify the
chemical and physical losses in the slag.

"%/<4;2<78:6

Limonitic laterite ore from the Sivrihisar region in Turkey
was used in the study. The run-of-mine (ROM) ore was
screened at 50 mm to reject large Ni-deficient rocks. The
undersize fraction was crushed to -1 mm, which was used in
the experiments. The chemical composition of the -50 mm
ore, determined by inductively coupled plasma–atomic
emission spectrometry (ICP-AES), is given in Table I.
Ukrainian coal was used as reductant. The particle size of
the coal was reduced to -1mm in accord with that of the ore.
The net calorific value and chemical analysis of the coal are
given in Table II.

  
The ore was calcined and prereduced prior to smelting. An
externally controlled muffle furnace was used for calcination.
The sample was heated at 700°C for 40 minutes in air to
completely remove chemically bound water and other
volatiles. A vertical tube furnace was used for prereduction.
Forty grams of calcined ore was mixed with a specified
amount of coal and charged into a cylindrical alumina
crucible. The sample was reduced at 1000°C for 40 minutes.
A gas mixture consisting of 70%N2–20%CO2–10%CO was
passed through the furnace at a flow rate of 50 ml/min.
Further information on the calcination and prereduction

behaviour of the ore has been published previously
(Keskinkılıç et al., 2012; Pournaderi et al., 2014).
The prereduced ore was then smelted at a desired
temperature to obtain ferronickel, using the same furnace
and crucible as used in the prereduction stage. The sample
was retained at the smelting temperature for a predetermined
time and then cooled to room temperature. No further coal
was added in the smelting step and the reduction process was
completed by the remaining (unreacted) coal from the
prereduction stage. During smelting, a gas mixture consisting
of CO (20 ml/min) plus CO2 (10 ml/min) was passed through
the furnace. Details of the gas supply system and the vertical
tube furnace are given in the following section. At the end of
each experiment, the crucible was broken to remove slag and
metal. Various views of a typical smelted sample are shown
in Figure 1.

  
The gas supply system is schematically presented in Figure
2a. The system consisted of three manometers and capillary
tubes. A manometer is shown in detail in Figure 2b. The
height of the coloured liquid (an aqueous solution of KMnO4)
in the column controlled the gas flow through the capillary
tube; the greater the height of liquid in the column, the
higher the gas flow rate through the capillary tube. The gas
mixture was sent to the vertical tube furnace, which is
schematically shown in Figure 3.
High-purity nitrogen (99.99%) and carbon dioxide
(99.5%) gases were used. Carbon monoxide gas was purified
by passing it over copper chips at 500°C.

  
The ferronickel button (see Figure 1) was readily obtained
after breaking the crucible. The sample was prepared by
standard metallographic methods and analysed by X-ray
fluorescence (XRF). The carbon and sulphur contents were
determined using a carbon/sulphur combustion analyser.
Slag was obtained as lumps which were crushed and ground
for X-ray diffraction (XRD) and chemical analyses. Prior to
the grinding, metallographic sections of some slag lumps
were prepared and investigated using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM).
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step, the residue from the first step was dissolved in an acid
mixture (HNO3+HCl+HF) and the solution was analysed by
AAS to determine the chemical losses in the slag.

<5+685=:7.=.;53+55;97
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The chemical composition of the slag was determined by
XRF. However, it was not possible to distinguish between
different oxidation states of the same elements (e.g. Fe3+ and
Fe2+) by XRF. This is particularly crucial in the current study,
since it is required to separately measure physical (Ni0) and
chemical (Ni2+) losses of nickel in the slag.
A unique two-step wet chemical technique was used to
separately measure the physical and chemical losses of nickel
in the slag. In the first step, physical losses were determined
by extraction of the metallic phases with bromine-methanol
solution (Pournaderi et al., 2014; Kinson, Dickeson, and
Belcher, 1968) and measurement of the dissolved metals by
atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AAS). In the second

The effect of coal addition on the ferronickel grade and losses
in the slag was investigated using 0, 7.5, 12.5, and 17.5% in
excess of the theoretical amount of coal required in the
prereduction stage to reduce all of the ferric iron (haematite)
to the ferrous state (wüstite) and all of the Ni and Co oxides
to the metallic form. The aim was to maximize Ni+Co
metallization while limiting the metallization of iron, thereby
ensuring a high-grade ferronickel product in the subsequent
smelting step. Chemical analysis of the prereduced samples
revealed that, depending on the coal amount, about 50–60%
of nickel and cobalt, and 5–10% of iron, was reduced to the
metallic form. The prereduced samples were smelted at
1500°C and retained for 30 minutes at this temperature.
The chemical compositions of the ferronickel products are
given in Table III. The major constituents were Fe, Ni, and Co,
with low amounts of C and impurities (mainly As and S).
Trace amounts of Cu, Si, Al, and P were also detected but are
not included in the analyses. The reduction of Cr, Al, and Si
oxides during ferronickel smelting is very limited because
ferronickel slags contain significant amounts of a less stable
oxide, i.e. iron oxide. Only P, S, Cu, and As can be readily
reduced and thus are expected to enter ferronickel. P and S
are eliminated in the refining step in the industrial process.
Copper does not cause any problems, but a high As
(> 0.15%) content is not acceptable in the stainless steel
industry (Zevgolis, 2004). Arsenic may be effectively

Table III
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removed by volatilization in the oxide or metallic form during
the calcination or prereduction processes, but more
experimental work is required to address the issue.
Figure 4 shows the variations in weight and grade of the
ferronickel product with excess coal addition. Iron was
reduced more extensively with higher coal additions, which
increased the mass of the ferronickel but also diluted the
nickel grade of the product.
The slags were composed mainly of Fe and Si oxides
(Table IV). A rough calculation revealed that only about 30%
of the Fe entered the ferronickel at best (experiment no. 4),
while the rest remained in the slag. As mentioned before, the
low levels of impurities in the alloy were ascribed to the high
FeO content of the slag.
The alumina contents of the slags were 2–3 times higher
than expected. The excess alumina entered from the crucible.
CaO, Cr2O3, MgO, and MnO were the other minor oxides in
the slag. In addition, TiO2, K2O, Sc2O3, ZnO, and NiO were
present in small quantities. Of these, Sc2O3 is valuable and
commercially important, but was lost in the slag.
Low- and high-magnification SEM micrographs of the
solidified slag are shown in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively.
The slag contained three phases; a dark grey matrix, light
grey strips, and a dendritic phase (labelled 1, 2, and 3,
respectively on Figure 5b). It can be seen that the dendritic
phase was mostly composed of fine particles of regular
shape. In addition, there were some entrapped ferronickel
particles, as seen in Figure 5c. The size of the ferronickel
particles rarely exceeded 25 m and was mostly in the
10–20 m range.
Energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS) analysis indicated
that the matrix was a Si-Fe-Al-rich oxide. Calcium was also
incorporated in this phase. The strip-like phase was a Si-Ferich oxide with minor Mg. The dendritic phase was a Cr-AlFe-rich oxide. From the EDS and XRD analyses of the slag,
the strip-like phase was found to be a kind of fayalite with
the formula Mg0.26Fe1.74SiO4. The background was probably
ferrosilite with the general formula FeSiO3. The Cr-Al-Fe-rich
phase could not be identified.

(;0+4<= "--<38=9-=<%3<55=39:6=97=81<=04:.<=:7.=#<;018=9-=81<
-<4497;3&<6=/49.+38

as ferronickel rather than in the pure form. Therefore,
consideration of the entrapped ferronickel in the slag, which
can be regarded as the sum of Fe, Ni, and Co physical losses,
can be helpful in understanding how the physical loss of each
element was affected by the process.
Variations of the physical loss of iron and entrapped
ferronickel with excess coal addition are plotted in Figure 6.
It is seen that the physical loss of iron increased when more
excess coal was added. The total metal (ferronickel) loss in
the slag followed the same pattern because iron formed the
majority of the physical losses. Hence the effect of coal
addition on the ferronickel loss also accounts for the physical
loss of iron.
As shown in Figure 7, ferronickel nucleated and grew
during the solid-state reduction (prereduction). These nuclei
joined together, coalesced, and settled during the subsequent
smelting to form a ferronickel pool. Nevertheless, some fine
and individual particles, which did not succeed in coalescing
with the other nuclei, remained suspended in the silicate
matrix and were physically lost in the slag. As the number of
nuclei increases, more individual particles are likely to
remain in the slag. In addition, the total number of nuclei is
directly proportional to the reduction potential during the
process, i.e. the coal amount. This could lead to increased
physical losses in the slag and could explain why entrapped
ferronickel (and physical loss of iron) increased with higher
coal additions.
The effect of coal addition on the physical loss of nickel
in the slag is shown in Figure 8. The effect may be explained
better by considering the average grade of the entrapped
ferronickel particles, which is also plotted. The average grade
of the entrapped ferronickel can be calculated as follows:

 
Metal losses in the slag comprise two types: physical (or
mechanical) loss, which is the loss as entrapped ferronickel
in the slag (see Figure 5c), and chemical loss, which is the
loss as dissolved metal oxide in the slag. Physical and
chemical losses of Fe, Ni, and Co are discussed below.

  
Although the physical losses of Fe, Ni, and Co were
determined individually, these elements were lost in the slag

Table IV
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Average grade of entrapped particles (wt%)=
(Entrapped Ni (wt%)
(Entrapped (Fe+Ni+Co)(wt%))×100

(;0+4<= :4;:8;97=9-=/15;3:6=6955=9-=;497=:7.=<784://<.=-<4497;3&<6=;7
56:0=#;81=<%3<55=39:6=:..;8;97

Comparison of Figure 8 with Figure 4 shows that the
grade of the ferronickel product and the average grade of the
entrapped ferronickel changed in the same manner, both
decreasing with increasing coal additions. A decrease in the
grade of the ferronickel product was accompanied by a
corresponding decrease in the average grade of the entrapped
ferronickel and physical loss of nickel. It was concluded that
physical loss of nickel was directly proportional to the grade
of the ferronickel.
Physical loss of cobalt was very low (15–18 ppm) and
was not affected significantly by the coal addition. This was
attributed to the low cobalt concentration in the ferronickel.
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and the same products with the same level of losses were
obtained.
In another test, the smelting temperature was lowered to
find the minimum required temperature. An experiment was
carried out at 1450°C with 5 minutes’ retention time, but the
sample did not melt completely and metal-slag separation
was not achieved. The second attempt was made at 1480°C,
but again the sample did not melt completely. Another
experiment (experiment 7) was carried out at the mid-point
between 1480 and 1500°C, i.e. 1490°C. The sample was kept
at this temperature for 5 minutes. This time, the sample
completely melted and ferronickel was obtained. Therefore, a
temperature between 1480 and 1490°C was the minimum
required temperature for complete smelting of the ore. The
results of this experiment are also included in Table V.
There was no meaningful difference between the results
of previous experiments at 1500°C and the experiment at
1490°C with 5 minutes’ retention time, particularly in terms
of losses in the slag. This showed that separation of the metal
from the slag was achieved soon after the temperature
reached 1490°C. Complete metal-slag separation was
achieved at 1490°C, while 1480°C was not high enough for
complete smelting. The full separation of the metal from the
slag was therefore achieved in a relatively short period of
time and in a restricted temperature range between 1480 and
1490°C.
In order to understand what was happening during the
course of smelting, the microstructures of the samples which
were treated at 1450 and 1480°C were examined under SEM.

Chemical loss of iron, which is in fact the FeO content of the
slag, was discussed previously (see Table IV). This section
deals with the chemical losses of nickel and cobalt. Chemical
losses of nickel and cobalt decreased with increasing coal
addition, as illustrated in Figure 9. The effect may be
explained as follows. Ferronickel was assumed to be in
chemical equilibrium with the slag. Therefore, the activity of
a component (Ni, Co) in the slag should be related to its
activity in the ferronickel. In addition, the activity of a
component in a solution (slag, ferronickel) is proportional to
the concentration of that component in the solution.
Consequently, the decreased Ni and Co chemical losses with
increasing coal addition can be ascribed to the lower Ni and
Co concentrations in the corresponding ferronickel product.

  
In these experiments, the aim was to determine the minimum
required retention time and temperature for the process. The
coal addition was chosen to be 12.5% in excess of the
theoretically calculated amount. This coal addition yielded a
ferronickel containing about 14.5 wt% (Ni+Co), which can be
commercially upgraded to 15–20 wt% (Ni+Co) after refining.
Two experiments were conducted at 1500°C with
retention times of 10 minutes and 1 minute. The results
(experiments no. 5 and 6, respectively) are summarized in
Table V. In comparison with the previous results (experiment
3), decreasing the retention time from 30 minutes to 10
minutes and even to 1 minute had no effect on the process,
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Their microstructures (Figure 10) were composed of
ferronickel aggregates within a slag matrix. The
microstructure of the slag matrix was very similar to that
observed in the completely melted samples (see Figure 5a),
indicating that the slag was molten at these temperatures
(1450 and 1480°C). These results suggested that the
incomplete metal-slag separation at 1450 and 1480°C
stemmed from the high melting point of the ferronickel
relative to that of the slag. In fact, the slag was molten but
the ferronickel was not.
The impact of the low-melting slag on the process was
twofold. Since the slag melted before the ferronickel,
ferronickel particles (nuclei) could move freely in the liquid
slag and easily coalesce during heating. The second impact
was that the slag should be heated to well above its liquidus
temperature on order to melt the ferronickel as well. The high
superheat resulted in an adequately fluid slag. This enabled a
quick and complete metal-slag separation within a restricted
temperature range between 1480 and 1490°C.

For further studies, a few kilograms of industrial
ferronickel and slag were obtained from the Larco smelter in
Greece. Sivrihisar laterite and Greek laterites (Halikia,
Skartados, and Neou-Syngouna, 2002; Zevgolis et al., 2010)
are alike in mineralogical and compositional terms.
The chemical composition of the Larco ferronickel and
slag, as given in Table VI, was similar to those obtained
experimentally. The main difference was the higher alumina
content of the experimental slags, which was ascribed to the
slag-crucible interaction in the experiments.
SEM micrographs of the Larco slag are shown in Figure
11. Being analogous to the experimental slags (see Figure 5),
the Larco slag was also composed of three phases: a Si-AlFe-Ca-rich matrix, Si-Fe-Mg-rich stripes, and Cr-Al-Fe-rich
particulates of regular shape. Entrapped ferronickel particles
were also observed in the slag (Figure 11b). They varied
from only a few micrometres to more than 350 m in size.
Physical and chemical losses in the industrial slag are given
in Table VII. The chemical losses were in the same range as
the experimental results, but the physical losses were much
greater in the industrial slag. The difference arose from
conditions prevailing in arc furnaces where, in contrast to the
experimental set-up, the ore is smelted on a very large scale
and the system is dynamic. Slag movements do not provide
the quiescent conditions required for metal particles to
coalesce.
A microstructural study of the Larco slag further revealed
that the Cr-rich particles may, to a large extent, have been
responsible for the physical losses of fine Fe-Ni particles in
the slag. With the exception of some large entrapped
ferronickel particles, in most of the cases fine particles were
entrapped among the Cr-rich particles (Figure 12). Some of
the ferronickel particles were deformed between the Cr-rich
particles and some, semicircular in shape, adhered to these
particles, indicating that the Cr-rich particles were solid when


Nickel losses can simply be calculated as follows:
Ni

Nickel losses (%) =
Ni

Ni

(Wslag×(Lch + Lph ))
×100
Nickel input

Ni

where Lch and Lph are weight percentages of the dissolved
(chemical loss) and the metallic nickel (physical loss) in slag,
respectively. In the current study, the nickel concentration
of the slags was about 0.01%. Under these circumstances,
0.4–0.7% of the nickel was lost in the slag, implying that
recoveries of about 99.5% were achieved. The nickel
concentration of industrial slags, however, is typically
0.1–0.2 wt% and the nickel recovery thus lies between
90–95%. That is, 5–10% of the nickel is lost in industrial
slags.
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* Higher nickel losses (1920 ppm) were reported by the smelter. The
difference may be related to sampling.

they came into contact with the liquid ferronickel droplets.
The high-melting-point Cr-rich particles were suspended
throughout the slag and acted as traps for fine ferronickel
particles.

®

,9736+5;975
The pyrometallurgical extraction of nickel from a Turkish
laterite ore was investigated. The main findings of this
research work are as follows.
® A ferronickel of acceptable grade was smelted from
low-grade limonitic laterite ore. However, more
experimental work is required to address the arsenic
content in the product
® During the smelting, almost all of the nickel, 90–95%
of the cobalt, and 30–40% of the iron in the ore were
reduced to yield a ferronickel containing from 12–18%
(Ni+Co)
® Coal addition was the key parameter that controlled the
grade of the product ferronickel. Increased coal

®

additions encouraged iron reduction, which in turn
diluted the product ferronickel and lowered its grade
Coal addition also controlled the physical loss of
ferronickel. The higher the coal addition, the higher the
physical loss
Smelting of limonitic laterite ore resulted in a slag with
a lower melting temperature than that of the
ferronickel. Accordingly, the melting point of the
ferronickel determined the minimum processing
temperature. The minimum temperature for successful
smelting was found to be in the range 1480–1490°C. A
short retention time (5 minutes) was sufficient to
achieve complete metal-slag separation at this
temperature
The physical loss of iron was proportional to the coal
addition, whereas the physical losses of nickel and
cobalt were directly proportional to the ferronickel
grade. Chemical losses of Fe, Ni, and Co decreased
when more coal was added to the charge.
The high-melting-point Cr-rich particles suspended in
the slag were the main source of the physical losses in
the industrial slag.
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BACKGROUND
The Precious metals Development Network (PMDN) of the DST’s
advanced metals initiative (AMI) programme will host the AMI’s
annual conference in 2017.
The AMI Precious Metals 2017 Conference will be held in association
with the Platinum 2017 Conference. The Platinum conference series
has covered a range of themes since inception in 2004, and
traditionally addresses the opportunities and challenges facing the
platinum Industry.
This AMI Precious Metals 2017 Conference will present a forum where
scientists and technologists can come together to learn and discuss the
latest advances in precious metals (platinum group metals and gold)
science and technology, under the broad themes of:

 Catalysis
 Materials
 Chemistry
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 To network and share information.
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Sponsorship opportunities are available. Companies wishing to
sponsor or exhibit should contact the Conference Co-ordinator.

OBJECTIVES
 To bring together researchers, industry and government
stakeholders to share and debate the latest trends, research and
innovtion in the precious metals field.

 To provide a forum for researchers and industry to present
progress made over the past few years on precious metal R&D
and applications.
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Calibration of a numerical model for
bore-and-fill mining
by D. Roberts

Bore-and-fill mining was implemented at a pilot site in Tau Tona mine’s
shaft pillar on 97 level. Observations, scan data, and measurements from
this site were used to calibrate an inelastic numerical model of bore-andfill mining within the Carbon Leader Reef (CLR).
Borehole breakout was found to occur around holes at the site as they
were bored. A strike-parallel exposure showed that fracturing within the
Carbon Leader stratum extended far beyond the breakout (up to 1.2 m
from the hole sidewall). This was confirmed by borehole camera
observations in a hole drilled on-reef through a bored-and-filled hole.
A Mohr-Coulomb strain-softening model was calibrated against the
observed fracturing. It was found that it was necessary to include
interfaces corresponding with CLR contacts to replicate the extent of
fracturing that was observed. The effect of hole position on breakout was
quantified by analysing hole scan data. Models with holes at various
positions, together with this data, were used to calibrate the upper and
lower CLR contact properties. A novel displacement-based method for
simulating breakout was developed for use on Carbon Leader models.
Although the breakout distributions were not precisely matched, the
modelled values lay within the extremes that were observed. Trends and
other features observed underground were also replicated.
Modelled stresses and measured stress histories showed similar
responses to the boring of nearby holes, but the magnitudes differed by
varying degrees in each stress component. The modelled subvertical stress
changes were generally lower than those measured, though both were
greater than those obtained from a virgin stress measurement in the fill. It
was noted that either measured value could be obtained by simply shifting
the measurement position in the model. The strike stresses correlated
reasonably well. Dip stresses were very different: measured tensile stresses
greater than the fill strength suggest that these measurements were
erroneous.
The result of this work is a calibrated plane strain model that can be
used to study the effects of geology, mining sequence, and fill properties
on the rock mass response to bore-and-fill mining.
 
bore-and-fill mining, borehole breakout, strain-softening model, stress
changes.

   
Tau Tona mine has historically experienced
damaging seismicity during attempts to extract
its high-grade, highly stressed shaft pillar
(Murphy, 2012). In an attempt to reduce the
potential for seismic events a new mining
method that involves the boring of largediameter holes on-reef has been trialled. The
rationale behind reef boring is that it reduces
the effective stoping height, thus limiting the
influence of the excavation on the surrounding
rock mass. This is particularly important in the
shaft pillar, as high deformation and closure
          

 

 

The feasibility of reef boring was considered
by Jager, Westcott, and Cook (1975). They
analysed various reefs in terms of deviation
from planarity, presenting charts and tables to
indicate optimal hole diameters in different
mining areas. Adams (1978) describes stoping
using a raiseboring machine on the Carbon
Leader Reef (CLR) at West Driefontein mine.
Holes were drilled adjacent to each other to
create a continuous slot between reef drives.
Pilot holes were bored and then used to guide
a raisebore reamer from the upper reef drive.
The completed slot is shown in Figure 1.

* CSIR, Johannesburg, South Africa.
© The Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy, 2017. ISSN 2225-6253. Paper received
Apr. 2016; revised paper received Jan. 2017.
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are associated with increased seismic hazard.
Optimization of the boring sequence and
in-hole support enable the extraction of as
much of the reef as possible, while minimizing
waste rock mining. Support must be installed
in such a way that workers are never required
to enter the holes. Filling the holes with a stiff,
strong material will achieve these goals.
Concrete, for example, has low porosity, can be
engineered to have high strength and
stiffness, and is easily poured or pumped into
the holes from service excavations.
This paper describes how observations and
measurements at a reef-boring pilot site were
used to calibrate nonlinear numerical models.
Initial models were calibrated based on
observations of breakout and additional
fracturing that was exposed when a raise was
mined along the axis of an existing hole. A
novel criterion for simulating breakout was
developed, based on displacement into the hole
and parallel to the minor stress axis. This
criterion was used with the calibrated model to
simulate the drilling and filling of a sequence
of five holes. Some of these holes were
instrumented with stress-change gauges and
some were scanned and surveyed. The in situ
data was compared with modelled outcomes.

Calibration of a numerical model for bore-and-fill mining
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It was observed that the first and last 0.5 m of each hole
showed very little damage. Spalling did not occur when holes
were bored into fractured (de-stressed) ground, while
extensive spalling occurred when holes were bored into
highly stressed, unfractured ground adjacent to the fractured
material. Breakout occurred while the holes were being
bored. Without filling, falls of ground (FOGs) occurred in the
slot and time-dependent damage was observed after
completing the slot.
It was concluded that fracturing was inevitable and that
no fill could prevent breakout. Simple calculations showed
that over 164 holes needed to be drilled before the fill would
start to take the full overburden load. Jager, Westcott, and
Cook (1975) commented that it would be necessary to fill the
holes with ‘a relatively incompressible material’ not more
than 2 m away from the hole being bored.
In the current work, it is acknowledged that the fill
cannot prevent fracturing, but it is emphasized that this is
not the intended purpose of the fill. The effectiveness of the
fill is not in sustaining the ‘full overburden load’, but in
reducing closure and limiting the stress transferred to the
abutments of the extracted reef zone. By doing this, the
occurrence of large-scale fractures at the edge of the extracted
zone will be prevented, and bed separation will be limited to
the extent that fallout does not occur in nearby service
excavations.

hangingwall is a medium-grained, slightly argillaceous
quartzite with occasional milky white quartz veins. Quartz
veins tend to be oriented NE-SW and either terminate on the
reef’s bottom contact or cut through the reef. No major
geological structures were observed. The Green Bar argillite
(Ryder and Jager, 2002) lies approximately 2.0 m above the
top reef contact. The basal Green Bar contact is not exposed,
so ground control problems associated with it were not
expected at the pilot site.
Map3D boundary element modelling was employed to
estimate the stress state. The stress gradient was specified to
correspond with previous virgin stress measurements at Tau
Tona (Hofmann, Scheepers, and Ogasawara, 2013). A model
of the shaft pillar area was analysed with interrogation grids
around the 97 level pillar. The following stress state was
obtained:
Reef-perpendicular stress:
Strike-parallel stress:
Dip-parallel stress:

107.5 MPa
0.44 × yy = 47.3 MPa
0.74 × yy = 79.6 MPa

Since the holes are drilled on-reef, the stress field is
oriented so that the major principal stress is perpendicular to
the hole axis and perpendicular to the Carbon Leader
contacts. For a section perpendicular to the hole axis, the
effective stress field is shown in Figure 3.

!  !
Initial holes were drilled at least five diameters apart,
resulting in no stress interaction between the holes. The
resulting breakout damage was consistent with observations
at West Driefontein, that is:
® The first and last 1.0–1.5 m of the hole were
undamaged
® Breakout was oriented along the minor principal stress
axis (i.e. in the horizontally opposed sidewalls)

D<8B@3@A7<8CA1;B@/>?=A<;C
 !! 
The pilot site for the boring and filling operations is on Tau
Tona mine within the shaft pillar on 97 level. The location of
the site is shown in Figure 2. The site is a 30 × 50 m pillar
created between two reef drives on strike and raises on dip.
The reef drives and raises are nominally 3.5 m × 3.5 m,
though the lower reef drive was up to 5 m wide, as the
northern sidewalls were sliped and the southern sidewalls cut
away to accommodate the boring machine.
The CLR is exposed in all these service excavations. The
average channel width exposed in the western raise is 24.9
cm, although scans from holes bored within the pillar
indicated thicknesses greater than 40 cm. The reef dips at
23°. The footwall is a medium- to coarse-grained, slightly
argillaceous quartzite containing footwall pebble bands. The
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Calibration of a numerical model for bore-and-fill mining
® Breakout occurred during drilling, with almost no timedependent failure being observed.
It was also noted that the fractures tended to break out
against the upper CLR contact. This was particularly evident
in hole 12 (Figure 4). The extent of breakout was found to
vary considerably between holes, and even along the length
of some holes. Many of the holes were scanned to quantify
the extent, shape, and volume of the breakout. In the
following discussions the breakout volume for a given
section is expressed in m3/m, that is, volume broken out per
metre of hole length. This is equivalent to the broken out
area (in m2) for that section.
Figure 5 shows the condition of hole 10 as is viewed from
the southern reef drive. The hole profiles generated for the
southernmost 6 m of the hole are also shown.
Figure 6 shows a photograph of the same hole taken from
the northern reef drive, along with the topmost hole profiles.
It was found that this hole was drilled, initially, where the
CLR package was relatively thick, resulting in significant
breakout extending all the way to the CLR contacts (up to
0.18 m3/m). The hole then deflected upwards, so much so
that the upper part of the hole was drilled entirely into
hangingwall quartzite. In this region the breakout was less
than was typically observed in holes drilled entirely in CLR
(0.025 to 0.045 m3/m).

The breakout volumes, cumulated from the start of each
hole, for a selection of the scanned 660 mm diameter holes
are presented in Figure 7. Holes 17 and 18 show very
different levels of breakout to all the other holes. Hole 17 was
drilled between holes 14 and 11, which were so closely
spaced that the concrete in these holes was exposed in the
sides of hole 17. At this point not enough stress had been
regenerated in the fill for breakout to occur. Only towards the
top of the hole, where the hourglass pillar was larger and the
rock mass was exposed, was there breakout around hole 17.
Hole 18 was drilled adjacent to hole 10, effectively in the
abutment created by the 11-17-14-10 sequence. This region
was highly stressed, as reflected by the high volume that was
broken out. The geometry of the holes in this sequence is
shown in Figure 8.
The lateral (horizontal) extent of the breakout was also
measured in each of the scanned holes. The maximum
breakout length was measured on both sides of the hole. This
data was revealing, particularly for holes that were drilled
close to previously drilled and filled holes.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of the breakout extent on
either side of hole 18, which was drilled adjacent to hole 11.
Initially the damage was concentrated on the western side of
the hole, with almost no damage occurring in the small pillar
separating holes 18 and 11. This is consistent with the
observation of Adams (1978), indicating that the pillar had

.=37@BC -:A?A3@>2:CA6C:A9BC0$C6@A5C?:BC;A7?:B@<C@BB6C8@=/B
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;:A+<C=<C@B8C><8C197B,C@B;2B4?=/B9(
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the hole approaches the upper reef contact (from 550 to 620
mm). It also appears that the breakout is greater when the
top of the hole coincides with the upper contact (around
-90 mm). The breakout is lower than average when the hole
centreline coincides with the upper and lower reef contacts
(-240 and 240 mm), and when the hole is located entirely
outside of the reef package (y > 560 mm).
This data indicates that damage is increased when the top
or bottom of the hole coincides with the reef contacts, in
particular the upper reef plane. The breakout shape (Figure
11) show that damage extends from the sidewalls of the hole
all the way up to the reef contact.
Subsequent investigation revealed that the extent of
fracturing greatly exceeded that indicated by breakout alone.
A hole was bored in the planned position of a reef raise in an
attempt to de-stress this region. Given the high stresses in
the area the risk of strain-bursting, particularly in tunnel
sidewalls, was considered a potential hazard. When the reef
raise was created using conventional drill-and-blast methods
the full extent of fracturing around the hole was revealed
(Figure 12). ‘Onion-skin’ fracturing was observed within the
reef package up to one hole diameter (660 mm) distant from
the sidewall of the hole. The extent of breakout (material
detaching from the rock mass and falling into the hole) was
limited compared to the extent of fracturing.
It was suggested that the extra fracturing around the hole
could have been caused by stress induced by the advancing
face of the raise. To confirm that these fractures were present
prior to mining of the raise, an exploration hole was drilled
on-reef through a bored-and-filled hole. The discontinuity
distribution inferred from borehole camera videos is shown
in Figure 13. Fractures in the sidewall of the raise dominate

.=37@BC->&=575CB&?B<?CA6C9>?B@>9C1@B>*A7?CA<C?:BCB>;?C><8C+B;?
;=8B;CA6C:A9BC0#C6A@CB>4:C5B?@BCA6C:A9BC9B<3?:C<;B?;CC1@B>*A7?C;:>2B
>;C;BB<C6@A5C?:BC;A7?:B@<C@BB6C8@=/B

failed and was de-stressed, and that the adjacent rock mass
was highly stressed. As Figure 8 shows, the distance
between the two holes (and therefore the pillar width)
gradually increased. In response to this, damage on the
western side decreased, while damage in the pillar increased.
At a distance of 18 m from the southern hole collar the
breakout was symmetrical, indicating that the stress was
evenly distributed between the pillar and the abutment. From
this point onwards the pillar was wide enough to sustain
significant stress and the extent of breakout was greater here
than in the abutment.
The effect of the hole position relative to the reef was
examined. Holes 10 and 18, both of which deviated
significantly from the reef position, were evaluated in more
detail. The extent of breakout for these holes is plotted
against the approximate vertical position of the hole (relative
to the centreline of the reef package) in Figure 10. Since
these holes were drilled in different stress regimes, the
breakout volume is normalized to the average breakout along
the length of each hole. The general trend is a decrease in
failure volume as the hole position moves away from the
reef; however, there is also an increase when the bottom of
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up to 3.2 m. A high-stress region (breakout with few
discontinuities) is evident from 3.2 to 6 m. The region (6 to
7.2 m) adjacent to the hole (7.2 to 7.7 m) is highly fractured,
as is the region from 8.6 to 9.3 m, which is adjacent to
another hole. This confirms that the fracture zone extends up
to 1.2 m away from the edges of bored holes.

14 when they were filled. These instruments show stress
changes in a single plane. Two sets were installed in each
hole. One set was mounted such that the subvertical and dip
stresses were recorded (XZ) and the other in the plane of the
subvertical and strike stresses (YZ). In this layout the
following conventions apply: X is parallel to dip (parallel to
hole axis, pointing down the hole); Y is parallel to the strike
direction (horizontal, pointing east); and Z is 23° down-dip
of vertical (i.e. perpendicular to the hole axis and the
horizontal strike direction).
The readings were processed so that the major (P) and
minor (Q) principal stresses were calculated in the XZ and YZ
planes. The measurement histories up to the boring of hole
19 are shown in Figure 16 (hole 10) and Figure 17 (hole
14).
The instruments show reasonable reactions to the drilling
of nearby holes. Hole 10 shows a significant reaction to the
drilling of the hole 14 pilot, and a similar reaction to the
reaming of the hole. The boring of hole 17 had a small
influence, while hole 18 caused significant stress change.
Hole 14 also showed a relatively small reaction to hole 17,
and a significant change when hole 10 was bored. A portion
of the XZ record from hole 14 was corrupted and not used in
the analysis of this data. The high tensile stresses recorded
in the XZ plane of hole 10 are also questionable.
A hole was drilled into the fill emplaced in hole 10
around four months after the completion of hole 18 (hole 24
was being bored at the time). Absolute stress measurements
were done using the compact conical borehole overcore
(CCBO) stress measurement method (Sugawara and Obara,
1999). The concrete core often broke up during overcoring,
requiring repeated measurements. The measured strain
changes were averaged to provide a complete stress tensor
(Figure 18). The major principal stress is very close to strataperpendicular, the intermediate stress (54% of 1) is
oriented approximately east-west (i.e. parallel to strike), and

!!! !  ! 

! ! !!
Vibrating wire stress gauges were installed in holes 10 and
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A sequence of holes that were drilled close to each other was
modelled.
Figure 14 shows the geometry of the holes as viewed
from the lower reef drive towards the west side of the test
site. The five 660 mm diameter holes 10 to 18 were
modelled. The larger diameter holes 5 and 1 are far enough
from this sequence to be ignored in the modelling. The
‘VWSG’ labels indicate that vibrating wire stress gauges were
installed in holes 10 and 14.
In addition to the stress measurements, holes 10, 14, 17,
and 18 were scanned along their entire lengths, allowing
quantification of the damage in each hole, and providing
accurate geometries of these holes. Hole 17 was filled for
only half its length, allowing observation of the hole
condition after the drilling of hole 18 from the top drive.
After hole 18 was drilled, some spalling was observed in the
western sidewall of hole 17 (Figure 15).

Calibration of a numerical model for bore-and-fill mining
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the minor stress is roughly parallel to dip. The minor stress
has a particularly high uncertainty, ranging from 0.3 to
22.3 MPa.
The CCBO and VWSG measurements are discussed and
compared with the model results in a later section.
Virgin stress conditions were estimated from the results
of Map3D modelling of the shaft pillar area.
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Borehole breakout occurs when cylindrical holes are drilled in
a pre-stressed rock mass. In an idealized triaxial stress field,
where the intermediate principal stress is oriented parallel to
the hole axis, high tangential shear stresses are developed
along the borehole sidewalls oriented parallel to the minor
principal stress axis. Failure will either take the form of
conjugate fracture zones which intersect at some distance
from the borehole wall (Haimson and Song, 1993), or
extensile fracturing sub-parallel to the borehole wall and
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parallel to the major compressive stress direction (Ewy and
Cook, 1990; Lee and Haimson, 1993; Sellers and Klerck,
2000). The former results in wedge-shaped fallout bounded
by shear fractures, and generally occurs in weak sedimentary
rocks. The latter is typical in strong brittle rocks, and has the
appearance of buckled slabs that spall away from the free
face. This type of extensile fracturing is typically observed
around deep-level gold mining excavations (Ortlepp, 1997).
Tensile and ‘remote’ fractures may also occur, depending on
the magnitude of the confining stress (Carter, Lajtai, and
Yuan, 1992), although these are not expected for isolated
holes at depth (Roberts, 2001).
Breakout around a large-scale underground excavation
was studied in detail at the AECL Mine-by experimental
tunnel (Read, 1994; Martin and Read, 1996; Martin, 1997).
Hajiabdolmajid, Kaiser, and Martin (2002) successfully
simulated damage around the Mine-by tunnel using a
cohesion-weakening and frictional-strengthening strainsoftening (CWFS) model implemented in the FLAC program
(Figure 19). The model was implemented using user-defined
FISH functions. This model has subsequently been
implemented in the main FLAC and FLAC3D codes.
Sellers and Klerck (2000) performed tests on cubes of
quartzite and norite containing a cylindrical hole drilled
halfway through the samples. Solid and layered samples were
tested. They were able to replicate the fractures observed in
the tests using a Mohr-Coulomb strain-softening discrete
fracture algorithm implemented in the Elfen finite/discrete
element code. It was found that the presence of layers
significantly altered the fracture patterns, resulted in more
fracturing than was observed in the solid blocks (Figure 20).
The fracturing also tended to be constrained by the layers,
that is, fractures did not penetrate through the layer
boundaries.
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! 
Initial modelling with FLAC did not produce satisfactory
results. The fracture patterns around the hole tended to
follow the rectilinear mesh (Figure 21) and did not resemble
the natural breakout patterns shown above (Figure 19 and
Figure 20). The mesh structure, command syntax, and FISH
implementation of FLAC and FLAC3D differ significantly.
Since the intention was ultimately to extend the modelling
work into three dimensions, it was decided that it would be
more efficient to use FLAC3D to construct and analyse all the
models.
Plane strain modelling was done in FLAC3D by extruding
2D meshes made up of triangular zones into 3D prismshaped zones. The result is a model that is one element thick,
with the zone thickness corresponding to the 2D zone edge
length in the area of interest. Plane strain conditions were
imposed by constraining all grid-points in the out-of-plane
(z) direction. The CWFS (Mohr-Coulomb with strainsoftening) material model was used to simulate the failure
around the holes. Interfaces were used to represent the CLR
contacts.
All models are constructed on the same basic template. A
solid square block of sufficient size is defined and a fine
mesh zone (FMZ) is specified where failure is expected to
occur. The block is meshed uniformly in the FMZ and the
zone sizes gradually increased towards the boundaries. The
model is assigned sliding constraints along three boundaries.
A pressure load is applied along the top boundary
corresponding to the major principal stress. The x
(horizontal) axis in these models corresponds with the strike
of the reef. The y axis is the upwards normal to the strata.
This axis is offset from vertical by an angle equal to the dip
of the strata. Initial stresses that correspond to the major and
minor principal stresses are applied throughout the model.
Gravity loading is not applied. Geometry features are included
in a number of these models. Most commonly, a pair of
horizontal lines representing the Carbon Leader contacts are
specified. In other models, strata are defined in a similar way
          

at regular spacings above and below the reef. In some of
these models the hole profiles are also defined. Strainsoftening materials are specified in the FMZ and elastic
materials elsewhere. The zones on either side of contact
planes are separated and the planes are assigned MohrCoulomb strain-softening properties.
It was noted above that the extent of fracturing greatly
exceeds the observed breakout volume. The model needs to
replicate this observation. Fracturing in the CWFS model is
expressed as the accumulation of so much plastic strain that
the affected zones reach ‘zero’ (very low) cohesion. While it
is intuitively attractive to remove and replace these failed
zones with fill, such an approach will over-estimate the
extent of breakout. A novel criterion is required to determine
which zones should be removed to replicate the observed
breakout.
As failure occurs around the periphery of the hole, the
damaged material moves into the hole. The extent of this
movement will decrease with distance from the surface of the
hole. Examination of various displacement parameters
indicated that the displacement contours resemble the shape
of breakout observed underground. The magnitude of the
displacement vector pointing into the hole and the
displacement in a direction parallel to the minor stress
(towards the hole centre) were examined as potential
candidate criteria. It was found that the x-displacement
contours quite closely mimic the typical breakout shape.
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The literature suggests that a Mohr-Coulomb strainsoftening (CWFS) model will accurately model the extent of
damage around circular holes in a biaxial stress field. Sellers
and Klerck (2000) showed that the presence of contact planes
influences the fracturing, tending to constrain the damage
between these planes. This was also observed between CLR
contacts at the pilot site. The model should be able to
replicate this trend.

Calibration of a numerical model for bore-and-fill mining
Experimentation with these criteria and various other
permutations (for example, zone deactivated if plastic strain
and displacement criterion are exceeded) showed that the
displacement perpendicular to the major stress, expressed as
a ratio of the distance to the centre of the hole, provided the
best approximation of the breakout volume and shape.
Absolute displacement in the same direction gave similar
results, but the displacement ratio criterion allowed greater
control, particularly at higher criterion values.
Table I shows how the breakout shape and volume vary
with the value of the displacement ratio criterion. For a
displacement ratio of 10-4, zones not involved in the breakout
process are deactivated, which is not realistic. At a ratio of 5
× 10-4, the breakout resembles the extreme cases observed
underground. This value represents a practical maximum
value of breakout (0.42 m3/m). The maximum observed
breakout of 0.63 m3/m cannot be achieved with this material
set or deactivation criterion. For ratios greater than 0.15 less
breakout occurs than was observed, so this serves as an
upper limit for this criterion. At a value of 0.29 no zones are
deactivated. The criterion needs to be recalibrated for
different property sets. The deactivation criterion is not,
strictly speaking, a material property since its ideal value
depends on the deformation mechanics of the model. It is
nevertheless reasonable to assign different critical values to
different materials.
The deactivation procedure is initiated after a stable
solution is obtained by the FLAC3D ‘unbalanced force ratio’
criterion. After the zones are deactivated they are reinitialized and assigned the properties of the fill material in a
single step. No timestepping occurs between deactivating the
zones and reactivating them as fill.
It is essential that the filling procedure does not
significantly alter the stress distribution around the hole, or
induce significantly more damage during subsequent cycling.
An algorithm was developed that averages the stress
components in the zones that are to be deactivated. These
averaged stresses are applied as initial stresses in all fill
zones when these zones are reactivated. This algorithm
resulted in a less disturbed stress distribution than applying
zero stress in the fill zones. Further experimentation revealed
that applying a factor to the averaged stresses was even more
effective in reducing the stress disturbance. The optimal
factor for the models discussed in this paper was –0.1. This
equates to the application of a small tensile stress within the
fill.


The unknown parameters in this study include the internal
cohesion, internal friction angle, and plastic strain-to-failure
of the hangingwall, footwall, and CLR strata. The properties
of the contacts between the CLR and surrounding quartzites

will also affect the extent of failure and breakout. The initial
assumed rock mass material properties were obtained from
back-analysis of laboratory experiments by Roberts (2012).
The strength (cohesion) was reduced to between 48 and 58%
of laboratory values, in accordance with York (1998), to
represent in situ rock mass properties. For the contact planes,
Sellers and Klerck (2000) used a friction angle of 30° (and
zero cohesion) between rock layers to simulate laboratory
experiments.
The deviation of some of the holes into the surrounding
quartzites provided valuable data that could be used to
calibrate material properties and contact parameters. Based
on the measured breakouts and observed fracturing the
calibration criteria in Table II are used.
For the geology shown in Figure 12, fracturing extending
one hole diameter away from the edge of the borehole is
expected. The breakout volume for this hole is not known,
but is assumed to be typical (0.08 to 0.12 m3/m). A model
was created to simulate the damage around this hole. The
photographs were digitized and the strata positions traced to
replicate these contacts as accurately as possible.
The resulting cohesion distribution using set xR model
parameters is shown in Figure 22. The extent of fracturing is
similar to that observed underground. Penetration of the
fractures into the stratum below the CLR is also replicated,
particularly further away from the hole. The ‘onion-skin’
nature of the fractures is not replicated in the model.
Fractures form a lattice that we would more typically expect
to see in 2D models of pillar fracturing. This is a feature of
this implementation of Mohr-Coulomb strain softening. As
noted above, the intention here is not to precisely replicate
the shape of the fracturing, but to match the extent of
fracturing so that the resulting stress redistribution and
deformation are simulated.
Modelling the strata around this hole with various
material and contact property sets provided simple guidelines
for further calibration. It was found necessary to reduce the

Table II
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Isolated hole in a single material
(hangingwall or footwall)

0.02

0.06

Isolated hole in centre of reef

0.04

0.18

Isolated hole with top contact
coinciding with top of hole

0.04

0.20

Isolated hole with top contact
coinciding with bottom of hole

0.05

0.13

Elsewhere, including locations
where the bottom contact
coincides with bottom of hole

0.02

0.10

Table I
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Calibration of a numerical model for bore-and-fill mining
evident that the holes deviate significantly from the reef
package, and are not consistently parallel. Cross-sections
(along strike) at different positions result in very different
geometries along the length of the holes.
The 3D model in Figure 24 was cut through by a series of
planes oriented approximately perpendicular to the hole axes
and spaced 1.5 m apart over the length of the hole. The
individual slice geometries were meshed in two dimensions
and analysed using the calibrated properties obtained above.
Recall that hole 17 was half-filled from the southern (lower)
reef drive. The hole was therefore not filled in the models
representing the upper half of the hole profiles.
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Table III

The fill material was extensively tested using specimens
prepared in a laboratory setting and core obtained from fill
emplaced in holes at the pilot site. The resulting average
material properties are given in Table III.
The plastic strain at which the minimum cohesion is
attained (plastic strain-to-failure) was set to the same value
as the rock mass.
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! !
The holes in this sequence are shown in Figure 24. It is
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Young’s modulus

34.6 GPa

Poisson’s ratio

0.24

Density

2160 kg/m

3

Initial cohesion

30 MPa

Minimum cohesion

0.1 MPa

Initial friction angle

35°

Maximum friction angle

40.4° (at one-tenth of maximum plastic strain)

Maximum dilation angle 10°
Tensile strength
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CLR internal friction angle from that of the host rock (from
48° to 40°) to obtain the extent of fracturing observed. The
damage could not be matched by reducing UCS, tensile
strength, or plastic strain-to-failure. It was necessary to
include contacts. Without contacts, even greatly weakening
the CLR material properties did not result in a degree of
fracturing similar to that observed. It was found that a
minimal value of contact cohesion (0.5 MPa) on all contacts
produced the best approximation to the observed fracturing.
Appropriate values for contact friction were generally quite
low (15–30°) relative to those previously employed in the
literature.
With these basic features of the fracturing and breakout
successfully approximated, more detailed features observed
at the pilot site were used to fully calibrate the model.
The effect of the vertical hole position was examined by
varying the hole position relative to the CLR stratum in a
standard model. The intention was to match the trends
evident in Figure 10. In this model, only the top and bottom
CLR contacts were modelled. Experiments with multiple strata
contacts in the footwall and hangingwall showed that
excessive breakout and failure occurred unless the contacts
were exceptionally strong (Ø>45°, C0>5 MPa). They are
therefore treated as ‘welded’ and not modelled as interfaces.
Given the asymmetry in the response when the hole
approaches the upper and lower CLR contacts, different
properties are assigned to these, with the upper contact
expected to be weaker or to have a lower friction angle.
In this model the hole is not predefined and can be bored
at any position in the model FMZ. To assess the variability
imposed by the underlying mesh geometry, the model was
run with the hole placed randomly. The resulting distribution
of breakout volume as a function of vertical (y) position is
shown in Figure 23. The expected envelope of breakout
volumes observed underground is included in the vertical
position graph.
Most of the breakout values fall within the expected
envelope for the vertical position graph. The breakout where
the hole bottom coincides with the upper contact slightly
exceeds the expected maximum, and the lowest values tend
to be lower than the expected minimum of 0.02 m3/m. Some
variability is evident, as holes with similar elevations show
different breakout levels. In the ‘typical’ range (0–0.06 m3/m)
this variability can be as high as 0.02 m3/m.
The material models and contact properties given for
property set S8 (upper CLR: Ø=40°, C0=0.5 MPa, lower CLR:
Ø=30°, C0=0.5 MPa) were used in the subsequent modelling.

Calibration of a numerical model for bore-and-fill mining
! 
The distribution of breakout and damage along the length of
the holes is now examined in detail. In the following
discussion, ‘length’ refers to distance from the southern reef
drive. The coloured regions indicate material that has been
replaced with fill at the end of the relevant stage and
correspond with the hole profile plus the expected breakout.
The colours in each stratum (CLR, hangingwall, and footwall)
also vary as the filling algorithm assigns filled groups
according to the rock mass group to which the material
originally belonged.

S-curve as it moves slightly away from hole 10 and then
abruptly curves towards it and deviates sharply upwards. The
modelled and observed distributions of breakout volume are
compared in Figure 27. Breakout shapes are compared in
Table V. The observed breakout is quite variable initially, and
tends to become limited to the western sidewall when the
distance to hole 14 reduces. The model shows the opposite
trend, with more breakout in the damaged eastern sidewall. It
appears that the deactivation algorithm is allowing too much
breakout in the hangingwall layer. The critical displacements
in the different material layers are not well calibrated for this
particular situation.

  
Hole 10 is an isolated hole that deviates upwards so that it
lies entirely in the hangingwall at the northern reef drive. At
this point the bottom of the hole is around 200 mm above the
upper reef contact. The modelled and observed distributions
of breakout volume are compared in Figure 25. Table IV
compares the breakout shapes. The largest modelled
breakouts occur when the hole is in the centre of the reef and
the upper contact coincides with hole bottom. This conforms
to expected behaviour (Figure 23) but appears to be offset (in
terms of the length axis) from the underground scan data.
Lower modelled breakouts occur when the hole is located in
the hangingwall, as observed in the scans. The breakout
shapes show similar trends, but there is a mismatch at 12 to
18 m. It appears that the actual hole is no longer influenced
by the reef contact, while the modelled breakout is clearly
affected and reaches a maximum at this point. This is due to
the positions of the actual and modelled holes (relative to the
CLR contact) being slightly different. Shifting the model
result to the left gives much better parity.
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Hole 11 is far enough from hole 10 to ensure that induced
stresses will be low, and therefore little additional breakout is
expected. The hole is located in the reef package for its entire
length, so a reasonably uniform distribution of breakout is
expected. This is confirmed in Figure 26. The average
breakout is 0.10 m3/m. This hole was not scanned, so no
data is available for comparison.

  
Hole 14 is bored initially between holes 10 and 11 and then
deviates upwards and towards hole 10. The hole follows an
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Table IV
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Calibration of a numerical model for bore-and-fill mining
  
In reality and in the models, hole 17 shows breakout only
towards the top of the hole, where the distance between holes
17 and 14 increases sufficiently for breakout to occur.
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Figure 28 shows that damage occurs in the western side
of the unfilled hole 17 when hole 18 is drilled, as was
observed on site (Figure 15).

  
Hole 18 is bored in the highly stressed region adjacent to
hole 11. The hole dips into the footwall, gradually at first and
then, from around 21 m length, quite abruptly. The gap to
hole 11 increases from zero to about 0.8 m at the northern
reef drive.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of breakout extents and
the breakout shapes along the length of the hole. Breakouts
are compared in Table VI and Figure 29.
Breakout around hole 18 shows a general increase from
the southern drive up to a maximum at 12 m by observation,
and at 22 m in the model. As the distance between the holes
increases, the breakout volume increases up to the point
where the hole dips down rather abruptly into the footwall,
whereupon the hole straddles the lower reef contact and
breakout volume decreases. The observed and modelled
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Table V
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expressed as closure. Closure provides a measure of the
extent to which the surrounding rock mass is disturbed by
the mining operation and, as a relative measure, indicates the
potential for seismic energy release. Closure in this instance
is measured as the change in y displacement at horizons 1.5
m above and below the reef centreline. This envelope was
chosen as it corresponds to the height of the reef drives at
either end of the holes. The closures at the southern and
northern reef drives were extracted from the model results
and are presented in Figure 31. Both histories show the
greatest increases in closure over stages where significant
failure occurs. For example, after boring hole 14 the rock
mass spanning all holes (plus the fractured zone around
holes 10 and 11) has failed.

=;47;;=A<
breakout shapes are generally very similar, but the
magnitudes differ, particularly when the hole dips.

! ! !! 
The stresses measured by the VWSGs are compared with
modelled stresses in Figure 30. In these graphs the major
measured stresses from each VWSG pair are averaged. The
principal measured stresses were oriented approximately on
dip, on strike, and perpendicular to the reef plane, which
allows us to compare the xx, yy, and zz stresses directly with
the measured stresses. CCBO measurements are shown in the
graph for hole 10.
In hole 10, the measured subvertical (reef-perpendicular:
yy) stresses are up to 35 MPa higher than those modelled.
Both the model and VWSGs give higher stresses than the
CCBO measurement: the CCBO reading is around half that of
the VWSG. The strike stresses (xx) show better correlation,
differing by only 3.7 MPa in the final stage. These values
approximately correspond with the lower error bracket of the
CCBO reading. The dip stress (zz) according to the VWSG is
tensile, while the CCBO and model results indicate
compressive stresses of up to 22.3 MPa and 25.4 MPa,
respectively. All components in hole 14 are reasonably well
matched, but the subvertical (yy) stress measured in
response to the boring of hole 18 is much greater than that
modelled.

 !
The deformation in response to the boring of holes is

The extent of simulated breakout is generally consistent with
that observed underground; however, the distribution of
breakout along the length of the hole is not faithfully
replicated. The effect of the vertical position of the hole is
clearly discernible in the results, as is the increased fallout
volume and asymmetric breakout around the more highly
stressed hole (hole 18). The absence of fallout in the hole
bored between filled holes (hole 17) is also replicated, with
damage occurring later when the adjacent hole was bored.
The differences in breakout volume are partially explained by
the variability of the geology and differences in the relative
positioning of the holes.
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Calibration of a numerical model for bore-and-fill mining
The correlation between measured and simulated stresses
was inconsistent. The VWSG-measured dip stresses were
tensile, which does not correspond with the modelled stresses
or those measured by CCBO. The strike stresses were in
reasonable agreement with the measured stresses. Strataperpendicular stresses measured by VWSG were higher than
those modelled, and both were higher than those measured
using CCBO. The measured subvertical and strike stress
changes correspond well with the boring of nearby holes, but
the measured magnitude of the subvertical changes appears
to be higher than the modelled value. Stresses within the
models varied considerably: from 131 MPa to 47 MPa in hole
10. Shifting the position of the measurement to the west in
the model would give values much closer to those measured
with the VWSGs, while shifting the position to the east would
give values closer to the CCBO measurements. For the
purposes of forward modelling it is sufficient that the stress
gradient captures both the maximum and minimum values
indicated by the instruments.
Closure histories showed that closure increases with the
effective excavated span. The closure increases most abruptly
when large volumes of rock mass fail. The decreasing closure
increments indicate that the system is becoming more stable.
Even when a hole (18) is drilled outside of the filled region,
the closure increment is small compared to the increments
recorded while creating the initial span (10-11-14).
The correlations obtained here are believed to be
sufficient for forward modelling. It is re-emphasized that the
breakout deactivation algorithm is not suitable for general
use, and needs to be calibrated according to the context in
which it is to be used.

CCBO and by the model. Since there is no obvious mechanism
for generating tensile stresses in this situation, it is
suggested that the VWSG reading for this component be
discounted.
Further work will focus on implementing the systems
described here in a fully three-dimensional model. Variations
in the out-of-plane (dip) stress and geometry can then be
accounted for. A more thorough set of sensitivity analyses
will be done and forward modelling will be employed (in 2D
and 3D) to determine the optimal extraction sequence and fill
parameters.
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Further development of a chemistry
proxy for geometallurgical modelling at
the Mogalakwena mine
by R.P. Schouwstra*, D.V. de Vaux†, and Q. Snyman‡

The Mogalakwena platinum mine is Anglo American Platinum's flagship
opencast operation and has been the focus of numerous optimization
studies. The initial outcomes of a geometallurgical programme were
reported on in 2013. This paper further describes the development of a
geochemical proxy to identify different ore types at the operation and link
these with various metallurgical parameters, with the aim of optimizing
the value chain. At Mogalakwena, all blast-hole samples are submitted for
chemical analysis by XRF prior to blasting, thus allowing the ore to be
stockpiled and treated according to grade. This paper demonstrates that it
would be possible to use the chemical data to stockpile and process ores
according to ore type (rock type and grade), since preliminary results
indicate that the metallurgical characteristics (e.g. hardness, flotation
characteristics, rheology, etc.) are linked to rock composition, which
defines rock types. This investigation formed part of the geometallurgical
programme at Mogalakwena. The final objective of the programme focuses
on risk mitigation with improved production forecasts and full
implementation of the principles of geometallurgy, resulting in the
optimization of metallurgical treatment and adding value to the bottom
line.
82"!3.&Platreef, geometallurgy, geochemistry, domains, discriminant analyses, ore
type.

7+0.3&#*0/3+
Various studies of the Platreef, in the northern
limb of the Bushveld Complex, have
highlighted the complexity of the reef and its
mineralization (Wagner, 1926; White, 1994;
Kinnaird et al., 2005; Holwell, 2006; Holwell
and McDonald, 2006). Most studies have
focused on the southern exposures – the major
mining area during the earlier years of mining
the Platreef, with a smaller number of studies
undertaken on the areas to the north. In the
southern area the Platreef rests on the
sediments of the Transvaal Supergroup
(banded iron formation and dolomites),
whereas further north the footwall to the reef
consists of granofels and Archaean granites
(Figure 1).
As described by Schouwstra et al. (2013)
the footwall to the reef has had a major impact
on the Platreef composition, resulting in the
presence of various ore types, each with
certain metallurgical characteristics. The study
by Schouwstra et al. (2013) described the
dominance of four major ore types based on
          

® Pyroxenite, described by Holwell and
McDonald (2006) as the best preserved
‘primary’ style of mineralization of the
Platreef. The mine geologists use the
term ‘feldspathic pyroxenite’ where the
feldspar content is more than 10%. This
definition is not internationally
recognized, and Nex et al. (2006)
propose to limit the use of the term to
rocks in which the feldspar occurs
interstitial to the pyroxene, rather than
in a cumulus texture. They recommend
the restriction of this term to material
containing less than 20% feldspar. At
higher feldspar contents, the rock should
be classified as a melanorite or noriite.
Pyroxenite is the dominant ore type at
the Mogalakwena North operation and
exhibits favourable metallurgical
characteristics
® Parapyroxenite, compositionally a highly
variable rock type, both in mineral
content and appearance. This
classification is also not an
internationally accepted rock term.
Originally the term was used to describe
a hybrid pyroxenite resulting from the
assimilation of copious amounts of
footwall (dolomite) by the intruding
Bushveld magma, but over the years the
term parapyroxenite has been applied
more frequently to describe rock types
that are highly altered and difficult to
identify. The wide variation in chemical
and mineralogical composition results in
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abundance and impact on metallurgical
performance (resistance to grinding, flotation
characteristics, rheology, etc.). These are:
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significant variation in metallurgical characteristics.
Schouwstra et al. (2013) proposed subdividing the
group into a high- and a low-calcium component
(reflected mineralogically in the abundance of
diopside). The metallurgical characteristics of the
parapyroxenite grouping are also highly variable, and it
was postulated that by dividing the group in a highand a low-Ca subcategory the link to metallurgical
characteristics could be improved
® Calc-silicate, basically a skarn rock resulting from
dolomite-magma interaction. It displays typical
metamorphic effects and is characterized by high
contents of calcium-rich minerals (diopside, garnets,
wollastonite, etc.). This rock type occurs at the footwall
of the reef but is also present as rafts higher up in the
reef stratigraphy. The contact with the pyroxenite is
usually gradational via an intermediate zone of
parapyroxenite. Both the calc-silicate and
parapyroxenite are more common where the footwall
consists of dolomite (the Sandsloot mining area).
According to the information available, the calc-silicate
has very poor metallurgical characteristics and is
usually stockpiled
® Serpentinites are described as being fairly common in
close proximity to major discontinuities such as the
Drenthe and Mohlosane River faults. Mineralogical
characterization indicated that many of the
serpentinites contain less than 50% serpentine,
whereas in other cases chlorite is the more abundant
mineral phase (chloritization). However, there is no
doubt that these rocks are highly altered and contain
large amounts of hydrated magnesium silicate
minerals. Available information indicates that the
presence of large amounts of altered silicates adversely
affects the rheology of the ore during processing.
As mentioned earlier, the footwall rocks are variable, with
dolomite prominent in the southern areas of the
Mogalakwena operations and granites and granofelses
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occurring in the north. The footwall rocks exhibit sporadic
mineralization, normally associated with veining.
The hangingwall rocks consist of norites and
gabbronorites and may also contain mineralization. Where
mineralized, the norite is known as a hybrid norite.
Most of the mineralization can be described as
disseminated sulphides with associated platinum group
minerals (PGMs), although high sulphide grades do not
necessarily indicate high platinum group element (PGE)
values (Holwell and McDonald, 2006). There is also no clear
link between rock type and PGE grade, with all rock types
containing high and low grades, as well as barren areas.
More detailed descriptions of the mineralogy of the
various rock types is given in Schouwstra et al. (2013).

(24#-243$46#1+0/010/249:4034*,1--/$"4.3*40"%2Given the difficulty of identifying the various rock types in
hand specimen, especially the more altered or hybrid rock
types, Schouwstra et al. (2013) used a combination of
geochemistry and quantitative X-ray diffraction (XRD) to
classify the various rock types. If it is possible to use
chemistry as an indication or rock type and establish a link
between rock type and metallurgical characteristics, then
chemistry can be used as a direct indicator (or proxy) of
metallurgical behaviour (ore type) – see Figure 2.
Quantitative XRD data was used to classify more than
200 samples into the different rock types, based on the
following constraints.
® Pyroxenite group: mainly enstatite pyroxene, minor
amounts of diopside, and less than 20% feldspar
(higher feldspar contents would move the sample into
the norite group)
® Parapyroxenite group: substantial amounts of diopside
and other calcium-rich minerals (garnet, amphibole,
etc.). A range of 15 to 25% diopside set the boundaries
for the low-Ca parapyroxenites, whereas a diopside
content of between 25 and 35% placed the sample in
the high-Ca parapyroxenite class
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® Calc-silicate group: samples containing in excess of
35% diopside were classified as calc-silicates
® Serpentinite: rocks containing more than 50% hydrated
silicates such as serpentine and chlorite
® Granite and granofels (footwall): these rocks were easy
to recognize from the high quartz and feldspar contents
® Norite (hangingwall): high plagioclase feldspar
contents, with lesser amounts of pyroxene (mainly
enstatite).
Although these constraints result in artificial boundaries
and combine different rock groups (i.e. pyroxenite and
feldspathic pyroxenite) into a single class, the classification is
consistent and provides a framework for linking in various
metallurgical characteristics. As such, the classification
should not be seen as a geological tool, but rather as an
initial geometallurgical domain classification.
After the rock classification by quantitative XRD, a
discriminant analysis of the chemical data by X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) was performed to establish whether the
chemical data could explain the differences recognized by
XRD.

If there are more than two groups, then more than one
discriminant function can be estimated. The maximum
number of functions is equal to the number of groups minus
1, or the number of variables, whichever is smaller.
In the examples presented below, Statistica software was
used for the analyses and some of the graphical
presentations.
In the case of the Platreef rocks, seven classes (cf. Figure
3) and five variables (CaO, MgO, Fe2O3, Al2O3, and SiO2)
were entered into the analysis and five roots were produced.
Roots 1, 2, and 3 are plotted against each other in Figures 3a
and 3b.
From an inspection of the two figures the following is
evident:
® Very distinct groups or clusters are visible in the plots,
indicating the significant potential of chemistry to
discriminate between the groups
® Root 1 provides a good discrimination between calcsilicate, high- and low-calcium parapyroxenite, and
pyroxenite

/-*./'/+1+041+1,"-/Discriminant analysis is a statistical technique that is used to
determine which variables discriminate between two or more
naturally occurring groups (Hill and Lewicki, 2006). In this
case the groups were the rock types as discussed above, and
the variables were the concentrations of the oxides of
calcium, magnesium, and iron, and alumina and silica.
In the case of two groups and a single variable,
identifying whether the variable does discriminate between
the groups is relatively trivial. As the number of groups and
variables increases, a single variable may not adequately
discriminate between groups, but rather a combination of
variables may be needed. The analysis therefore produces a
new set of variables or roots, each of which is a linear
function of the original variables in the analysis and has the
following form:
where a is a constant, b1 to bm are regression
coefficients, and x1 to xm are the original variable values.
          

/)#.241*1002.4%,3043$4.33044  .330441-4&202.'/+2&4#-/+)
&/-*./'/+1+041+1,"-/-430240(1040(2-240!34.330-4%.3/&2414)33&
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® Root 2 discriminates between the above groups and
granofels very well
® Root 2 discriminates between the first four groups and
norite fairly well
® Root 2 does not discriminate between the pyroxenites,
parapyroxenites, and calc-silicates.
® There is no discrimination of serpentinite from roots 1
or 2
® Root 3 provides discrimination for serpentinite.
As it turns out, root 1 is a strong function of CaO, as
would be expected (Schouwstra et al., 2013).
Root 1 accounts for 84.6 % of the discrimination between
the rock types, root 2 a further 9.7%, and root 3 a further
4.5%. The remaining roots 4 and 5 contribute the remaining
1.2% and have not been plotted in Figure 3. These results
indicate that routine XRF data can most likely be used to
map the distribution of rock types in the mining area without
the need for detailed mineralogical analysis. To test this
approach, additional data-sets were made available by the
Anglo American Platinum geology department for
classification.

<,1--/$/*10/3+43$4+2!4&101
Having performed the analysis on a set of classified data, the
question then arises to what extent this technique can
classify new samples based on their whole-rock chemistry.
This would provide a quick computational method of
classifying data robustly and consistently without any
human error. Whether the classification is, strictly speaking,
geologically or mineralogically correct is irrelevant if the
subsequent classification can be linked to metallurgical
performance in a consistent way. Initially, the scatter plots as
described above were used to produce algorithms that would
classify new samples based on where their calculated roots
fell on these plots. This enabled a visualization of how the
samples were distributed in the root 1, 2, 3 space and is
useful in demonstrating the concept.
A more robust and computationally sound technique is to
use the classification functions that are produced by the
analysis to calculate the distances between each of the new
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data-sets and the arithmetic means of each of the categorized
classes in the multi-dimensional space defined by the roots.
It then follows that the class mean that lies closest to the new
data-point defines the class of that new data-point. This is
easily calculated on a spreadsheet.
The same approach can be applied to reclassify the
original data-set so as to provide information on the
goodness of fit of the original model. Using this approach,
89% of the samples were predicted correctly by the model.
The worst classification was for norite, which had a success
rate of 60%, but as there were only five data-points, one of
which was identified as pyroxenite and another as lowcalcium parapyroxenite, and as both of these ore types show
similar metallurgical responses, this is not a cause for
concern.
The other concern with the original algorithm is that
when it is applied to bulk historical data obtained from
operational sampling there are a significant number of datapoints whose roots plot outside of the areas defined by the
original XRD data-set. These are classified as unknown
when the original algorithm is applied, but if the
classification function approach is used it will force a fit into
a classification which might or might not be correct. For this
reason it is strongly recommended that although the model is
robust, more classification work should be done on these
‘unknown’ samples to correctly identify them and then tune
the classification functions accordingly. This process would
improve the accuracy of the model with time, but this does
not mean that versions of the model could not be
implemented immediately and useful information obtained.

2-0/+)40(24.2-#,0-43$40(24&/-*./'/+1+041+1,"-/1)1/+-04)23,3)/*1,4/+$3.'10/3+
For grade control and stockpiling purposes, all blast-hole
samples from the Mogalakwena mine are sent to Anglo
American Platinum’s Eastern Bushveld Regional Laboratory
for chemical analysis. Using a sampling interval of 2.5 m,
each blast-hole representing bench thickness provides six
samples for PGE analysis (by Sparc), as well as Cu, Ni, and S
by XRF. A full XRF scan of the samples also provides
quantitative information on the silicate-type compounds. At
the start of the project, XRF analyses of approximately
180 000 sample points, representing blast-holes drilled in
2011, were provided for model testing. This data was used to
classify the samples into their various rock types using the
scatterplot-derived algorithms described earlier (Figure 4 Schouwstra, 2013). Note that a number of samples are
classified as unknown. Many of these are close to the noritegranite/granofels classification. The unknown category is
most likely a reflection of the fact that only a few
hangingwall and footwall samples were available during
development of the discriminate analysis.
The calculated rock type classes were then compared to
the geological model based on the descriptions and logs from
the mine geologists (Figure 5). Note that rock discrimination
by chemistry does not take textural characteristics such as
grain size, foliation, brecciation, etc.) into account, and
granofels (gneiss) and granite are therefore defined as one
rock type. Also note that the chemical discrimination reduces
the number of rocks to seven classes compared to the 14
common rock types used by the mine geologists.
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Figure 5 visually demonstrates agreement between the
reef package (pyroxenite, parapyroxenite, calc-silicate, and
serpentinite), hangingwall, and footwall between the
geological model and the rock type discrimination based on
XRF data.
For further testing, a chemical data-set of over 50 000
samples comprising several benches was compared with
geological data. Table I summarizes the data and compares
the results of the chemical classification to the data from the
geological model.
It is evident that there are some significant differences
between the two methods. Notably, the distribution of
samples classified as norite is considerably more than that
identified by geologists. With the main differentiation based
on the abundance of pyroxene vs. feldspar, it is quite
possible that a number of high-feldspar pyroxenites (the so-

/)#.24 ,3043$40(24)23,3)/*1,4'3&2,4$3.43)1,1!2+14./)(04*3'%1.2&4!/0(4*(2'/*1,4*,1--/$/*10/3+43$4.3*40"%2-4,2$0

Table I
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called feldspathic pyroxenites) might have been classed as
norites. On the other hand, the geological classification of
these samples as feldspathic pyroxenites might be incorrect.
The percentage of pyroxenite classification by chemistry
is considerably lower than that identified by geological
means. As mentioned earlier, some of the norites might
belong with this group. However, if the group classified as
low-Ca parapyroxenites is added to the pyroxene group the
difference from the geological distribution is reduced
significantly. The chemical differentiation between pyroxenite
and low-Ca parapyroxenite is based on the amount of
diopside present (which is reflected in the Ca content) and is
thus an artificial boundary. The visual determination of the
presence of a certain percentage of diopside is difficult,
especially where the texture is fine-grained. The percentage
high-Ca parapyroxenite corresponds with the geological
classification of parapyroxenites and perhaps indicates that
this highly metasomatosed rock is easier to identify.
Calc-silicate is scarce at the Mogakwena North operation,
as reflected by both the chemical classification and the
geological identification of this rock group. The Mogalakwena
North operation contains very little serpentinite. Many
samples described as serpentinite are very fine-grained and
altered pyroxenite and parapyroxenite. In most cases, the
alteration to the hydrated magnesium silicates (including
serpentine and chlorite) is much less than 50%, putting the
classification by visual means in question.
As the Mogalakwena North operation is characterized by
a high percentage of pyroxenites the exercise was repeated
on the Sandsloot operation (further to the south), which
contain a higher percentage of parapyroxenites and calcsilicates (Table II).
As seen in the comparison with the Mogalakwena North
blast-hole samples, the visual differentiation of the
pyroxenite-parapyroxenite group is challenging and the
results differ from the chemical classification. The
combination of the pyroxenite and low-Ca parapyroxenite
groups gives a similar distribution to that of the geologically
identified pyroxenite group, whereas the high-Ca

parapyroxenite distribution corresponds to that of the
parapyroxenite as per the geological model. The amount of
calc-silicate present (as calculated from the XRF data) is
significantly higher than that in the geological model. No
serpentinites were identified by either means.
Although the chemical classification on the blast-hole
samples from Mogalakwena North and Sandsloot differs from
that supplied by the geologists (visual identification), it is
difficult to assess which one better reflects the real rock type
distribution. Since the primary aim was to use chemistry as a
proxy for ore type, a perfect fit with the geological model is
not required—the chemical classification highlights
differences in the distribution of the various rock components
and delineates zones that are similar in composition. The
chemical classification is well-defined and will be consistent
as it is based on a quantitative chemical analysis. Figure 6
demonstrates the consistency in chemical classification vs.
that achieved by visual identification. The figure is a
combination of two different benches (2011 and 2013 data)
and clearly highlights the disparity in visual identification
over time (most likely by different geologists). The chemical
classification shows a continuum between the two different
sets of data.

201,,#.)/*1,4*(1.1*02./;10/3+5 2(1/3#.43$41./3#-1'%,2-4.2%.2-2+0/+)40(24&/$$2.2+04.3*40"%2Preliminary metallurgical characterization test work by
Schouwstra et al. (2013) allowed the authors to highlight
some distinct trends for certain rock groups. Since that time,
additional laboratory-scale test work has firmed up on these
trends but more work is still required, particularly on those
rock types for which not many samples were readily available
at that time. In addition, work is required on those rock types
that the algorithm classified as unknown in order to decide if
they can readily be combined with one of the other
geometallurgical zones or need to be placed in a class on their
own. Much of the work to date has been on the flotation
response of these classifications. Hardness data is available,
as well as some work on rheology, as a proxy for plant

Table II
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operability. This data needs to be included in any
geometallurgical model that is ultimately put in place in the
operation.
All the batch flotation test results on samples from the
identified rock types were averaged, and their enrichment
ratios (concentrate grade divided by feed grade) versus
recovery responses are plotted in Figure 7. Seeing that the
relationship between recovery and enrichment ratio is
essentially a trade-off, it is important to look at the
relationship between the two, and not one or the other in
isolation. A particular sample might well produce a good
recovery but at a sub-economic concentrate grade, for
example. Figure 7 also displays the confidence limits. It is
clear from these results that there are definite differences
between the rock types. The granofels samples had the best
flotation response, whereas calc-silicates and high-calcium
parapyroxenites were the worst. This is in line with previous
experience and was expected. The serpentinites constitute a
small data-set, but were also consistently poor.

This data facilitates the fitting of a mathematical model to
each rock type as described by Schouwstra et al (2013). The
model defines the relationship between enrichment ratio and
metal recovery, depending on the ore type. It thus becomes
theoretically possible to predict, for a given ore classification
and head grade, the recovery for a given concentrate grade,
or the concentrate grade at a given recovery. This type of
model can then be integrated into a geometallurgical
simulator that provides expected plant performance,
depending on the feedstock.
It must be emphasized that the data is from batch
flotation tests carried out in ideal laboratory conditions and
may be a poor predictor of plant performance. Pilot plant tests
in a continuous operation are required to determine firstly,
whether the trends identified manifest in a large-scale
operation; and secondly, if so, what is the magnitude of the
effects. Once this has been established a realistic
geometallurgical model may be put in place. In addition, the
synergistic or antagonistic effects of ore blending need to be
established with confidence so that any decisions emanating
from such a model are well-informed.

<3' /+/+)4'201,,#.)/*1,43#0*3'2-4!/0(4*(2'/*1,
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The rock type characterization using XRF data differentiated
between seven different rock types—these included the
hangingwall and footwall rocks, which are infrequently
mineralized.
Metallurgical test work highlighted that the low Caparapyroxenite is metallurgically compatible with the
pyroxenite, and these two types can thus be combined into
one geometallurgical zone. This geometallurgical zone
comprises most of the current Mogalakwena North operation.
Where mineralized, the norite (limited data) and granitegranofels exhibit better metallurgical characteristics than the
pyroxenites and can also be grouped together.

Further development of a chemistry proxy for geometallurgical modelling
In terms of flotation characteristics, the high-Ca
parapyroxenites behave similarly to samples from the
serpentine group. However, with only a few samples
belonging to the serpentine group available for testing, as
well as some anecdotal evidence of this material having
previously caused rheology issues in the operation, it is
recommended that these two groups are regarded as two
distinctive geometallurgical zones.
Test work has confirmed the poor recoveries previously
obtained on calc-silicates, and rocks belonging to that group
should be part of a separate geometallurgical domain.

<3+*,#-/3+
Many reports on processing difficulties at Mogalakwena
provided anecdotal evidence that there existed a link between
rock type and metallurgical behaviour. This led to the
working hypothesis that mine planning and ore processing
based on rock type classification should improve production
and assist with optimizing the milling and flotation regime.
Geological characterization and metal recovery potential
are an integral part of a value-based spatial resource model
that incorporates estimates of various aspects of the mining
value chain into each of the smallest mining units, and
ultimately leads to optimized mining decisions.
Using a geological rock type classification (using visual
classification or X-ray diffractometry) would most likely lead
to a rock model incorporating more than 15 rock types. Some
of these rock types would have a very small volumetric
distribution, complicating the mining process. Keeping the
number of geometallurgical zones small—even though that
might slightly increase the variation—makes the process
more viable.
The initial study used CaO as an indicator of rock type,
but using a more comprehensive set of chemistry data and a
principal component analysis approach made it possible to
subdivide the rocks in the Mogalakwena mine into seven
different classes. Focusing on the mineralized rocks (i.e.
ignoring the footwall and hangingwall) further reduces this
to five for the whole mining operation or four for the
Mogalakwena North pit, where the highly altered calc-silicate
rock is poorly developed. Limiting the number of
geometallurgical zones will obviously simplify the mining and
process schedules.
The link between these different rock classes and
metallurgical behaviour is tentative at the moment. Although
our preliminary data corroborates some of the anecdotal
evidence (i.e. calc-silicate has always been regarded as a
problematic ore and is typically stockpiled for future
processing), the data is limited, especially on the scarcer rock
types. The data is also currently based on standard laboratory
tests, using a standard grind, flotation times, and reagents.
It is therefore imperative to continue with the
metallurgical characterization of the different ore types and
link these to the proxy-based geometallurgical model. This
should include test work on several blends of poor and good
ores to determine the impact of blends on metallurgical
throughput and recovery, as well as pilot plant confirmation
and qualification of the trends observed. The impact of
variable grade on recovery also needs to be better quantified.
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It is further recommended that XRF characterization and
modelling of proxies be continued. The models should be
revised and improved as new information becomes available
and as knowledge on the interaction between geological and
metallurgical parameters improves.
The study thus far has shown that there is not much
value in changing the mining method at Mogalakwena North
(where only 10% of the rock types will have a deleterious
effect on processing), but it is believed that selective mining
by rock type will have a pronounced effect as mining moves
towards areas where the rock type distribution is more
variable and where the mining area contains a larger
percentage of mineralization with detrimental metallurgical
characteristics.
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18–19 October 2017 — Conference

20 October — Technical Tours

Protea Hotel Ranch Resort, Polokwane, South Africa
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BACKGROUND

ABOUT THE VENUE

The 7th International Platinum Conference is to be held in
Polokwane, Limpopo, South Africa in October 2017.
The Platinum conference series has covered a range of
themes since inception in 2004, and traditionally addresses
the opportunities and challenges facing the platinum Industry.
This prestigious event attracts key role players and industry
leaders through:
 High quality technical papers and presentations
 Facilitating industry networking
 Having large, knowledgeable audiences
 Global participation, and
 Comprehensive support from industry role players.
The Platinum 2017 Conference will be held in association
with the Precious Metals Development Network (PMDN) of the
DST’s Advanced Metals initiative (AMI Conference 2017)
Thie AMI conference presents a forum where scientists and
technologists can come together to learn and discuss the latest
advances in precious metals (platinum group metals and gold) science
and technology.
The 2017 event will, under the guidance of the organising
committee, structure a programme which covers critical
aspects of this continually evolving and exciting industry.
However the success and relevance of this event to the
industry really depends on your participation and support.
You can participate in this event as an organising committee
member, author/presenter, delegate or sponsor.
We look forward to your support and engagement in the 7th
International Platinum Conference.

The Protea Hotel Ranch Resort
Polokwane, on the Eastern Limb
of the Southern African Bushveld
is the exciting new venue for the
2017 Platinum Conference.
Polokwane is the capital city and
urban heartbeat of Limpopo,
known as the gateway city as it is
a stepping stone to a diversity of
natural attractions from
mountains to wilderness areas.
The city is in close proximity to a
number of Platinum operations
allowing for multiple technical
visits.

Thank you.
Dr Gordon Smith
Chair—Organising Committee
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• Academics
• Business development
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•

managers
Concentrator managers
Consultants
Engineers
Exploration managers
Explosives engineers
Fund managers
Geologists
Hydrogeologists
Innovation managers
Investment managers
Market researchers and
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Marketing managers
Mechanical engineers
Metallurgical managers
Metallurgical consultants
Metallurgists
Mine managers
Mining engineers
New business development
managers
Planning managers
Process engineers
Product developers
Production managers
Project managers
Pyrometallurgists
Researchers
Rock engineers
Scientists
Strategy analysts
Ventilation managers

Sponsor
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Conference Co-ordinator: Gugulethu Charlie
E-mail: gugu@saimm.co.za •Tel: +27 11 834 1273/7 • www.saimm.co.za

advanced metals initiative

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
2017
10–12 July 2017 — Water 2017 Conference
Lifeblood of the Mining Industry
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort,
Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
25–26 July 2017 — Entrepreneurship in Mining
Forum
A Focus on New Business in Mining
De Beers, Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
3–4 August 2017 — Building a Robust Mineral
Industry Thriving under prolonged low commodity
price environment
Cresta Lodge, Msasa, Harare
Contact: Gugulethu Charlie
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: gugu@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
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Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort,
Johannesburg
Contact: Gugulethu Charlie
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: gugu@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
22–24 August 2017 — The biennial Southern
African Coal Processing Society Conference and
Exhibition
‘Coal Processing – the key to profitability’
Graceland Hotel, Casino and Country Club, Secunda
Contact: Gerda Craddock
Tel: +27 11 432-8918
E-mail: gerdac@mineralconcepts.co.za
Website: www.sacoalprep.co.za
30 August–1 September 2017 — MINESafe
Conference 2017 Striving for Zero Harm—Driving
Excellence through Compliance
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort,
Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

4–9 August 2017 —Rapid Underground Mine &
Civil Access Conference 2017
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort,
Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

11–15 September 2017 — Uranium 2017
International Conference
Extraction and Applications of Uranium — Present
and Future
Swakopmund Hotel, Swakopmund, Namibia
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

15–16 August 2017 —The SAMREC and
SAMVAL Codes
Advanced Workshop: Can you face your peers?

20–21 September 2017 — Global Mining
Standards and Guidelines Group (GMSG)
Creating community to drive operational excellence

 

          

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
2017
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort,
Johannesburg
Contact: Gugulethu Charlie
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: gugu@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
30 September–6 October 2017 — AfriRock 2017:
ISRM International Symposium—Rock Mechanics
for Africa
Cape Town Convention Centre, Cape Town
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
6 October 2017 — Empirical methods, rock
mechanics, and structural geological methods
useful for excavation in jointed/fractured media
One-Day Short Course
Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

Contact: Gugulethu Charlie
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: gugu@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
25 October 2017 — 14th Annual Student
Colloquium
Johannesburg
Contact: Gugulethu Charlie
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: gugu@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
6–7 November 2017 — Coal Preparation Society
of India
5 International Conference & Exhibition
‘Coal Washing: a sustainable approach towards a
greener environment’
Silver Oak Hall, India Habitat Centre, Lodhi Road,
New Delhi-110003, www.cpsi.org.in

17–20 October 2017 — AMI Precious Metals 2017
The Precious Metals Development Network (PMDN)
Protea Hotel Ranch Resort, Polokwane
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
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18–20 October 2017 — 7th International
Platinum Conference
Platinum—A Changing Industry
Protea Hotel Ranch Resort, Polokwane

Company Affiliates
The following organizations have been admitted to the Institute as Company Affiliates

3M South Africa (Pty) Limited

eThekwini Municipality

Namakwa Sands(Pty) Ltd

AECOM SA (Pty) Ltd

Expectra 2004 (Pty) Ltd

Ncamiso Trading (Pty) Ltd

AEL Mining Services Limited

Exxaro Coal (Pty) Ltd

New Concept Mining (Pty) Limited

Air Liquide (PTY) Ltd

Exxaro Resources Limited

Northam Platinum Ltd - Zondereinde

AMEC Foster Wheeler

Filtaquip (Pty) Ltd

PANalytical (Pty) Ltd

AMIRA International Africa (Pty) Ltd

FLSmidth Minerals (Pty) Ltd (FFE001)

ANDRITZ Delkor(pty) Ltd

Fluor Daniel SA ( Pty) Ltd

Paterson & Cooke Consulting
Engineers (Pty) Ltd

Anglo Operations Proprietary Limited

Franki Africa (Pty) Ltd-JHB

Anglogold Ashanti Ltd

Fraser Alexander Group

Polysius A Division Of Thyssenkrupp
Industrial Sol

Arcus Gibb (Pty) Ltd

Geobrugg Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd

Precious Metals Refiners

Aurecon South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Glencore

Rand Refinery Limited

Aveng Engineering

Goba (Pty) Ltd

Redpath Mining (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd

Aveng Mining Shafts and Underground

Hall Core Drilling (Pty) Ltd

Rocbolt Technologies

Axis House Pty Ltd

Hatch (Pty) Ltd

Rosond (Pty) Ltd

Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine

Herrenknecht AG

Royal Bafokeng Platinum

HPE Hydro Power Equipment (Pty) Ltd

Roytec Global (Pty) Ltd

IMS Engineering (Pty) Ltd

RungePincockMinarco Limited

Ivanhoe Mines SA

Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited

Joy Global Inc.(Africa)

Salene Mining (Pty) Ltd

Kudumane Manganese Resources

Sandvik Mining and Construction Delmas
(Pty) Ltd

Barloworld Equipment -Mining
BASF Holdings SA (Pty) Ltd
BCL Limited (BCL001)
Becker Mining (Pty) Ltd
BedRock Mining Support Pty Ltd
Bell Equipment Limited

Perkinelmer

Leco Africa (Pty) Limited

BHP Billiton Energy Coal SA Ltd
Blue Cube Systems (Pty) Ltd
Bluhm Burton Engineering Pty
Ltd(BLU003)
Bouygues Travaux Publics
CDM Group

Longyear South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Sandvik Mining and Construction
RSA(Pty) Ltd

Lonmin Plc

SANIRE

Lull Storm Trading (Pty)Ltd T/A Wekaba
Engineering

SENET (Pty) Ltd

Magotteaux (Pty) Ltd

Senmin International (Pty) Ltd
Smec South Africa

MBE Minerals SA Pty Ltd
MCC Contracts (Pty) Ltd

SMS group Technical Services South
Africa (Pty) Ltd

MD Mineral Technologies SA (Pty) Ltd

Sound Mining Solution (Pty) Ltd

MDM Technical Africa (Pty) Ltd

SRK Consulting SA (Pty) Ltd

Metalock Engineering RSA (Pty)Ltd

Technology Innovation Agency

Metorex Limited

Time Mining and Processing (Pty) Ltd

Metso Minerals (South Africa) Pty Ltd

Timrite Pty Ltd

MineRP Holding (Pty) Ltd

Tomra (Pty) Ltd

Data Mine SA

Mintek

Ukwazi Mining Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry

MIP Process Technologies (Pty) Limited

Umgeni Water

Digby Wells and Associates

MSA Group (Pty) Ltd

VBKOM

DRA Mineral Projects (Pty) Ltd

Multotec (Pty) Ltd

Webber Wentzel

Duraset

Murray and Roberts Cementation

Weir Minerals Africa

Elbroc Mining Products (Pty) Ltd

Nalco Africa (Pty) Ltd

Worley Parsons RSA (Pty) Ltd

CGG Services SA
Chamber of Mines
Concor Opencast Mining
Concor Technicrete
Council for Geoscience Library
CRONIMET Mining Processing SA Pty Ltd
CSIR Natural Resources and the
Environment (NRE)
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Fraser Alexander is your trusted mining
services partner, delivering worldclass outsourced services across the
entire mining value chain. Operating
in the mining industry since 1912,
the company has been growing its
innovative business across the globe.

OUR FOOTPRINT
Our presence spans across Botswana, Brazil, Côte d’Ivoire,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana, Mali, Namibia, South Africa,
Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

VISION
‘To be the preferred outsourcing mining services partner in Africa’

MISSION
‘We provide outsourced services and solutions to mining & heavy
industry’

OUR TOTAL SERVICE OFFERING
We provide outsourced services and related infrastructure to move, manage and add value to minerals, waste and water.
Mining

Processing

Moving

Deposition

Construction

• Hydraulic mining of
tailings
• Mechanical remining
of tailings and coal
discards

Operation and
maintenance of:
• Mineral processing
plants
• Crushing and
screening plants
• Water treatment plants

• Load and haul of
waste and tailings
• Dry bulk materials
handling
• Slurry pumps and
pipelines

Operation and
maintenance of:
• Tailings disposal
facilities
• Discard dumps

• Pre-deposition works
for tailings and waste
facilities
• Civil infrastructure
• Bulk, engineered
earthworks

fainfo@fraseralexander.co.za | South Africa: +27 11 929 3600 | Zambia: +260 968 3229 68 | www.fraseralexander.co.za

